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--------------------------------------------------
Note by the Registry: The corrected verbatim records are available on the Tribunal’s website 
at www.itlos.org.
Note du Greffe : Les procès-verbaux corrigés sont disponibles sur le site Internet du Tribunal : 
www.tidm.org.

For ease of use, in addition to the continuous pagination, this volume also 
contains, between square brad<ets at the beginning of each statement, a reference 
to the pagination of the corrected verbatim records. 

En vue de faciliter !'utilisation de l'ouvrage, le present volume comporte, outre 
une pagination continue. !'indication, entre crochets, au debut de chaque expose, de 
la pagination des proces-verbaux corriges. 
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14 September 2010, p.m. 

PUBLIC SITTI 'G HELD O 14 SEPTE!\fflER 2010, 3.00 P. I. 

Seabed Disputes Cb1mbu 

Present: Pre.rlde111 TREVES; J11dge.s MAROTTA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YANAI, KATEKA, HOFFMANN, GAO, BOUGUETAIA, OOLITSYN; 
Registrar GAUTIER. 

Li I of deltgatlons: 

lniernarional Seabed Awl10rily 

H.E. Mr Nii Odunton, Secretary General 
Mr Michael W. Lodge, Legal Counsel 
Dr. Kcning Zhang, Senior Legal Oflicer 
Ms Gwc:naellc Le Ourun, Legal Officer 

Germany 

Dr Susanne Wasum-Rainer, Legal Adviser, Director-General for Legal AffaiJS, Federal 
Foreign Office 
Or. lngo Winkelmann, Head of Division, Federal Foreign Office 
Mr l\1aitin Lutz, Deputy Head or Division, Federal Minutry of Economics and Technology 
Ms Ellen Mauc, Deputy Head ofDivision, Federal Ministry of Justice 
Ms Chia Lc:hnardl, Expert Assistant, Federal Ministry or Economics and Technology 
Mr Dan Tidten, Expert Assistant, Federal Foreign Office 

Netherlands 

Dr Licsbeth Lijnzaad, Legal Adviser of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Prof Dr Ren~ Lefeber, Legal Counsel, Ministry of foreign Affairs 
Mrs Winifred Bradbelt, Legal CoWtsel, Ministry of Transport and Water Management 

Argentina 

Ambassador Susana Ruiz Cerutti, Leaal Adviser, Argentine Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
International Trade and Worship 
Minister Manuel Angel Fernandez Salorio, Consul General of the Argentine Republic in 
Hamburg 
Or. Frida Annas Pfiner, Member of the Legal and Technical Commission or the International 
Seabed Authority as delegate 

Chile 

Minister Counsellor Roberto Pla1.n, Consul General of Chile in Hamburg 
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RESPOt-lSIBIUTIES AN'DOBLIGATIONS OF STATE'S Will{ RllSPECTTOACTIVrrtES INTHEAR.EA 

Fiji 

H.E. Mr Pio Bosco Tilcoisuva, High Commissioner offiji to the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Nonhcm Ireland 

Mexico 

Ambassador Joel Hernandez 0., Legal Adviser of the Minjstty of Foreign A If airs 

Nauru 

Mr Pc1cr Jacob, First Secretary, Nauru Wgh Commission in Suva (Fiji) 
Mr Roben Haydon, Advisor 

U11ited Ki11gdom of Great Brita/11 011d Northern Ireland 

Sir Michael Wood KCMG, member of the English Bar and member oftbc lnlemational Law 
Commission 
MrEran Sthoeger, New York University School of Law 

Russia 

Mr Vasiliy Titushkin, Deputy Director of the Legal Depanment, Ministry of foreign Affairs 
Mr Andrey Todorov, Attache of the Legal Department, Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

UNESCO//OC 

Mr Ehrlich Desa, Deputy Executive Secretary of UNESCO/IOC, Head of Budget and 
Finance ofUNESCOS/IOC's Capacity Development Section 
Mr Nicolas Guerrero Peniche, Consultant for Legal Affairs omce of the Executive Secretary 
of UNESCO/IOC 

IUCN 

Mr Donald K. Anton, Barrister and Solicitor of the Supn:me Court of Victoria, the Supreme 
Court ofNcw South Wales, and the High Coun of Australia; Member of the Bar of tbe State 
of Missouri, the State ofldaho, and the Supreme Coun of the United States; and Senior 
Lecturer in International l..aw a1 the Australian National University College of Law, Counsel 
Mr Robert A. Makgill, Barrister and Solicitor of the High Court of New Zealand, Counsel 
Ms Cymic R. Payne, Member of the Bar of the State of California, the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, and the Supmne Coun oftbe United States, Counsel 
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14 scptcmbrc 2CDI0, apres-rnidi 

AUDIENCE PUBLIQUE TENUE LE 14 SEPTEMBRE 2010, 15 KEURF.S 

Cbambre pour le reglement des differench relatifs aux foods marios 

Preseflts : M. TREVES, Prisiden1; MM. MAROli A RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
Y ANAi, KA TEKA, HOFFMANN. GAO, BOUGUETAIA, GOLITSYN, }11ges; 
M. GAUTIER, Greff/er. 

Liste des delegatiollll : 

Aulorlle Jn/ernat/onale d'es fonds marins 

S. E. M. Nii Odunton, SccTCtaire gc!neral 
M. Michael W. Lodge, Conseiller juridique 
M. Kening Zhang, jurisce (hors classe) 
Mme Gwenao1!lle Le Gurun, juristc 

Ripublique Jiderale d 'Allemagne 

Mme Susanne Waswn-Rainer, Conseillerc juridique, Dircctrice generate des affaires 
juridiques au Ministcrc federal des affaircs c!lJMgeres 
M. logo Winkchnann, Chef de division au Min3stere fl!dc!ral des affaircs ctrangeres 
M. Martin Lutz, Directeur adjoint, Ministere federal de !'economic e~ de la technologie 
Mme Ellen Maue, Directrice adjointe, Minister.: federal de la justice 
Mme Chia Lehnard1, expertc assistante au Ministere f6dc!ral de 1'6conomie et de la 
cechnologic 
M. Dan Tidtcn, expert assistant au Ministere federal des affaircs ctrangeres 

Pays-Bas 

Mme Liesbeth Lijnzaad, Conscillere juridique au Ministere des affaires ctrangtrcs 
M. Rene Lefc:bcf', jurisLC au Minist~ des affailres etrangcrcs 
Mme Winifred Bradbelt, juriste au Ministcre des transports Cl de la gestion des eaux 

Argemine 

Mme Susana Ruiz Cerutti, Ambassadeur, Conseillere juridique au Mi.nistere des aJTaires 
ctrangeres, du commerce imemational et du cultc:, 
M. Manuel Angel Fernandez Salorio, Consul general de la Republique argenrine a Hambou:rg 
Mme Frida Annas Pfirtcr, membre de la Commission juridique cl tcclmiquc de I' Auloritc 
intemationale des foods ma.tins, en qualitc! de d-elegucc 

ChJIJ 

M. Jorge O'Ryan, Ambassadeur du Chili en Al lemagne 
M. Roberto Pln1.a, Ministre conseiller, Consul general du Chili ~ Hambourg 

s 
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Fldjl 

RESPONSAOLLrrts ET OBLIGATIONS OES ETATS 
OANS LE CADRE D'ACTIVIT~S MENllES DANS LA ZONE 

S. E. M. Pio 13osco Tikoisuva, Haut-Commis.saire des Fidji auprcs du Royaume-Uni de 
Grande-Bretagne et d'lrlllOdc du Nord 

Mnique 

M. Joel I lemandez G., Ambassadcur, Consciller juridiquc au Mini~tm: des affaires 
ecrang~res 

Na11ru 

M. Peter Jacob, Premier Sccrctairc, llaut-CommiSS31iat de: Nauru A Suva (Fidj i) 
M. Robert Heydon, Consciller 

Royaume-Uni tk Grande Bretagne et d'lrlm1de du Nord 

Sir Michael Wood, K.C.M.O., membre du barrc:au d'Angleterrc et membre de la Commission 
du droit international 
M. Eran Slhocgcr, facuM de droit de la New Yort University 

Federat/011 de R11.ssle 

M. Vosiliy Titushkin, Direcceur adjoint du dcpartemcnt juridique du Ministcrc des alTaires 
etrangcres 
M. Andrcy Todorov, Atmchc au dl!pa:rtcmcnt juridiquc du Ministcrc des affaires ~crcs 

COi de !'UNESCO 

M. Ehrlich Desa, Secretairc exccutifadjoint de la Commission ~nographique 
in1ergouvemementalc de !'UNESCO et Chef de la Section du dcveloppement des capacites 
Mr Nicolas Guerrero Pcniche, consultant au Bureau des afTaires juridiques du Scc.retaire 
executif de la COi 

UICN 

M Donald K. Anton, avocat A la Cour supreme de Victoria, a la Cow- supreme de la 
Nouvelle-Galles du Sud, et auprcs de ta Hautc Cour d' Australic:; membre du barreau de 
l'Etal du Missouri, de l'Etat de 11daho, et avocat auprcs de la Cour supdme des Etats-Unis 
d' Ammque ; maim: de conferences en droil international ll la Faculte de droit de: I 'Universite 
nationale austndicnne 
M. Robert A. Makgill, avocat auprcs de la Haute Cour de Nouvellc-Zelandc 
Mme Cymie R. 1>ayne. mcmbrc du barrcau de 1 'Etat de la Califomie, de l'E du 
Massachusetts, c:t avoc:ate aup~ s de la Cour supreme des Ecats-Unis d' Aml!riquc 
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OPENING OF THE ORAL PROCEED! GS 14 Scptcmb« 2010, p.m. 

Opening or tile Oral Procctdiags 
(ITLOS/PV.2010/1/Rev.2, E, p. 1-4; F, p. 1- 3) 

uGre/fier: 
Le 6 mai 2010, le Conseil de l'Autorite intemationalc des fonds marins a adopte la d~cision 
ponant la cote ISBN16/C/13 par lnquelle ii a decide de demander un avis consultatif a la 
Chambrc du Tribulllll pour le reglement des dill'c!rends relatifs aux fonds matins. Le tcxtc de 
laditc docision a ctc tnmsmis par w1c lcttn: du Secretaire general de l'Autorite intcmatiooale 
des fonds marins, datee du 11 mai 2010, qui a ~II r~ue au Greife sous la formc d'un courrier 
clectronique le 14 rnai 2010. L'original de la lettre a ctc ~ au Greffe le 17 rnai 2010. 

La demande d'avi.s consultatif a ecc soumisc sur la base de !'article 191 de la 
Convention des Nations Unics sur le droit de la mer et de l'aniclc 131 du Rtglcmcnt du 
Tribunal. 

(Continued /11 E11g//sh) The case has been entered in the list of cases as Case 'o. 17 
and named Responslbllilies and ObligQJ/ons of States spo11Sorlng persom and 1mlltits with 
respect 10 oe1Mtits in the Arta (Request for Advisory Opinion submiued to the Seabed 
Disputes Chamber). 

Mt President. 

The Preslde11t: 
I declare open the hearing in Case No. I 7 pursuant to article 133, paragraph 4, of the Rules 

of the Tribunal. 
Al the very beginning of this silting I wish to highlight that the case in which we are 

bearing oral statemenrs today and over the next two days is a double premiere in the history 
of the lntenlational Tribunal for the Law of the Sea and the Seabed Disputes Chamber. It is 
the first time thal the Chamber is seized with a case and the first time at all that a request 10 
render an advisory opinion has been brought to the Tribunal. 

It is with regret that I have to say that on this spccinl occasion one of the Members of 
the Chamber, Judge Chandrasekharn Rao, is prcvenlcd by illness from sitting on the bench 
during the hearing. 

I now call on the Registrar to read out, from the decision or the Council of the 
International Seabed Authority, the questions on which the Chamber is asked 10 n:nder on 
advisory opinion. 

Mr Registrar. 

111e RegWrur: 
The questions read as follows: 

I. What are the legal responsibi lities and oblip lions of States Prutlcs to the 
Convention with respect 10 the sponsorship of activities in the Alea lo 
n=rdance with the Convention, in panicular Part XI, and the 1994 
Agreement relating to the implementation of Part X I of the Unilcd 'atioos 
Convention on the Law of the Sea of I O December 1982? 

2. What is the extent of liability of a State Party for any failure co comply with 
the provisions of the COnvcntlon, in panicular Pan XI, and the 1994 
Agreement, by an entity whom ic has sponson,d un<kr Ar1icle 153, 
paragraph 2(b), of the Con~entioo? 

3. What are the necessary and appropriate measures that a sponsoring Slate 
must ttke in order to fulfil ilS re.sponsibility under the Convention, in 
panicular Article 139 and Annex lll, and the 1994 AgrfflllCnt? 
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RESPONSU31.LITIES AND OBLIGATIONS Ot' ST ATES WITH RESPECT TO ACTIVITIES IN TH£ AllEA 

Mr President. 

The PresldenJ: 
By an Order dated 18 May 2010, the President of the Seabed Disputes Chamber decided that 
the International Seabed Authority and the organi:zations invited as intergovernmental 
organizations to participate as observers in the Assembly of the Authority llfC considered 
likely to be able 10 furnish Information on the questions 5ubmitted to the Seabed Disputes 
Chamber for an advisory opinion. 

By the same Order, States Panics to the Convention, the International Seabed 
Authority and the intergovernmental organizations refen-ed to above were invited to present 
written :rtatr;ments on the questions submiued to the Chamber for on advisory opinion, and 
9 August 2010 was fixed as the time-limit within which written statements mig)lt be 
presented. 

By the same Order, the President of the Seabed Disputes Chamber also decided that 
oral proccedinp should be held and fixed 14 September 2010 - that means today - as the 
date for the opening of the hearing at which oral statements may be submitted to the Chamber 
by the States Parties to the C.Onvention, the lntcmationol Seabed Authority and the 
intergovernmental organizalions referred to above. 

After receipt of a request for an cxtcDsion, by an Order dated 28 July 2010, the time
limit for the presentation of written statements was extended lO 19 August 20 I 0. 

Pursuant to article 131 of the Rules of the Tribunal, by a lener dated 30 July 20 I 0, the 
International Seabed Authority communicated to the Chamber a Dossier of documents likely 
to throw light upon the queStions submitted to the Chamber. The Dossier was placed on the 
website of the Tribunal. 

Wriuen statements were filed, in the order of receipt, by the following: 
Jn1eroceanrnetal Joint Orgoniza1ion; the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
Ireland; Nauru; the Republic of Korea; Romania; lhe Netherlands; the Russian Federation; 
Mexico; the International Union for the Conservation of Nature; Germany; China; Australia; 
Chile; the Philippines; and the International Seabed Authority. After the expiry of the time
limil, a further statement was filed by the United National Environment Progmmme. In 
accordance with article 134 of the Rules of the Tribunal, the statements were placed on the 
website of the Tribunal. 

In addition, the Registry nxlCived a joint statement of Stichtiog Oreenpeace Council 
(Greenpeace lnternalional) and the Worldwide Fund for Nature. In lig)lt of anicle 133 of the 
Rules of the Tribunal, the statement was not included in the case file. It was nonetheless 
placed on the website of the Tribunal. 

As indicated, the Seabed Disputes Chamber of the Tribunal is meeting today to hear 
oral statements regarding the Request for an advisory opinion. In this regard, the Chamber 
has been informed that representatives oftlic following States and organi:zations 'Aish to talce 
the floor during the eu=nt oral proceedings: the International Seabed Authori1y, Germany, 
the Netherlands; Argentina; Chile; Fiji; Mexico; Nauru; the United Kingdom; the Russian 
Fcdcnt1ion; the lntersovernmcntal Oceanographic Commission of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization; and the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature. 

In prepamlion of the hearing, the Chamber yesterday listed four points 'Ahich it would 
like the International Seabed Authority to address pursuant to article 76 of the Rules of the 
Tribunal. This list of points has been communicated to all delegations. 

a 
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OPENING OF THE ORAL PROCEEDINGS - 1• September 2010, p.m. 

I would also like to mention that the Chamber may see a need to address questions to 
delegations. Such questions would be sent by the Chamber to delegations indicating to them a 
time-limit for the receipt of a written response. 

The specific arr.mgcments ror the hearing have been made known by the Registry to 
the participating delegations. ll\e schedule of the hearing has also been made public by a 
press release. This anemoon the Chamber will hear the International Seabed Authority. 11ie 
other delegations that I have just mentioned will speak tomorrow and on Thur.;day. 

I now give the floor 10 the representative of the International Seabed Authority. 
Your Excellency, Mr Odunton, you ha"e the floor. 

9 
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RESPONSIBILITIES AND OBUGATIONS Ot' STATES WITH RESPECT TO ACTIVITIES IN THB AREA 

Statements of the futeroational Seabed Authority 

STATEMENT OF MR ODUNTON 
INTERNATIONALSEABEDAUTIIORITY 
(lTLOSIPV .2010/1/Rcv.2, E, p. 4-SJ 

MrOdunJon: 
Mr Presiden1, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chwnber, it is my gR:al honour to appear 
before you today on behalf of lhe International Seabed Authority in my capacity as Secretary· 
General of the Authority. This is an historic oocasion, since it is lhe first time that the 
Chamber has been called upon to exercise its important advisory jurisdiction under the 
Convention. I would like to recall that almost sixteen years ago, on 14 November 1994, when 
the Convention entered into force aller the deposit of the sixticlh ratification, nobody could 
predict bow well the three bodies to be established under the Convention would discharge 
thcir respective mandates. To our great satisf:iction, the three bodies which were subsequently 
cslablished, namely the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, the Commission on the 
LimitS of the Continental Shelf and the ln1ema1ional Seabed Authority, have all been 
functioning effectively and efficiently. 

Mr President, in the case of the Authority, I run particularly pleased to see that in the 
past two years small island developing Stites such as Nauru and Tonga have •~ 10 
sponsor entities registered in their countries to apply to the Authority for approval of plans of 
work for exploration in the reserved areas. In spite of the current deferral of consideration of 
their applications, Ibis symboli1.es another step towards the realization of the noble idea of 
' 'the common heritage of mankind." 

The proposal by the Government of auru lO seek an advisory opinion on the 
responsibilities and liabilities of a sponsoring State and the decision of the Council to make a 
request to the Chamber for such an opinion demonstrllte the sinc;crity of States Parties 10 the 
Convention in participating in the :ictiviries in the Arca and the good faith in fulfilling tl1eir 
treaty obligations. Furthennore, the prompt action of the Chamber to deal with the Request in 
accordance with article 191 of the Convention and [article] 131 of the Rules oftbe Tribunal 
dcmonstmtes that tbe seabed dispules senlement mechanism as set out by the framers of the 
Convention is now fully functional. 

Mr President, to give an ad,<isory opinion on matters of concern to an important organ 
of the Authority is one of the most imponant functions given to the Chamber under Part Xl of 
the Convention. The Chamber has a high responsibility 10 ensure lhat the provisions of 
Part Xl of the Convention and the 1994 Agreement arc implemented properly and the regime 
for deep seabed mining as a whole is properly interpreted and applied. You ha,'e i1II my 
confidence that the advisory opinion to be rendered by the Chamber on the questions raised 
by the Council of the Aulhority will be of far-reaching significance in guiding States Parties 
to the Convention in the proper interpretation and application of the relevant provisions of 
Part XI of lhc Convt1Jtion and the 1994 Agreement. 

Mr President, with your pennission, I would now like to give the floor to the Legal 
Counsel, Mr Michael Lodge, to make an oral statement 10 the Chamber on behalf of the 
Authority on the present Case No. 17 on responsibilities and obligations of SIAlCS sponsoring 
persons and entities with respect to activities in the Arca. Mr Lodge's statement will be 
followed by supplementary statements by Mr Kcning Zhang and Ms Gwenallle Le Gurun, 
members of the delegation of the Authority, who will make additional comments on specific 
aspectS of the issues involved. 

I thank you. 

10 
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ST Al l:.MENT 01' MR OOUNTON - 14 ~beT-2010, p.m. 

Tire Pre.side/II: 
Thank you very much, Mr Oduntoo. 

I w1derstand that Mr Lodge is now going to tnkc the noor. 

II 
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RESPONSLBfl.lTlES AND OBLIGATIONS OF STATES WITII RF.SPECT TO ACTIVITIES IN THE AREA 

STATEMENT OF MR LODGE 
CNTERNATIONAL SEABED AUTHORITY 
[ITLOS/PV.2010/1/Rev.2, E. p. 6-19) 

Mrlodgt: 
Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, I have 11\e honour to appear before 
you today on beltalf of the Jntcmalional Seabed Authority. It is a particular honour for me to 
appear on this occasion as it is lhe fllS! ever occasion on which the Chamber has been called 
upon 10 exercise its jurisdiction to entertain a request for an advisory opinion pursuan1 to 
article 191 oflhe Uni1ed Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

The responsibility of rendering an advisory opinion under Aniclc I 91 is one of the 
most important functions gh'ffl to the Chamber under Part XI of the Convention. The 
Chamber has a responsibility to ensure 1hal the provisions of Part XI of the Convention and 
the I 994 Agreement are implemented properly and that the regime for deep seabed mining as 
a whole is properly interpreted and applied. The guidance provided by the Chamber wilh 
~t to the proper interpretation and application of the relevant provisions of Pan XI and 
the 1994 Agreement will inevitably be accorded the greatest measure of respect by States 
Parties to lhe Convention. 

The imponance of these proceedings for lhc work of the Authority is amply 
demonstrated by the fact lhat writt~ statements on the issues involved have been submined 
by 12 members of the Authority and three intcrgovernmerual organizations which arc 
observers to the Authority: lhe lntcroccan.rnetal Joint Organization (which is also a 
con1tactor \\<ith the Authority); the lntemalional Union for Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources (IUCN); and the United Nations EnvironmcnJ Programme, o doubt these 
written sta1cmencs will be of grca1 assistance to the Chamber in its deliberations. 

Mr President, the duty of all those participating in these proceedings is to assist the 
Chamber in its task. This is especially so in the case of the Authority and its SecrctariAL 
Whilst it is only right tbat States Parties should express their individual positions on the 
interpretation of lhe relevant provisions of the Convention aod the Agreement, the task of the 
Scactariat is primarily to assis1 the Chamber, as well as States Parties, by making sure that 
all relevant infonnation is placed before the Chamber to enable ii to come to a properly 
infonned conclusion. It is in this spirit that the Secretariat bas provided an extensive DossiCT, 
pursuant to article 131 of the Rules of the Tribunal, which contains the relevant rules, 
rcgulalions and procedures of the Authority as well as other documents, decisions and 
material likely to throw light upon lhe three legal questions on which the advisory opinion is 
requested. Tbe Dossier is supplemented by a writlefl statement on beltalf of the Authority, in 
which we sought to provide the Chamber with necessary b.1ckground infon11a1lon relaiing to 
the Request itself, as well as information on the regulatory regime governing activities of 
prospecting, exploration and exploitation in the Arca. 

My remarks today on behalf of the Sccrctariat "ill be organi;,,cd as follows. I shall 
begin with some words about the factWII background to the Request for an advisory opinion. 
Next I shall address questions of jurisdiction and admissibility, followed by comments on the 
applicable law. I shall then consider the questions put to the Chamber. In doing so, I shall 
anempt also to respond to the list of questions fonnulatcd by the Chamber, which I 
undcmund bas already been circula1cd. I shall not repeat all that is said in the Authority's 
written statement. 

Mr President, I wish to begin by describing briefly something of the background to 
the Council n:qucsting the Chamber to give an advisory opinion. This background may be 
useful in order to provide a factual nexus, as well as to shed light on the actual questions 
before the Chamber, although it is impo11ant also to cmphasi;,.e that the Chamber is not 

12 
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STATEMENT OF MR LODGE- 14 Scpcembtr2010, p.m. 

required to make findings of fact or to express a legal opinion on any aspc,c:l of the 
application by Nauru Ocean Resources lnc.orporated that is presently pending before the 
Legal and Technical Commission oftbe Authority. 

The factual background is set out in detail in Chapter 1 of the Authority's wrillc:n 
statement. It is sufficient to summarise it here as follows. 

On 31 March 2008, two companies, Nauru Ocean Resources Incorporated, sponsored 
by Nauru, and Tonga Offshore Mining Ltd., sponsored by Tonga, formally notified the 
Secrewy-Ocnmil of their intention to submit appli~ion.1 for approval of plans of work for 
exploration. According to the notification, auru Ocean Resources Incorporated, which I 
shall refer to as NORI, is a company which was incorporated in Nauru on 6 March 2008 and 
is also a subsidiary of another company by the name of Nautilus Minerals Incorporated. 

Both these applications were for plans of work in the so-called "reserved areas". This 
is a term which is not defined in lhc Convention or the Ag,eement, but which lies at the heart 
of the "parallel system'' for acoes.s to the mineral resources of the Area. The ~tem is 
described in detail in Chapter 4 of the Authority's written stntcment at paragraphs 4.3 to 4.4. 
The applications by NORI and Tonga Offi hore Mining Ltd. were in fact the fust applications 
to have been made for plans of work in the reserved areas since the Convention entered into 
forte in 1994.As such, they were subject to a spc,c:ial procedure sci out in the Authority's 
Regulations and described in paragraph l.S of the Authority's written statement. 

Under the Convention, reserved areas that arc contributed by contractors with the 
Authority arc 10 be reserved for use: by the Enterprise, or, if the Enterprise indicates that it 
docs not wish 10 submit a plan of work for such area, for developing StAles or an entity 
sponsored by a developing StAte. It is importnnl to appreciate that the implemenwion of lhe 
relevant provisions of Annex Ill of the Convention has been substantially affected as a result 
of the 1994 A~mcot and also, at a procedural le,•el, by the Regulations on Prospecting and 
Exploration for Polymetallic Nodules in the Area adopted by the Authority. The combined 
effect of these various provisions is described in paragraph 4.16 of the Authority's written 
statement. 

The Enterprise, through ilS Interim Director-General, formally declared that it did not 
intend 10 carry out activities in the areas in question; the two applications were formally 
submitted through the &:crcuuiat on 10 April 2008. As noted in the written Slatement, 
NORJ's application covers a total surface area or 74,830 square kilometres in the Clarion
Clipperton Zone of the Pacific Ocean. (Slide sllow11). The area lies within the reserved areas 
and is divided into four regions, IA, IB, JC and ID, co,·cring areas of the seabed from within 
reserved blocks 13, 15, 22 and 2S. The chart that has been produced is intended to help put 
this ioto context for the Members of the Chamber by showing the geographical location of 
the areas under application, highlighted in yellow and red. 

What then happened to the two applications is described in Chapter I of the 
Authority's written statement. In accordance with the procedures set out in the Regulations, 
they were considered by the Legal and Technical Commission in May 2008. As provided for 
in the Regulations, the deliberations of the LTC took place in closed session under conditions 
of confidentiality. Although the L TC considered the applications over four days, it reported 
that it had not reached a con.scnsus with respect to a recommendation to the Council and 
therefore decided to continue its consideration of the applications at the next possible 
opportunity, which, in the nonnal course of events, would be tbe next regular session of the 
Authority in 2009. 

Mr President, at this point it may be worth noting that, although in its paper to the 
Council at the sixteenth session in 2010, Nauru referred to differences of opinion amongst 
some members of the LTC, it now accepts that there were no such differences. 11tis matter is 
also referred to at paragraph 1.8 of the Authority's written statement, which cites a statement 
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made to the Cowicil 011 this particular issue by the Chainnau of the L TC. As noted above, lhe 
deliberations of the LTC with regard to applications for plans of work take place in closed 
sessions, in conditions of stricl confidentiality. According to the practice of the Authority, the 
only official reports of such deliberations arc contained in formal repons of the chainnan of 
the L TC to the Council, or in formal recommendations to the Council on particular issues. I 
hope this clarifies this particular maucr to the Chamber. 

What then happened was that on S May 2009, in advance of the fifteenth session of 
the Authority, Mr Heydon, a director of both Tonga Olli hore Mining and NORI, wrote to 1he 
Secretariat requesting postponement of the applications, given that they were the first by a 
commercial entity for exploration rights in a reserved area, as well as what was described as 
the uncertainty surrounding sponsoring SlOte responsibility 31ld liabili ty. The letter also 
referred to the difficulty of raising capital due to the global 6n11ncial crisis and the fall in 
nickel price and the closure of many nickel mines. As a result, the L TC postponed ilS 
consideration of the cwo applications "until further notice". n1e present status of the 
applications, therefore, is that they remain pending funher consideration by the L TC. 
However, during the discU$$iom in relation to the request for an advisory opinion at the 
sixteenth session Nawu indicated thot it would be requesting the Secretary-General to 
reinstate the applications on the agenda for 2011. 

On 5 May 2010, Nauru submitted its proposal that the Council seek an aiMsory 
opinion on certain matters regarding sponsoring State responsibility and liability. This 
proposal ,ws issued as document ISBA/16/C'6. The proposal was added to the provisional 
agenda of the Council as item 7 and was discussed at t.he 155111

, 160'21 and 161" meetings of 
t.he Council. Thirty-two delegations, including members of the Council and observers 10 the 
Council, took the floor to express their views on the issues. Formal written statements were 
made by Nauru on 3 May 2010 and by Fiji on 3 and 6 May 2010, and these statements an: 
included in the Dossier submitted by the Secretariat. A summary record of the discussions in 
the Council has also been compiled by the Secretariat and is included in the Dossier. 

As noted in the Dossier and in the various ~Tineo statements, the eventual decision of 
the Council ,ws not to adopl the proposal as fonnulated by Nauru, in which the questions 
were quite complex, lengthy and specific, but instead to follow the wishes of many 
participants in the debate and to ask for an opinion on three abstmct but concise questions. 
The Council decision requesting the Chamber 10 give an advisory opinion was then adopted 
without a vote on 6 May 2010. 

Mr President, that brings me on to the topic of jurisdiction and admissibility. On these 
particular aspect.s I wi h to add only one short point to the comments made in Chop1er 11 of 
the Authority's written statement; that is to agree with those who have contended tbal it is 
right that, whenever the Chamber receives a request for an advisory opinion, it should 
consider both whether it has jurisdiction, and - assuming that it docs - whether there exist 
any n:asoru that require it to decline to respond to the questions put to it by the Council. 
AJtbough many, including the Authority, have pointed out the differen«s in wording 
between article 191 of the Co11Vcn1ion and Article 63 of the Smtute of the International Coutt 
of Justice. I share: the view expressed by other delegations that it is not necessary, for present 
purposes, for the Chamber to reach any finn conclusions as to the implications of that 
difference in language. 

As far as the general analysis of the issues of jurisdiction and admissibility is 
concerned, I would simply refer the Chamber to the brief analysis al Chapter 11 of the 
Authority's written swement and to the more exhaustive analyses of the relevant legal 
provisions contained in the written statements submiued by Australia., Mexico and the United 
Kingdom. 

14 
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Mr President, thc next question that would be considered by the Chamber is that of 
the applicable law. In gcncrnl tenns, the law lo be applied by the Chamber is set out in 
AMex VI, article 38 of the Convention (the StatUie of the Tribunal) and article 293 of the 
Convention. My colleague will deal with this issue in more dclail in due course. 

I wish to make only one general point at this stage and that is 10 r-cm.ind the Chamber 
lhat the regime for the Area is a conventional regime, the basis for which is found in f>an XI 
and Annex III of the Convention and in the 1994 Agreement. Annex IV of the Convcnlion, 
(which contains the Stacute of the Enterprise) and Resolutions I and II appended lo the Final 
Act of the Third Conference, arc also relevant in some respects, ti are some other provisions 
of the Convention which deal with the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment. A particul11r point that must DOI be overlooked is that, in accordance with 
An.icle 2 of the 1994 Agreement, the provisions of the I 994 Agreement and P:111 XI of the 
Convention kshall be interpreted as a single inslt\llllcnt'"; in the event of any inconsistency 
between the 1994 Agreement and Part XI of the Convention, the provisions of the 1994 
Agreement shall prevail. The general principles sel out in the Convention and tl1e 1994 
Agreement arc given practical effect tlu-ougli the rules, regulations and procedures established 
by the relevant organs of the Authority pursuant to the specific powers and fwictions set out 
in the Convention and tlte 1994 Agreement. For pre.sent purposes the most important of these 
are the Regulations on Prospecting and Exploration for Polymetallic Nodules in the Area, 
adopted by the Assembly in 2000. 

Mr President, I now tum to the questions put by the Council to the Chamber. It is not 
my intention to address each of the three questions in detail. The Chamber has the benefit of 
copious arguments from States Parties in the form of both written and oral statements, and it 
"-Ould not be appropriate for the Secretariat to express !I view with respccl to the positions 
expressed by member States. I propose therefore to make only three general points with 
respect to the scope of the issues before the Chamber and theo 10 spend some time lo 
elaborate 10 the Chamber how the provisions of the Convention and the Agreement relating 10 
State sponsorship and control by the Authority over ae1ivi1ies in the Arca have been 
implemented in practice. M)• colleague "'ill then make some additional comments with 
specific relevance to question number 3. 

The first general point I wish to make is to emphasize 1ha1 the Council has clearly 
framed the three questions in an abstract manner, without refettnee to any particular sicwuion 
or application for plan of work. This was a deliberate and conscious choice, as is apparent 
from the summary records of the meetings of the Cowicil c:ontllincd in the Dossier prepared 
by the Secretariat. The abstract fonnulation of the three qucstionS inevitably affccts the 
degree or detail which the Chamber can provide in response to the questions. 

Second, and flowing rrom the first point, the questions have been fmmcd in a very 
careful manner to focus on the obligations of the sponsoring States, rather than ou the 
obligations of all States Parties to the Convention in general. Fu11hennore, the language of 
the questions is carefully directed towards the proper intcrprctat.ion of the relevant provisionS 
of the Convention and the Agreement. As I noted earlier, the regime for deep seabed mining 
is a Convention regime and the answer to questions relating to the obligations of sponsoring 
States must, first and foremost, lie within the provisions of the Convention itself (including 
the rules, regulations and proccdW'C$ of the Authority). The obligations for States Parties 
which ate sponsoring States arise beeausc they arc States Parties to the Convention, As we 
said in the Authority's written statement, "It would appear that the overriding intent of the 
Convention and the 1994 Agreement, and the Regulations, is that 1he purpose of Stale 
sponsorship is to ensure that a State Party takes responsibility in accordance with Article 139, 
Article 153, paragx-aph 4, and Annex Ill, Article 4, paragraph 4, of the Convention." This 

IS 
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suggests that the answer to the questions before the Chamber, in particular Question I, lies 
primarily in an interpretation of these provisions of the Convention. 

The third ieneral point I wish to make is to submit that there is nothing in Part XI or 
elsewhere in the Convention, or in ll1e 1994 Agreement, co suggest thal the obligations of 
sponsoring States vary in any way depending on their level of development. In several places 
Part XJ docs provide for special consideration to be given to the interests of developing 
States, but as others, including Australia, Oermany and the Russian Federation, the United 
Kingdom and the IUCN have pointed out in their wriuen statements, in every case where this 
occurs it is qualified by the words as "specifically provided for in this Part" (that is, of course 
Part XJ). Examples where this occurs mny be found in aniclc 140, parasraph I, article 148 
and anicle 152, paragraph 2. Whilst tbcrc is real substance in the special considerations to be 
accorded to de\"eloping States under these provisions, such as for example the right to apply 
for "reserved areas", nowhere is there any suggestion that the other provisions of Part XI, 
such as those relating to the protection of the marine environment, should be applied with any 
less rigour depending on the state of development ofll1e State concerned. 

Having made these general points, it may be useful if I briefly outline for the benefit 
of the Chamber the cU1TCnt status of activities in the Arca and then take some time to explain 
to the Chamber the way in \\1lich the criteria and procedures for State sponsorship arc 
elaborated in the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority, as required by Annex UI, 
Article 4. A description of the overall regulatory regime governing activities in the Arca is set 
out in some detail in Chapter lV of the Authority's written s1atemen1 and I ccttainly do not 
intend to repeat that here. 

There arc CU1TCOtly eight contractors with the Authority. These arc: 

(a) Yuzhmorgeologiya, which is a State enterprise sponsored by the Russian Federation; 
(b) lnteroce30Dlctal Joint Organization ()OM), an international consortium composed of 

and sponsored by Bulgaria, CUba, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Poland and the Russian 
Federation; 

(c) The Government of the Republic or Korea, sponsored by the Republic of Korea; 
(d) China Ocean Mineral Resources Research and Development Association, sponsored 

by China; 
(e) Deep Ocean Resources Development Company, sponsored by Japan; 
(f) IFR.EM.ER, sponsored by France; 
(g) The Oovemment of India, sponsored by India; 
(h) 11te federal lnstilule for Oeoscienccs and Nntuml Resources of Germany, sponsored 

by Germany. 

All contracts issued to date C.O\'er the exploration phase only. The conttacls were 
entered into between 2001 and 2002 and, in accordance with lhe Regulations, each has a 
duration of IS years. The obligations incumbent upon contractors arc described in detail in 
the Authority's wrilten statement. To date, the Authority has not issued any plan of wolf< for 
exploitation of deep seabed minerals; nor has any application been made for such a plan of 
work. 

As far as sponsorship requirements arc concerned, lhe relevant provisions are found in 
the Regulations, in particular Regulation 11 , which contains the following spe<:ific 
provisions. I would ask pemiission to read these out in full. 

(a) Each application by • State enterprise or one of the entities refemd to in 
regulation 9(b) • "'hicb is a cros5-rcfCffllCC 10 Article IS3(2) of the Convention . 
shall be accompanied by• certificate of sponsorship issued by the State of which 
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ii is a national « by which or by "hose natiooals it is clT~tively conuollcd. If 
the applic:anl bas more than ooe nationality, as in lhe ca.w or a partnership or 
consortium of entities from more than one State, e.1ch State in\lolvcd shall issue 
a ocrtificatc of spoosorship. 

(b) Where the applicant has the nationality of 011c State but is cffccti~ely 
controlled by anoth« St.ate or its nationals, each State involved shall issue a 
certificate of sponsor. 

(e) Each oenificatc of sponsorship shall contain, fntu alia, a declaration lhat 
the spoasoring State assumes responsibility in accordance with Articles 139, 
Article I S3, paragraph 4, and Annex lU, Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 
Convention. 

The Regulations do not provide for any particular fonnat for the certificate of 
sponsorship, nor do they require that any sponsorship a_greement or details of any legal or 
financial arrangements in existence between the sponsoring State and the applicant entity be 
disclosed to the Authority. one of the current contractors or sponsoring States have in fact 
provided copies of such agreements. 

The siru:ition is further complicated, however, by the fact tbat, with the exception of 
lhe German contractor, all of the cUITCflt contractors had previously been registered pioneer 
investors under Resolution II of UNCLOS III. The 1994 A~ent contains special 
provisions relating to pioneer investors under which they were deemed to bavc satisfied the 
requirements of the Convention and the Agreement relating to the issue of plans of work for 
exploration provided they made a request withi11 36 months of the entry into force of the 
Convention. As such, the sponsoring States of these contractors were not required to submit 
new declarations of sponsorship, but instead were able to rely on the original sponsonhip 
declarations that had been submined to the Preparatory Commission in support of the 
applications for registration as pioneer investors. ln the case of the German contractor, which 
was also subject to special treatment as a prospcetive investor wider the tenns of the 1994 
Agreement, a cmificate of sponsorship was submitted in the fonn of an undertaking signed 
by the relevant ministry having effective control and supervision of the contractor entity. The 
applications by the Nauruan and Tongan entities will thus be the first fresh applications to 
bavc been made completely in aocoroiiocc with the 2000 Regulations and thnt are not subject 
to some son of special procedure under the 1994 Agreement. 

Regulation 11, paragraph 3(t), makes specific reference to the requirement in the 
ccrti ficate of sponsorship of a declaration that the sponsoring State assumes responsibility in 
uooordance with articles 139, article 153, and article 4, parag,aph 4, of Annex Ill of lhe 
Convention. This suggests pcrlmps that the form of the certificate is less important than the 
content of the duties and responsibilities att.ributable to the act of sponsorship. An 
understanding of the content of these duties and responsibilities is of course the issue which 
lies at the hean of the questions before the Chamber. 

Taking the relevant provisions of the Convention and the views expressed in the 
various written statements as a whole, some gcocral observations can be made. First, it is 
necessary that sponsoring States Parties adopt some measures within their legal systems to 
ensure compliance by the sponsored entity with ran XI, the rules, regulations and procedures 
of the Authority and the tcnns of the contract. In the absence ~of any such measures, 
sponsoring States Parties will fail to comply with their responsibility. Divergent views have 
been expressed with respect to the fonn of the legal instruments required, including what 
constitutes "DCQCSsary and appropriate measures" for this purpose. However, several States 
Parties have submitted that the terms "within legal systems" and "adoption of legislation" 
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imply the need for a public lesal order and exclude the possibility that a mere contractual 
arrangement would suffice. Another obsCfValion that can be made is that although the 
tenninology refctrini to the measures to be taken shows variation, such as "necessary and 
appropriate measures" (article 139), "all measures necessary .. .'' (article 153), and 
"reasonably appropriot.e measures" (article 4, Annex Ill), no real conclusion can be inferred 
from the slight variation of tenns since they do not seem to alter the purpose for which such 
measures must be taken. As o practical matter, it seems obvious that the type and scope or 
necessary and appropriate measures would vary according to the mineral resources in 
question and the activities taking place - whether they cover prospecting. exploration or 
exploitation. My colleasue will address the Chamber further on this particular issue in due 
course. 

Mr President, for the last pan of my statement I wish to return to the issue of exercise 
of control over activities in the Area by the Authority, specifically with reference to 
article I 53, paragraphs 4 and 5, of the Convention. There is a number of ways in which the 
Authority exercises control o,·er activities in the Area. 

The first and most ob"ious way in which the Authority exercises control is by issuing 
rules, regulations and procedures for the conduct of the octivities in the Arca. In accordance 
with article 162, paragraph 2(o), of the Convention, these rules, regulations and procedures 
shall relate to prospecting, exploration and exploitation in the Arca. Priorily is 10 be given to 
the adoption of rules, regulations and procedures for exploration for an exploiiation of 
polymetallic nodules. As a consequence, the Authority adopted lhe current regulations 
governing prospecting and exploration for polymetallic nodules in 2000 nnd has recently 
adopted similar regulations relating to seafloor massive sulphides. Given the current status of 
exploration activities, there has been no requirement so far for the Autl10rity to issue 
regulations governing the exploitation phase. 

1be second way in which tl1e Authority exercises control is through the binding 
contracts which arc the only basis upon which an entity may carry oul activities in the Area. 
This is a partic11larly important element when one considers the enforcement provisions 
found in the standard clauses of contracts as well as the dispute settlement provisions found 
in article 187 of the Convention. Indeed, the contractual nature of the relationship between 
the Authority and those ,vishing to conduct activities in the Area is not only fundamental 10 

but is a defining characteristic of the legal iegime established by the Convention and the 
AgrecmenL 

The third way in which the Authority exercises control is through the requirement in 
the standard clauses that contractors provide an annual report on their activities. This report is 
revie~ by the Legal and Technical Commission, which then provides any necessary 
recommendations to the Secretary-General who in tum would lrlnsmit any requests for 
further infonnation to the contractor. In addition, there is a requirement for periodic review of 
the implementation of the plan of work for exploration al intervals of five years, 10 be 
undertaken jointly by the contractor and the Secretary-Oeneral. 

The Legal and Technical Commission has a particularly imporlant role to play in the 
supervision of activities in the Afe.a. Under article I 6S of the Convention, it is required, In/er 
ollo, to supervise activities in the Area and to report to lhe Council, to make 
recommendations on the protection of the marine environment, to make recommendations to 
issue =crgency orders and to make recommendations regarding the direction and 
supervision of inspectors. Under the Regulations, the Commission is also entitled to issuc 
recommendations for the guidance of contractors to assist them in performing their 
obligations under the contract. To date, two sets of recommendations have been issued; one 
dealing with the implementation of environmental monitoring rcqum:mcnts, and one dealing 
with the methodology for reporting of financial expenditure. 
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At the risk of being repetitive, it is important to rcilerate that, by reason of lhe 1994 
Agreement, the implementation of the regime under Part Xl is pro~sivc in nature. Under 
paragraph S of Section I of the Annex to the 1994 Agreement, the Authority is n::quin::d to 
adopt "rules, regulations and procedures necessary for the conduct of acti,•ities in the Arca as 
they progress". Such rules, regulations and procedures shall take into account the tenns of the 
1994 Agreement, the prolonged delay in seabed mining and the likely pace of activities in the 
AIU. 

The consequence of this is that the measures currently in place must be regarded as 
only partial measures. Both the Convention and the Regulations envisage that additional 
measures may be taken. Relevant provisions include, for example, Annex Ill, article 17, 
paragraph (I Xb}(xii}, of the Convention which enables the Authority to adopt rules, 
regulations and procedures on "mining standards and practices, im:luding those relating to 
operational safety, conservation of the resources and lhc protection of the marine 
environment" as well as anicle 162, paragraph 2(z}, which en,1isages that the Authority 
would eventually have a staff of inspectors to monitor activities in the Arca and whether the 
tt:nns and conditions of contracts arc being complied with. 

Mr President, the Authority also exercises control over activities in the Area through 
the link that is established with the sponsoring State. The importance of this link is 
demonstrated by the fact that, under the Convention nnd the Regulations, there can ne,•er be a 
situation where there is no sponsoring State. A contractor is required to have sponsorship 
throughout the entire period of the contract and, in the event of a termination of sponsorship, 
is required to either find a new sponsor or sufftt tennination of the contracL The Regulations 
also contain other provisions of specific relevance to the relationship with sponsoring States. 
For example, Regulation 31(2) requires the Authority o.nd sponsorina States to take a 
precautionary approiich to exploration activities. Regulation 31(6) requires contractors and 
sponsoring States to cooperate with the Authority in the establishment and implementation of 
environmental monitoring programmes and Regulation 32 requires the sponsoring Stale to be 
notified of any incident that occurs which is likely to cause serious hann to the marine 
environment. It is only reasonable to assume 1hat the pwpose of notifying sponsoring States 
in this manner is to enable them 10 take necessary action to fultiJ their responsibilities as 
sponsoring States. Finally, Mr President, I would also wish to draw the a11ention of the 
Chamber to article 190 of th.e Convention, wltich pro~idcs that the sponsoring State is entitled 
to participate in legal proceedin~ brought by or against a sponsored entity. 

Mr President, tha.t concludes my statement on behalf of the Authority. My colleagues 
will be making supplementary statements dealing with s~ific issues, beginning with my 
colleague Mr Kening Zhang, who will addms you further on the question of the applicable 
law. 

Mr President, I thank you and the Chamber for your attention. 

The Presldanl: 
Thank you very much, Mr Lodge. 

The Chamber will now withdraw for a break of 30 minutes, so the hearing will be 
continued at 4.35 when we will listen to the further statements by the International Seabed 
Authority. 

(Short adjournmtnl) 

Tht Prtsidtnl. 
The hearing now continues. I give the floor to Mr Zhang. who Vli ll continue the stalcmcnt of 
the International Seabed Authority. 
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Mr Zhang: 
Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, I have the honour to appear before 
you today in the hearing of Case No. 17 as a member of the delegation of the International 
Seabed Authority. Like the Secretary-General and Legal CoUll5CI of the Authority, I am 
particularly honoured to appear on this historical occasion when the Chamber has been called 
upon for the first lime since its establishment in 1996 to exercise its advisory jurisdiction as 
requested in accordance with article 191 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea. 

As stated in our written statement, the law to be applied to Case No. 17 by the 
Chamber is set out, in general terms, in article 293 of the Convention and aniclc 38 of the 
Statute of the Tribunal. The key provisions for the purposes of the present proceedings are to 
be found in Part XI of the Convention, which includes Annex Ill, and the 1994 AgreemenL 
The relationship between Part XI of the Convention and the 1994 Agreement is provided 
under Aniclc 2, paragraph I, of the annex to the 1994 Agreement, which reads: '"the 
provisions of this Agreement and Part XI shall be interpreted and applied together as a single 
instrument. In the event of any inconsistency between the Agreement and P!Vt Xl, the 
provisions of this Agreement shall prevail". 

Other relevant provisions can be found elsewhere in the Convention, in particular in 
ran XO, dealing with the preservation and protection of the marine environment. Aniclc 209, 
which spccilically deals with pollution from activities in the Arca, requests the establishment 
of international rules, regulations and procedures in aooordancc with Part Xl of the 
Convention and the adoption by States of laws and regulations to prevent, reduce and control 
pollution of the marine environment from activities in the Area. 

As introduced in the written stalement of the Authority, althoug)l Pan XI] of the 
Convention deals in general terms with the obligations of Statcs to protect and prc:scrve the 
marine environment, there is no specific provision in Pan XI which goes beyond the general 
requirement in article 145 that "necessary roeasUJCS shall be taken in accordance with the 
Convention with respect to activities in the Area to ensure effective protection of the marine 
environment from hannful effects which may arise from such activities''. However, 
anicle 145 does require the Authority to adopt rules, regulations and procedures for the 
prevention, reduction and control of pollution and other hazards to the marine environment, 
and of interference with the ecological balance of the marine environment. Under article 145 
particular attention shall be paid to the need for protection from harmful effects of such 
activities as drilling, dredging. excavation, disposal of waste, construction and operation or 
maintenance of installations, pipelines and other devices related to such activities. Article 14S 
also requires the Authority to adopt the rules, regulations and procedures for the protection 
and conservation of the natural resources of the AJ\!a and the prevention of damage to the 
0ora and fauna of the marine environment. 

A similar enabling provision appears in Annex Ill, anicle 17, of the Convention, 
which obliges the Authority to adopt rules, regulations and procedures on "mining standards 
and prao.ticc::i, including those relating to operational safety, conservation of the resources and 
the protection of the marine environment". The 1994 Agreement also gives priority to the 
adoption of rules, regulations and procedures incorporating applicable standards for the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment and requires that an application for 
approval of a plan of work for exploration is accompanied by an assessment of the potential 
cnvironmenial impacts of the proposed exploration acti,•ities and a description of a 
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programme for oceanographic and baseline environmental studies. All these provisions, along 
with olher general principle., set out in the Convention and lhe 1994 Agreement., are given 
effect and substance in the Regulations on Prospcctmg and Explorotion for Polymctallic 
Nodules in the Area, wnich were adopted 10 years ago in 2000 by the Assembly of the 
Authority in accordance with the Convention. For instance, Pan V of the Nodule Regulations 
is devoted to the protection and preservation of the marine environment, which, with your 
permission, Mr President., I wilt elaborate as follows. 

First, the Aulhority is under a duty to establish and keep Wklcr review environmffltal 
rules, regulations and procedures to ensure effective protection of the marine environment 
from harmful effects which may arise from activities in the Arca. Second, the Authority and 
sponsoring States arc required 10 apply a precautionary approach, as reflected in Principle I 5 
or the Rio Declarntion, to activities in the Area. Third, the Regulations impose a duty on each 
contractor to "take necessary measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution and other 
hazards to the marine environment arising from its activities in the Area os far as reasonably 
possible, using the best technology available". 

The specific content of this duty on contractors is elaborated in the Nodule 
Regulations and in the standard clauses annexed to them, as well as in the recommendations 
for the guidance of the contractors for the assessment of possible environmental impacts 
arising from exploration for potymetall.ie modules in the Area issued by the Legal and 
Technical Commission in 2001. Therefore, the contractor is required to gather environmental 
baseline data as exploration activities progress and to establish environmental baselines 
against which 10 assess the likely effects of its activities on the marine environment. The 
con1mctor is also required to establish and intptement a programme to monitor and report on 
such effects. ·n,e Nodule Regulations also wntain detailed proccd\!fCS for the exercise by the 
Council of its power to issue emergency orders to prevent serious harm to the marine 
environment arising out of activities in the Area, pursuant to article 162, paragraph 2(w), of 
the Convention. 

In addition, under Regulation 33, which deals with the rights of coastal States, any 
coastal State which has grounds for believing that any activity in the Arca by a contractor is 
likely to cause serious hann to the marine environment under its jurisdiction or sovereignty 
may notify the Secretary-General in writing of the grounds on which such a belief is based. 
The Secrctary-Oencrat shall then provide the contractor and its sponsoring State or States 
with a reasonable opportunity to examine the evidence provided by the coastal State. ·1be 
contnlctor and its sponsoring State or States may submit their observations on the evidence to 
the Sccrctary-Oeneral within a reasonable time. Eventually, if there arc clear grounds for 
believing that serious harm 10 the marine environment is likely to occur, the Sccrctal}'• 
Gcnenil shall act in accordance with Regulation 32 and, if ne,cessary, shall take immediate 
measures of a temporary nature as provided for in paragraph 2 of Regulation 32. Pursuant to 
article 34 on objects of an archacological or historical nature, the contractors are obliged to 
immediately notify the Secretary-Oeneral of any linding in the exploration area of an object 
of an archaeological or historical nature and its location and take all reasonable measures to 
avoid disturbing such an object. The Sccrewy--Oeneral shall transmit such information to the 
Director-General of UNESCO. 

All the aforementioned provisions depict the conventional regime of exploration and 
exploitation of the rcsounies in the Arca and deal expressly with issues of responsibility and 
liability in relation to marine environmental protection. 

It is our submission that lhe relevant provisions of the Convention should be 
interpreted in accordance with Anicles JI and 32 of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law 
of Treaties, and in paniculllr, for the purpose of the present case, in accordance with the 
principle that the provisions of a treaty should not be looked at in isolation, other than being 
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read as a whole. This principle makes special sense to the interpretation of lhe various 
provisions dealing with the responsibility and liability of sponsoring States and should guide 
us on how to n,concile the use of slightly different terms and expressions in different 
provisions dealing with basically the same lllllllcr. We note that the v.Titten statement of the 
Republic of Korea takes and elaborates this position. It is also our submission !hat when 
referring to other provisions of the Convention we need to ma.kc sure that they a.re relevant to 
the questions put to the Chamber. 

We submit that the International Law Commission·s Articles Oil Respomibility of 
States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, as adopted by the UNGA in 2001, should be treated 
as an indispensible source or "other rules of international law not incompatible with'" thc 
Convention, as refclTCd to under article 293, paragraph I, and "existing rules ... regarding 
responsibility and liability under international lav.~• to be applied ''without prejudice", as 
provided under article 304. The full text of the 11.C's articles has been provided to lhe 
Chamber by the Secretary-General of the Authority as Dossier o. 64 for easy reference in its 
proceedings of the current case. 

Mr President, with your permission, I would like to give the floor to my colleague, 
Ms Gwenal!llc Le Gurun. 

Mr President, Members of the Sc:abcd Disputes Chamber, I thank you for your 
attention. 

The President: 
Thank you very cnuch, Mr Zhang. 

I would now like to give the t1oor to Ms Le Gurun. 
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Ms le Guru11: 
Monsieur le President, Messicurs Jes Jugcs, j'ai l'honncur de comparnitre devant vous aux fins 
de rqmscnter l'Autoritc iotemationale des fonds marins dans la prcmicrc demandc d'avis 
consuhatif sournise a lo Cluunbte pour le Reglcmcnt des diff6rcnds rclatifs au.x foods mllrins. 

(Cominutd in English) Mr President, after making a few general comme-nts, my 
remarks are going to elabonue on what "neccssal)' and appropriate" measures for the 
purposes of article 139, anicle 153 and Annex m, article 4, paragraph 4, of the Convcnlion 
may be considered, by way of illustration, from earlier legislation adoptOII by seven States in 
the l 980s under the Reciprocating States Regime and from two more ~ent domestic laws 
adopted by the Czech Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany to regulate prospecting, 
exploration and exploitation of mineral resources in the Area. 

My fiist general rcmarlc is that article 139, paragraph 2, article 153, paragraph 4, and 
article 4, paragraph 4, of Annex ID requin: States Panics to enact legislation aod adopt 
measures within their public legal framework. This is an obligation. 

Those provisions of lhe Convention do not, however, elaborate on the "necessary and 
appropriate" measures that a sponsoring State is responsible for taking. In accordance with 
Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, such intclJ)rctation should be 
done '•in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their 
context and in the light of its object and purpose". 

The objective of adopting legislation and enacting measures is to assist the Authority 
10 secure that sponsored natural or legal persons carry out activities in the Arca in eomplionce 
with Pan XI of the Convention, ,vilh the Agreement, with lhc Regulations of the Authority 
and with the approved plan of work. Accordingly, "ncccssary and appropriate,. measures arc 
lbosc that transpose in domestic public legal systems the international duties and obligations 
of a sponsoring Slate according to Part XI of the Convention as interpreted by the Agccmcnt 
and elaborated on in the Regulations of the Authority, as adopted so far. 

An observation to make is lhat the "necessary and appropriate" measures \\ithin 
public legal systems may vary with the function of the type of mineral resources of the Arca, 
and it may also vary according to the activities in the Area: prospecting, exploration, and 
exploitation. For example, the C:zcch Act No.158 of 18 May 2000 on Prospcc1ing, 
Exploration for, and Exploillltion of, Mineral Resources from the Scabccl beyond the l, imits 
of ational Jurisdiction and Amendments to related Acts 

governs the rights and obligations of na1ural persons . .. and of legal entities ... 
cnpged in prospecting, exploration for and exploitation of mineral resources 
from the seabed and ocean floor aod subsoil thereof, beyond lhe limits of national 
jurisdiction 

Like,vise, the Oerman Seabed Mining Act of 6 June I 995, most recently amended by 
Article 160 of the Ordinance of 31 October 2006, applies in the Area to prospecting, 
exploration for, and exploitation of mineral resources which nre, "'ith the exception of water, 
all solid, liquid, or gaseous mineral resource$ found i11 situ at or bcnc:ath the seabed. 

If the adoption of measun:s is mandotory, the interpretation of what constitutes 
"necessary and appropriate" measures is left very much to the discretion of the sponsoring 
Slate Party. The modalities of those mC3SUl'C$ as observed by several States in their wriuen 
statement depend somewhat on all circumstances, including the particular cbanictcristics of 
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each national legal system. There is, for example, in the Convention, in the Agreement, or in 
the Regulations of the Authority no requirement to QOmmunicate or to give publicity to 
domestic legislation or other measures taken to implement article 139, article I 53 and 
AMex Ill, article 4. 

Article 21, paragraph 3, of Annex Ill, poses a limit to the discretion left to the State. It 
~as follows: 

No State Party may Impose conditions on a contractor that are ioconsistcnt with 
Pan Xl. However, the application by a State Pa,(y 10 contractors sponsored by it. 
or to ships flying ilS flag. of environmental or other laws and regulations more 
stringent dlao lhosc in the rules, regulations llnd procedures of the Authority 
~ pursuant to Article 17, pmgnph 2(1) of this Annex shall not be deemed 
inconsistent with Part XI. 

The first element that may be included among "necessary and appropriate" measures 
within public legal systems relates to general principles governing the oonduct of activities in 
the Area under ~Part Xl of the Coo\'cntioo. The "necessary and appropriate~ measlll'ts may 
provide for the prohibition of activities in the Area without an approved plan of ,vork. as set 
out in article 153 of the Convention. For example, section 9(1) of the Czech Act provides that 
activities in the Area arc only carried out pursuant to a wrinen contract concluded with the 
Authority. Likewise, section 4(2) of the German Act provides thm, .. Any pcrwn wishing to 
engage in activity in the Area requires the approval of the OIHrbtrgomt and a contract with 
the Authority." 

The second clement concerns qualification standards for applicants as set out in 
article I 53 and anicle 4 of Annex Ill, and elaborated on in the t\vo sets of Regulations of the 
Authority. Those qualification standards relate inter al/a to: nationality or control and the 
oonditions for sponsorship; the procedures for prospecting and for approval of a plan of work 
for exploration; financial and technical capabilities; accepting as enforceable and complying 
with the applicable obligations ereated by the provisions of Part Xl, and the Regulations of 
the Authority, the decisions of the organs of the Authority and terms of contract with the 
Authority; accepting oontrol by the Authority of activities in the Area, as authorized by the 
Convention; and providing the Authority with a wrincn assurance that obligations under the 
contract will be fulfilled in good faith. 

As a result, a sponsoring State Party may adopt measures that relate to qualification 
standards and to other conditions required for approval ofa plan of work. The Czech Act and 
the German Act illustrate bow the requirements concerning the issuance of a oertificate of 
sponsorship to a qualified 1pplican1, pursuant to Rcaulation 11 , as mentioned earlier, may be 
uansposed. For example, section 4(6) of the German Act provides that an applicant shall be 
sponsorcd if the application and the plan of won: meet the requirements or the Convention. 
the Agrecmcut and the Regulations of the Authority, and oontain in particular the obligations 
punuant to article 4(6)(a) to (c) of AMex m to the Convention and the applicant: 
(a) provides the required reliability and guarantee that the activities in the Area will be 
carried out in a manner that is both orderly and serves the interests of operational safety, 
labour protection, and environmental protection; (b) has access to the required funds for the 
orderly carrying-out of the activities in the Area, and (c) can credibly show that the activities 
planned for the Area can be carried out in an economical manner. 

The Czech and the German Acts also provide for the dcsigJ1i11ion of an agency in 
charge of implementing legislation and ordinances. 

Supervisory measures define how the authority in charge of implementing the 
national legislation will check the compliance of the activities in the Arca with applicable 
law. For example, section 8 of the German Act provides that activities of prospectors and 
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contractors in the Area are subject to the supervision of the Oberbtrgan11. For the exercise of 
supervision, the Obtrbtrgamt can demand the infonnation necessary to fulfil ilS tasks and 
undertake visiis. The supcn<isors are entitled to entef' operational facilities, business rooms, 
establishments and airborne and wotcrbome vehicles used for prospeeti11g and netivitics in the 
Area. Likewise, the Czech Act includes section 16 on inspection activities. For purposes of 
ovc1$Celng compliance \vith the C-,ech Act, the Ministry of Industry and Trade is entitled to 
examine documentation and records referring to prospecting or activities in the Arca; to 
inspect objects, facilities and workplaces wed for prospeoting and activities in the Area; Lo 
demand the submission of documents demonstrating fulfilment of obligations. This is in 
concordance with the Regulations, AMex 4, Section 14, entitled "Inspection", which 
elaborates on anicle I S3, paragraph S, anicle 162, paragraph 2(z), and aniele 165, p:iragraph 
2(m), of the Convention. 

Elaborating on anicle 149 of the Convention and on the Regulations of the Authority, 
a prospcctOr or a contractor is required to notify ooy finding of an object of an archaeological 
or historical nature and its location. The Gcnnan Act transposes that obligation by 
designating the person to which such disoovcry must be reported and treated, taking into 
account article 149 of the Convention. 

Under article 235, paragraph 2, of the Convention, States Parties arc required to 
ensure that recourse is available in accordance with their legal systems for prompt and 
ackquate compensation or other relief in respect of damage caused by pollution of t1te marine 
environment by nntural or juridical persons under tlteir jurisdiction. This implies to put in 
place an effective regime of civil liability with m:ourse for prompt and adequate 
compensation or other relief and to ensure financial security. 

alional legislation may include administrative and enforcement measures wltich arc 
panicularly relevant in the context of emergency orders issued by lhe Authority. For 
example, under Regulation 32(7) of the Nodules Regulations, if the conwctor docs not 
provide the Council with a guarantee of its financial and technical capability to comply 
promptly with emergency orders or to assure that the Council can take such emergency 
measures, the sponsoring State or States, upon the request by lhc Secretary-General and 
pursuant to articles 139 and 235, must take ncces ary measures to ensure that die contractor 
provides such a guarantee or that assistance is provided to the Authority in the discharge of 
its responsibilities regarding the prevention of serious harm to the marine en,rironment. For 
example, the Czech Act, sciction l l(b), req~ that prior 10 starting prospecting or activities 
in the Area, insurance should be effected against damage caused in the Area with an insurer 
cenified under a separate regulation; for that purpose, the Czech Act defines damage as 
death, damage to health or property, and hann to the marine environment in the An:a. 

Sponsoring States may find "necessary and appropriate" to include sanctions in the 
form of administrative fines and penalties in order to enforce their domestic provisions on 
control of person or entity under sponsorship. For example, section 11 of the Gennan Act 
includes a list of violations of several provisions of the Gennan Act that correspond to 
situations of non-compliance on the pan of the natural or lctal person under sponsorship. 
This list defines as administrative offences inter a/ia prospecting without registration or the 
conduct of activities without a contr'llct with the Authority. 

In accordance with article 21, paragraph 2, of Annex m, any State Pany must make 
enforceable in its territory any final decision rendered by a court or tribunal having 
jurisdiction under the Convention ~lating to the rights and obligations of the contractor. 
Therefore, it is expected that domestic legislations envisage a mechanism in order to make 
e.nforceablc such decisions. 

National legislation may also address the issue of concWTCnt proceeding.,. This is the 
case of the Czech Act and of the German Ac:t. Both Acts provide that if the Authority has 
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implemented a procedure und« Annex IU, article 18, or for violation of the mandatory 
principles, rules, regulations and proced~ issued by the Authority in connection with 
prospecling or activi1ics in the Arca, then none will oo prosecuted under the domestic 
legislation. This is to avoid two procedures for the srune offence lllking place, \Yhile ensuring 
that a procedure takes place if none has been implemented by the Authority. 

National legislation may also include iransitional measures. Such transitional 
measures 1alce into account the existence of a previous national legislation that was enacted 
prior to the entry into force of th<: Convention and of lhe Agreement. Other transitional 
measures address the application of the legislation in relation to the participation of a national 
under sponsorship in an international consortium (paragraph 22 of the C1.ech Act). Such a 
situation arises with one of the contractors thal has concluded a contract for exploration for 
polymetallic nodules with the Authority. lnteroccanmctal Joint Organizalion is an 
international consonium formed of six sponsoring States including the Czech Republic. 

Mr President, also by way of illustration, some indication of the likely content of 
necessary and appropriate measures may oo gleaned from the interim national lcgisla1ion 
adopted in the early 1980s, in chronologial order, by the Uniled States of America, 
Germany, the Uniled Kingdom, France, USSR, Ja(Xlll and Italy. For example, wilh respect to 
the protection of the marine Cll\'U'Onme.nt, the UK Deep Sea Mining (Temporary Provisions) 
Act 1981 provides framework rules for the protection of the marine environment and they are 
supplemented by a number of Olber provi5ions in subordinate legi5lation. 

For example, under section 2(2), one of the relevant fac1ors to which the Secretary of 
State must have regard in deciding on the issuance of a licence is "the desirability of keeping 
an arta or areas of the deep sea bed free from deep sea bed mining operations so as to provide 
an area or areas for comparison with licensed areas in assessing lhe effeclS of such 
operations". Both the Regulations on Prospecting and Exploration for Polymctallic Nodules 
and those for Polymetallic Sulphides include a similar provision on environmental reference 
zones for the same comparison purpose. 

(Pours11/1 en franfais) Monsieur Lodge va vous faire part de quelques rcmarqucs 
finales. 

~ President: 
Mcrci bcaucoup, Mademoiselle l.eGurun. 

(Continued in English) I call Mr J\fichael Lodge who will delivu the co~luding 
remarks. 
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Mr lodge: 
President and Members of the Chamber, thal concludes the oral statements on behalf of the 
Authority. I hope that that these statements, together with the content of the Authority's 
wriuen statemcm and the Dossier submitted previously, mm: helped to shed light on the legal 
questions on which the Advisory Opinion is requested and ,~ill be of assistance 10 the 
Chamber in its task. 

As the Secretary•General indiaited at the outset, the Authority welcomes any grc3tc:r 
clarity and understanding dwt the Chamber can bring to the key provisions of the Con\'cntion 
concerning the obligations of sponsoring States. Most of all, it is in the in1crcsts of all States 
Parties that the provisions of the Convention and the Agreement arc implemented properly 
and that there is a clear and consistent interpretation of the regime for deep sea bed mining. 

Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, thank you for yo!II' 
auention. 

The President: 
Thank you very much indeed, Mr Lodge. 

TI1is brings us to the end of today's sitting. The Chamber will sit again tomorrow 
morning at 10 o'clock. At that sitting the representatives of Gennany, the Ne1herlands, 
Argentina, Chile, Fiji and Mexico will address the Chamber to present their oral statements. 

The Chamber's siaing is now closed. 

(f'ht s/11/ng closes al S. I 3 p.m.) 
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PUBLIC SITIING HELD O~ 15 SEPTEMBER 2010, 10.00 A.M. 

Seabed Disputes Chamber 

Prestnt: President TREVES; Judges MARO1TA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YANAI, KATEKA, HOFFMANN, GAO, OOUGUE:TAIA, GOLITSYN; 
Registrar GAUTIER. 

List of delegation.s: [See sitting of 14 September 20 I 0, I 0.00 a.m.J 

AUDIENCF. PUBLIQ E TENUE u : 15 SEPTEMDRE 201 I, 10 HEURES 

Chambre pour le rcglemtnt des dim reacb rclalirs aux foods marinJ 

Presents : M. TREVES, President; MM.1',lAROTIA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
Y ANAi, KA TEKA, HOFFMANN, GAO, BOUGUETAIA, GOLTTSYN, jrtges; 
M. GAUTIER, Gre.ffeer. 

Li,te dcs dili,gltloas: [Voir !'audience du 14 septcmbK20l0, 15 beuresl 

TIit Preside/I/: 
Good morning. Today we will continue the hearing in Case No. 17 concerning the Request 
for an advisory opinion on Responsibilities and obligations of States sponsoring persons and 
entities with n:spcct to acth<ities in the Arca. 

This morning we will hear statements from Gcnnany, the Netherlands, Argentina, 
Chile, Fiji and Mexico. 

I now give the 0oor to the representative: ofGcnnany, Dr \Vasum-Rainer. 
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Ms Was,1111-Ralner: 
Mr President, distinguished Members of the Sc:abed Disputes Chamber, it is a grea1 honour to 
appear before you today in these oral proceedings with regard to the Request for an ad'<isory 
opinion submitted co you by the Council of the Seabed Autlwril)'. With your pcmtission, I 
will present to you the commenlS of the Federal Republic of' Oennany and I should like to 
talk for approximately 15 minutes. 

IA?t me begin by underlining the imporu.nce of this case for international law. For the 
first time, tho: Co11rtcil of the Seabed Authority has decided to request a.n advisory opinion 
from the International Tribunal for the Law ofche Sea. For the lirSt time, the Seabed Disputes 
Chamber of the Tribunal has the opportunity to deliver such an opillion. Germany has 
welcomed tl1e decision by the Council from the beginning and strongly believes that this case 
will pave lhe way for the further strengthening of the law of the sea. 

Many provisions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea leave room 
for interpretation. The States Parties to this Convention would all benefit from any wisdom 
and guidance provided by the Tribunal on this subject. The jurisprudence of the Triblll\al -
the key judicial organ in 11his field - should be further developed, Advisory opinions would 
seem to be a suitable instrument for achieving this objective. I believe that they should be 
requested far more frequently. 

!~or these reasons, among others, tlte Federal Government of Gennany attributes great 
imponance to the present procedure. Moreover, being among those States which have 
sponsored an entity 11rtdertaldng exploration activities, Germany wishes 10 present its views 
on some aspects of the case. The Oennan Government has an interest in helping shed more 
light on the complex relationship between sponsoring States, contractors and the Authority. 

TI1ere can be no doubt about the jurisdiction of the Tribunal in the present case. The 
core problem regarding the extent of the "~ponsibilities 8.lld obligations of States sponsoring 
persons and entities witl1 respect to activities in the Area", as this Case No. 17 is tagged, has 
arisen within the scope of the activities of the Council, for the Council is cltarged willl the 
final approval of the plans of work, a prerequisite of which is sponsorship through a State 
Party willing and able 10 meet its obligations u.nder Part XI oftl1e Convention. 

The three questions formulated by the Council and which it decided by consensus to 
submit 10 the Tribunal contain a precise statement of the issues involved and thus fullil the 
criteria of the Rules of lhe Tribunal for advisory opinions. The questions arose in the context 
of a plan of work submitted by Nauru Ocean Resources Inc., a N.i\lJ\l!lll incorporated 
subsidiary of the Vancouver-located Nautilus Minerals Inc., which is sponsored by the 
Republic of Nauru, certainly a State Pa.rty to the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea. 

Mt President, today I will neither try to give comprehensive answers to the questions 
submitted to the Tribuoal, nor will I rephrase the written statement that has been submitted by 
my country. With your pennission, I will limit our intervention to just four elements, four 
points, which Gennany considers essential. 

These elements arc: 

(I) the paramowtt importance of the prc,tection of the environment o( the Area; 
(2) the absence of subsidiary or secondary liability for the sponsoring State; 
(3) tlie mailltcmlDCC of high due diligence standards; 
(4) the need 10 retain a non-differentiated regime of due diligence standards. 
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Mr President, as rega.rds the first element, environmental protection in the Area, 
I would like to st3tc the following. At the present stage, the activities in the Area, licensed by 
the Seabed Authority 3nd sponsored by respective States, do not give rise to any major 
inherent risks. The ongoing activities serve exploration purposes only. lbey mainly consist of 
taking samples and collecting data. They can and should by no means be compared with huge 
scale oil and gas extraction activities, and of course not with the disaster we have witnessed 
during the p;i.st months in the Gulf of Mexico. 

With this proviso, I would like to slrongly underline the paramount importanllC that all 
States, as coastal countries, distant observers or CCH>wncrs of the common heritage of 
mankind, much attach to the protection of the marine environment, including the seabed. 

The seabed beyond nation31 jurisdiction has been entrusted to the Seabed Authority. 
The standards and measures adopted by the Authority provide benchmarks for the protection 
of the marine environment from the hannful eflects of seabed acti,•ities. All States Parties 
must assist the Authority and mc:et their benchmarks. It is in this context that Pan XI of the 
Convention establishes a comprehensive regime of responsibilities and obligations for States 
sponsoring persons aod entities that must be complied with. 

Coming to the second clement, I would like to stress that there should be no 
subsidiary or secondary liability for the sponsoring State. States Panics must ensure that 
contractors sponsored by them operate in compliance with the provisions of Part XI. Only 
those contractors that arc sponsored by a State arc eligible to submit a plan of ,,oit to operate 
in the Arca. The obligations of sponsoring States are clearly different from those of the 
contractor. A S1ate Party which bas taken the necessary legislation and administrative 
measures to meet the obligations under the Convention cannot be held responsible for any 
breach of the provisions of Pllrt XJ by a eontraclor. The Bets of a contractor are not as such 
attributable to the sponsoring State. 

Germany takes the view that Pan XI gives primary responsibility to the contractor. 
The sponsoring State is liable for failure to secure compliance by the contractor whom it 
sp00$01'S, and thus for supervisory fault and nothing else. The obligations of the sponsoring 
Slate 3l'C obligations of conduct, not of result. Acoordingly, there is no subsidiary or 
secondary responsibility on the part of the sponsoring State. This is a crucial element of the 
special regime of State responsibility established by the Convention. 

The thud element I ·would like to mention is the due diligence standard. Ocnnany 
holds that in general a high standard of due diligence should apply, Bolh the unccrt3iniies 
relating to the clTccts of deep seabed mining and its potential to cause serious damage 
demnnd this particularly high due diligence standard. The Convention, in view of the 
importance of the Arca as common heritage of mankind, cstabli hes a strong link between 
States Parties and contractors. Sponsoring States need to control conll'3Ctors adequately. This 
responsibility of sponsoring States is one of the ccnual elements of the mining regime. To 
thi! end, States need to have a strict regulatory regime in plaoc. 

Oennany is convinced that this standard has been met (by way of example) by its own 
national legislation. 1be German Seabed Mining Act (Metttsl>odtnbergbau-Gtsttz /995) 
comprises a rigorous and comprehensive set of regulations, which include provisions on 
effective control and supervision by the designated nation31 agency. It also contains a clear 
division of responsibilities and imposes sanctions if specific provisions are breached. The 
Seabed Mining Act should be regarded as an adequate means, or at least as one possible 
means, of implementing the obligations of States Parties under the Convention. 

Finally, the fourth 3nd las1 clement that is important to Ocnnany is the need to retain a 
non-differentiated regime of due diligence standards. 

Oennany is of the opinion that the same standards must apply to all States as regards 
the adoption oflaws and regulations and their implementation and enforcement. 
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A differentiated regime " ith diflerent standards or due diligence applicable to States 
Parties cannot be accepted. This is what the c.m:fulJy balanced rules of the Coovention that 
reflect the fundamental need to protect the Arca as the common heritage of mankind provide 
for. 

If it were otherwise, we would encournge a system of "eco-tourism" or hsponsor 
shopping". ln such a system, contractors - often subsidiaries of powerful mining companies 
from industri.alizcd countries - could seek the sponsorship of States with lower due diligence 
standards in order to avoid stricter standards and control. In our view, such a development 
should definitely be prevented. It would be detrimental to the Arca a.nd in the end harmful to 
all States, whether industrialized or developing countries. 

In this context. the Tribunal might also want to consider the lcgnl implications of 
a contrnctor having more tban one nationality or multiple States having effective control of 
the contractor. In this connection, Gcnnany takes great interests in an argwnent submitted, 
inler alla, by the lntematiooal Seabed Authority with rcgnrd to the possibility of multiple 
sponsorship. Articles 4(3) of Annex IJI and 11(1) of the Regulations on Prosp<:(:ting and 
Exploration of Polymctallic Nodules in lhc Arca seem to susgesi that in such cases each State 
having a link to the contractor shall issue a cenificate of sponsorship, making "sponsor 
shopping" more difficult. 

Mr President, those are my essential points. They certainly do not cover all aspects of 
the questions asked, nor are they exhaustive, but I hope they will be of help to the Seabed 
Disputes Chamber in finding tbc pertinent answers to the three qucs1ions asked. 

Thank you very much. 

TM President: 
Thank you very much indeed. Dr Wasum-Raincr. 

I now give the floor to the representative of the Netherlands, Dr Lijnwd. 
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[ITLOS/PV.201012/Rcv.2, E, p. S· 16) 

Ms Lfjnzaad; 
Good morning, Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, Excellencies. 

It is an honour for me to l1JlPeal' before this Chamber and clarify my Government's 
views on ihe qucslions submined to you by the Coun~il of the International Seabed 
Authority. I will speak for approximately 3S minutes. 

The questions before us concern the governance of the deep seabed, one of the few 
remaining pristine areas on our planet. Inhospitable conditions and tccbnological constraints 
have hitherto prottctcd the deep seabed from the development of large-scale human 
activities. The drafters of the Law of the Sea Convention wisely anticipated that this might be 
different in the future. They designed a special legal regime for the sustainable development 
of the mineral resources of the deep seabed that protects the interests of the international 
community. The basic premise of this regime is that the deep seabed cannot be subject to 
State sovereignty and belongs to the common heritage of mankind. Your Chamber hos an 
important role in protecting this rcgimc. 

Scientific research in the deep sea in recent )'ears has brought to light ll1e deep 
discoveries of biological diversity that have held many people in awe: exotic deep SC3 fish; 
serene cold-water coral reefs; and spectacular other life forms on deep seamounts and around 
hydrothermal vents. The existence of such rich deep sea life: could not be imagined at the 
time of the conclusion of the Convention in 1982. 

I therefore feel particularly privileged to address this Chamber in the International 
Year of Biodiversity. The answers to the questions before the Chamber will contribute to the 
protection of life in the deep by setting a standard for the appropriate supervision of human 
activities. 

lo my statement I "ill reflect on this standard and the three questions before this 
Chamber on the basis of the following points: the sponsorship of activities in the Arca; the 
extent of liabilit)'; and the standard of due diligence. 

Mr President, I now turn to the first issue, the sponsorship of activities in the: Area To 
answer the questions before us, there is merit in first considering the reasons for the 
introduction of the concept of sponsorship with respect to activities in the Area in the 
Convention. Activities in the Area arc subject to a special legal regime that allows for the 
sustainable development of the mineral resources of the deep seabed. This regime enables 
States and their nationals to carry out activities in the Area but introduces a number of 
safeguards to protect the interests of mankind as a whole. One of those safeguards is the: 
requirement of sponsorship. This requircmcot was introduced in the Convention for the 
follo\\ing reasons: to prevent States not pany to the Convention, and persons within their 
jurisdiction or control, from using the provisions of the Convention and the Ag,eement 
relating to the implementation of Part X1 to obtain access to llte mineral resources of the 
Arca; to prevent States Patties 10 the Convention from becoming a jurisdiction of 
convenience through which access could be obtained 10 the mineral resources of the Area 
without the acceptAnCC of international obligations to secure that the relevant provisions of 
the Convention and the Agreement will be complied with; and, finally, to assist the Authority 
in exercising control over activities in the MO in order to secure that the relevant provisions 
under the Convention and the AgJ'CCmcnt will be complied with. 

In our written statement, the legal responsibilities and obligations of States Parties to 
the Convention \\ith rcspcct 10 sponsorship and ~tivitics in the Arca were categorized into 
four groups: the carrying out of activities in the Arca by a sponsored entity; the transfer of 
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lechnology and scienlific knowledge lo the Authority and developing States; lhe protcaion 
and p~rvalion of the marine eovironmenl; and lhe tennination of sponsorship. 

These four categories corn:em legal rtSpOnsibili1ies and obligations under tl1e 
Convention and the Agreement that specifically apply to States Panlcs to the Convention 
which sponsor activities in the Area. Additionally, legal responsibilities and obligations wider 
the Convention that get1erally apply to activities under the jurisdiction and control of Staies 
Panics to the Convention arc applicable to activities in the Arca as well. In this regard I 
would like lo refer explicitly to Part XJI of the Convcntiort relating to the protection and 
pre$Cl'Vlltion of the marine environment. 

Mr Pn:sident, I will now address the second question - the extent of liability. 
Sponsored entities are not panics to the Convention and the Agreement - hence they arc not 
as such bound by the provision of these instruments. The Convention and the Aa,eetnent 
foresee that obligations must be imposed on such entities through lhc conclusion of a contract 
v.ith the Authority and the implementation of the Convention and the Agreement by the 
sponsoring State in its domestic law. 

The Convention and the Agreement impose legal responsibilities and oblig111io11$ on 
1hc sponsoring State related to compliance with these instruments by entities sponsored by it. 
In particular, the sponsoring State must cns\lJ'C that an entity sponsored by it carries out 
activities in the Area in confonnity with the terms of its contract with the Authority and its 
obligations under the Convention a_nd the Agreement. 

Pursuant to article 139, parasraph 2, of the Conven1ion, a State Party is liable for 
damage caused by its failure to carry out its responsibilities under Pan XI of the Convention 
and the Agreement. However, it appears from the context of this provision that the 
establishment of such liability depends on: the conduct of the sponsoring State in carrying out 
its responsibilities under the Convention ond the Agreement; the sponsored entity's liability 
under the Convention; as well as the general rules of international law related to the liability 
of States. 

Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamb«, pursllllllt to aniclc 139, 
paragraph 2, a sponsoring State is not liable for damage caused by a failure of an entity 
sponsored by it to comply with its obligations if thal State has taken all necessary ond 
appropriate mcas~ to secure effective compliance. To this end, article 4, paragraph 4, of 
Annex lJl of the Convention requires the sponsoring Smte to adopt laws and regulations and 
to take administrative measures wiU:un the framework of its legal system that art reasonably 
appropriate for securing compliance by persons under its jurisdiction. It ;ippcars from these 
provisions that the sponsoring State's responsibility to ensure tha1 an entity sponsored by it 
complies with its obligations is not absolute. but depends on the efforts 1hat the sponsoring 
State 1w made to discharge itself of thai responsibility. It is a due diligence obligation, as bas 
been pointed out in several written statements. 

A due diligence obligation requires States to adopt, implement, supervise and enforce 
measures of a legislative, administrutive or juridical nature to prevent legally protected 
intm::sts from being banned by the acts of State and non-State actors. In order to establish a 
breach of a due diligence obligation, it is necessary lo detcnnine the degree of diligence 
which must be observed by Stat.es. TI1e case concerning British Claims in the Spa11lsli Zone of 
Morocco provides some general guidance in this respect: States should act with dlligt11tia 
q11am In suis, that is the degree of diligence with which national interests are protected and 
the degree acrually exercised may not be significantly less than the degree that other SJateS 
may reasonably expect to be exercised. 

Whether an obligation is a due diligence obligation can usually be inferred from its 
content, context, object and purpose. In general, obligations which focus on the action to be 
taken rather than on the result of such action, such as obligations which require States to take 
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measures - and im:spcctive of whether such measures must be appropria1e, necessary or 
effective - can be characterized as due diligence obligations. The uhimate objective of such 
an obligation may be to achieve a cenain result, for example, the pre\iention of damage, but 
lhe obligation itself is oriented towards the action to be taken, that is the adoption of 
measures. It is an obligation of conduct, as has indeed been concluded in several written 
statements before you. 

There is an intemalionally \\ITOngful act of II State when conduct is attributable to that 
State and such conduct constitutes a breach of an international obligalion of that State. Such 
internationally "rongful llciS involve legal consequences even in the absence of damage. In 
the event of damage, the responsible State is required to compensate for the damage caused 
by the internationally \\TOngful act. However, a responsible State is only required to 
compciuate if there is a ca115aJ coDDCCtion between the internationally wrongful a~ of that 
State and the damage. Accordingly, liability of a State under article 139, paragraph 2, of the 
Convenlion arises only if the damage is caused by the failure of that State 10 adopt, 
implement, supervise and enforce measures to secure compliance with the Convent.ion and 
the Agrtement by entities sponsored by i1. Thus, as has been pointed out in several written 
statcmenu, such a failure will thus not by i1selfresult in an obligation on the sponsoring State 
to compensate for damage caused by an entity sponsored by it. 

Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, the liability of the 
sponsoring State is without prejudice to the liability of the sponsored entity under article 22 
of Annex Ill of the Convention. The sponsored entity incurs responsibility and liability for 
any damage arising out of wrongful acts in the conduct of its operations. This liability is in 
every case for the actual amount of the damage. Liability for damage arising out of acts of the 
spomored entity that are not wrongful is not provided for in lhe Convention or the 
AgrecmenL 

As has been pointed out in se\'Cl'al written statements, the liability system of the 
Convention and the Agreement imposes primary liability on the sponsored entity for damage 
arising out of wrongful acts in the conduct of its operations. Accordingly, a sponsoring State 
incurs liability only if it has failed to cany out its own responsibilities and the entity 
sponsored by it has not redressed the damage. This system channels liability and prevents 
double recovery of damage. 

No liability arises under the Convention or the Agreement if neither the sponsored 
entity nor the sponsoring State has commincd a wrongful act. If a sponsored entity docs DOI 
provide redress for damage for which it is liable wider the Convention and the Agreement -
for instance, in the case or exonerations, time-limits or insolvability - neither the Convention 
nor the Agr1:Cmcnt provide for residual liability of the sponsoring State, provided that the 
State bas carried out its ~ponsibilitlcs. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, lhc liability of the sponsoring State is also 
without prejudice to the rules of international law. The relevant rules of international law are 
those related to the respon ibility of States for internationally wrongful acts and the liability 
of Stntcs for acts not prohibited by intcmational law. Pursuant to article 304 of the 
Convention, the provisions oflhc Convention and the Agreement regarding responsibility and 
liability are without prejudice to the application of existing rules and the development of 
further rules regarding responsibility and liability. Since the adoption of the Convention and 
the Agreement, intemational law regarding responsibility and liability bas been codified and 
further developed. TI1ese developments, however, do not affect the above analysis of the 
relevant provisions of the Com'Clltion and the Agreement. 

Under the general rules of international law related 10 the responsibility of Slates for 
internationally "rongful acts, conduct is only attributable to 11 State under specific 
circumstances. In principle, conduct of natural or juridical persons under the jurisdiction of a 
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State is as such not attributable to that Stnle. Accordingly, under general international law, a 
sponsoring State cannot be held responsible for the conduct of an entity sponsored by iL 
However, it has the responsibility to ensure thal activities within its jurisdiction or control do 
nol cause damage to 1hc environmenl of other States or areas beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction. This obligation is a due diligence obligation. 

Under general international law, no residual Liability of Sta1es arises for damage 
caused by activities within their jurisdiction or control irrespective whether the activities are 
considered hazardous. States hould, however, take all necessary mcll5\lm to ensure that 
prompt and adequate compensation is available for victims of transboundary damage caused 
by ba7.ardous activi1ics within its jurisdiction or control. Such an approach had already been 
adopted in the Com'elltion with respect to damage caused by pollution of the marine 
environmenL Article 23S p;migraph 2, provides that S1a1es shall ensure that recourse is 
available within their legal S)'Slems for prompt and adequate compensation or other relief in 
respect of damage caused by pollution of the marine environment by natural or juridical 
persons under their jurisdiction. This obligation is applicable lo sponsoring Scates. 

Mr President, let me turn 10 the third and final issue, 1he standards of due diligence. 
The identification of the "necessary and appropriate" measures that the sponsoring Seate must 
talce in order to fulfil its responsibility under the Convention and the Agreement is 
tantamount to identifying the standard of due diligence that State must observe \\ith respect 
to aGtivitics in the Area sponsored by it 

It has become apparent from the "'Tincn statements that the core issue underlying 
these questions before the Chamber is whether a sponsoring State can dischait,-e itself of its 
responsibility to ensure that an entity sponsored by it carries out ac1ivi1.ies in the Arca in 
confonnity with the tenns of ilS QODtrllCI with the Authority and its obligations under the 
Convention and the Agreement by the conclusion of the contractual arrangement with such 
entity. 

The introduclion of legislation for highly specialised fields such as deep sea mining is 
a daunting task for many developing and developed States alike, in panieular if such 
legislation will only apply to a limited nwnber of companies. 

My Government was recently confronted with a comparable challenge after a 
company operating communications satellites in outer space had established itself in the 
Netherlands. Being a State Party to the Treaty on Principles Governing Activities of States in 
the Exploration and Use of Outer Space including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies - that 
is a lengthy title -, my Go,'Cmment was required to ensure that national ac1ivi1ies in outer 
space are carried out in confonnity with its provisions. Various approaches were considered, 
but ultimately it was concluded that a public domestic regulatory framework was necessary. 
ln the Explanatory Note to the Space Activities Act it was set out that establishing su<:h 
legislation was also desirable for various policy considerations: 

By clarifying the way in which the Netherlands fulfils its in1cmational 
obligations. we shall help 10 promote a climate in *hicb private-sector bodies can 
conduct ... space activities in a stable environment ... The proposed statutory 
regulations must guarantee the legal security or all or the panic$ involved. Not 
only will lhi! serve 10 a1tn1Ct experienced and recogni~ spxc-tra\'el companies 
that s1alld 10 bc:nc:fit from a lnlnSpucot and cqui1ablc regulalory environment, it 
also makes somewhat uordiablc companies aware of a legal system with a 
stringent implementation and enforcemen1 mechanism. 

A public regulatory framewottc for the sponsorship of activities in the Arca provides 
legal certainly for all stakeholders. It protects companies that would like to enter the market 
by setting non-discriminatory standards; it protects persons who sulTer damage by setting 
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public safety, health and environmental standards; and it protects governments against 
lobbies from companies for preferential treatment. Fu.rthcnnore, a public regulatory 
framework enhances the legitimacy of sponsorship by providing a statutory basis adopted in 
accordance with applicable constitutional proc:c:durc:s. 

We have taken note of the suggestion in one of the written statements that the 
development of national legislation may be cumbersome to developing States. It would 
appear to us that the development of elaborate deep seabed mining contracts, such as the 
contract underlying the relationship between Nauru and Nauru Oceans Re:KJun:cs lr1c. in 
itself requires extensive legal work and implies a comparable assessment of potential risks. as 
the development of a public domestic regulatory framework would. 

It may be that the International Seabed Authority could have a role in supponing thc 
development of suc:b required and necessary national legislation, siven its knowledge and 
expenise of the in1emational regulatory framework. I would venture to suggest through you, 
Mr President, that the International Seabed Authority is excellently qualified to assist States 
in building and understanding their technical capac:ity to regulate deep seabed mining, for 
instance by collecting and disseminating national legislation relevant to deep seabed mining 
and the relationship between the contractor and the sponsoring State. For now, I would 
coagratu)atc Oennany on distributing its legislation, as this may inform our discussions on 
ways of shaping the relationship between the contractor and the sponsoring State. I would 
call on other States to distribute their legislation widely to the Seabed Authority. This. we 
believe, will be a source or knowledge from which sponsoring and potential sponsoring 
States, whether developing States or developed States, may benefit when developing the 
rcquin:d public domestic regulatory framework. I would add that I am heartened 10 have 
heard Ms Le Gurun's statement yesterday indicating lhat there is already quite a lot of 
knowledge available within the Seabed Authority on the spec.ilic issue of domestic regulatory 
frameworks. 

As adequate as the substantive provisions of a eonaactual llmll1gcment may be, it 
cannot provide for supervisory or c:nforument powers that arc equivalent 10 those of a State 
within its own jurisdiction. If the sponsored entily docs oot comply with the provisions of the 
contract, the sponsoring State may ultimately be pennitled 10 cemtinate the sp0nsorship; 
however, the sponsoring State will not be able to llSC force to secure the exercise of its 
supervisory and enforcement powers, such as access to sites, inspection of documents, 
i11$pection of equipment, taking of samples, and the implcmcnwion of coercive measures, 
should that be necessary. If such measures arc provided for under a contract, the sponsoring 
State would need a court order, and even such a court order may not permit calling in the use 
of force 10 implement iL Under the sponsorship agreement submitted by Nauru, it would even 
require a court order of a third State, and hence the submission of the sponsoring Sllttc, 
namely auru, to the jurisdiction of that third Stale, namely Canada, in fact British Columbia. 
This is a jurisdictional arrangement that the Netherlands would consider ill advised and quire 
unusual from the point of view of general international law. 

It must have been policy con.sideratiolls, such as these, that underlie the choice of 
words by the drafters of the Convention for the relevant provisions of the Convention. 
Article 4, paragnipb 4 of Annex m, requires sponsoring States to adopt "laws and 
regulations" and to take "administtativc measures". Thi.s wording docs no1 allow for the 
implementation by means of n controotual arrangement; quite the contrary, it requires the 
establishment of a public domestic regulatory framework. On this point, the ordinary 
meaning of the text of the Convention is clear and there is no need to resort to another 
method of inteipretation. 

Mr Praident, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, the laws, regulations and 
administrative measures or a sponsoring State must be "reasonably appropriate" for securing 
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compliance by entities sponsored by ii "\,ilhin the framework of its legal system". 
Accordingly, the text of the Convention allows for flexibility and !he fonn and content of the 
laws, regulations and administrative measures of sponsoring States do not therefore have to 
be identical. Yet, compliance ·with a due diligence obligation requires !he adoption, 
implementation, supervision and cnforeement of measures. The nexibility relates to the 
substance of the measures and the methods of implementation, supervision and enforcement 
of such measures. This would imply factoring in aspects such as the type of mining activity, 
whether it is prospecting, exploration or exploitation, !he nature of the resoun:e and the area, 
the terrain, that is being mined. Accordingly, a sponsoring State has, for example, discretion 
to decide whether an authoriu.tion is required for activities in the Area by an entity sponsored 
by it, and whether such authori:r.ation a11achcs to an activity or an entity. This margin of 
discretion 1101withswlding, the laws, regulations a.nd administrative mcas\lTC$ of a sponsoring 
State, as well as their implementation, supervision and enforcement, are not exempt from 
judicial review to assess whether they may be expected to secure compliance by entities 
sponsored by it. Irrespective whether damage has occurred, an assessment may reveal that !he 
laws, regulations nnd adminislt3tive measures fall short of the required degree for due 
diligence and entail a State's responsibility for an internationally wrongful act. 

Such an assessment would involve an objective test. As I mentioned earlier, the 
degree of diligence required is the degree with which national interests are protected, and !he 
degree actually exercised may not be significantly less than !he degree other States may 
reasonably expect to be exercised. Although this objective test does not exclude a cenain 
degree of differentiation between States. it is submitted that such differentiation would not be 
appropriate with respect to the sponsorship of activities in the Arca. In this respect we find it 
relevant that the decision to ~nsor activities bas been left to the discretion of States: it is 
voluntary. I also would like to recall that the requirement of sponsorship was introduced in 
the Convention to protect the interests of mankind, in particular by preventing !he emergence 
of jurisdictions of convenience and providing assistance to tl1e Authority, wl1ich acts on 
behalf of mankind. The protection of !he interests of mankind requires the observance of an 
identical degree of diligence by all States. The lack of technical capacity to regulate deep 
seabed mining may not justify a differential treatment that may impair the interests of 
mankind. 

On this point too, it appears that the drafters of the Convention have chosen their 
words carefully. They rccogniud the special needs and interests or developing countries in 
the context of their effective panicipation in activities in the Area in article 148 of the 
Convention, and the exercise of powers and functions by the Authority in article 152 of the 
Convention. However, as bas been pointed out in several wrillcn statements, the text of the 
Convention limits the promotion of such participation and the special consideration to be 
given by the Authority to !he extent specifically provided for in Part XI of the convention 
relating to the Area. Neither the Convention nor the Agreement contains specific provisions 
on the special needs and interests of developing countries with respect to !heir sponsorship of 
activities in the Are3. Accepting diveri;ent standruds of dilii;encc may produce PCf\·crse 
effects, undennining the general aim of ensuring that public-safety, health and environmental 
standards arc meL 

Mr President, Mcmben of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, I come to the conclusion of 
my presentation. Nl I Sllid at the beginning of my statement, answering !he questions before 
this Chamber is about nothing less than the protection of life in !he deep sea by selling a 
standard for the appropriate supervision of human activities. Such protection must be based 
on a correct and consistent interpretation or the legal rc11imc for the deep seabed so as to 
contribute, in accordance with the Convention's preamble, to "the peaceful uses of the seas 
and oceans, the equitable and enicient utilization of their resources, !he consideration of their 
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living resources, and the study, protection an preservation of the marine environment''. We 
believe that the submissions made in our written statement contribute to this objective, and 
we reafi"um them. 

Mr President, Members o(the Chamber, I thank you for your attention. 

The Pres/dem: 
Thank you very much, Ms Lijnzaad, for your statemenL 

I now give the floor to Ambassador Cerutti, represenuuive of Argcmina. 
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STATEMENT OF MS CERlJITI 
ARGENTINA 
[ITLOS/PV.2010/2/Rc:v.2, E. p. 16-25) 

Ms Cerulli: 
Mr. Presiden1, distinguished Members of the fChambcr), I am extremely privileged to appear 
before you representing the Government of Argcnlina. 

This is indeed an important and auspicious occasion from Argcnlirta's perspective:. 
The legal qucs1ions addressed lo the Seabed Disputes Chamber, and the Chamber's opinion 
lo be: rendered tJ1en,,"'llpon, arc: of such nacure and rch:vanc:c: so as to influence for a long time 
the future of seabed mining. not only tJ1e participation of de,•eloping States, bul also lhat of 
many developed Stalcs, l'lnd the general conduct of States in relation to the Area and its 
resources which arc the common heritage of mankind. Funhcrmore, it is the first occasion in 
which the Chamber has been roqucsted to render an advisory opinion, and also the first 
occasion in which Argentina appears before the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. 
Argentina has been and remains a strong supporter of lhe Tribunal and is fully contiden1 lhat 
tJie Chamber will be able to shed light on the questions addressed lo it by the Council of the 
International Seabed Authority. 

I will commen0c: by making some general points thal, for being obvious, an: not less 
important. I will continue thettder by submitting what the answers should be:, in Argentina's 
,~ew, with regards to each of the questioos. 

I will no1 address the questioos of jurisdiction and admissibili1y, as there can be: no 
doubt, from Argentina's pcrspcctivc, that the Chamber may and indeed shall provide the 
advisory opinion requested by the Council, in the terms of article 191 of the United ations 
Convention on the: Law of the Sea1, as submined by the International Seabed Authority in its 
wrinen statement. 2 

According to the preamble and article 136 of the Convention, "the Area and its 
resources are the common hcri1age of mankind", a ru le that already belongs to the corpus of 
customary international law. h must be recalled that 1he Convemion developed in this regard 
a "basic: principle" concerning the legal status of the deef seabed proclaimed by the United 
Nations General Assembly in 1970 in Resolution 2749. Anicle 311, poras,aph 6, of the 
Convention provides that "States Parties agree lhat thcJC shall be no amendments to the basic 
principle relating to the common heritage of mankind set forth in Article I 36 and lhat !hey 
shall not be p:1r1y 10 any agreement in derogation thereof." Article 311 prohibits not only 
inter se agreements but also agrccmenls with third parties. Even if all Pllltics to the 
Convention were to conclude an amendment deviating from article 136, such agreement 
would constitute a breach of their obligations under the Convention. "lndcrogabilily" of 
international rules is inherent in the concept of ius coge,is. 

Because of the "common heritage" status, the exploration of the Area and the: 
exploitation of its resources must be canied ou1 for the benefit of mankind as a whole.' The 
deep seabed resources arc not ~ubjcc1 to appropriation by any Seate or natural or juridical 
person and no sovereign claims are recognized. All rights in the resounics of the Area are 
vested in mankind as a whole, on whose behalf lhe Authority acts. The minerals reoo,·en:d 

'Adopced on 10 December 19n (bereafttr ' UNCLOS' or ' the Convenllocf). 
1 Written statement of the International Seabed Authority, 19 August 2010, pmas, 2,110 2.8. 
1 IJNOA Rtoolution J749 (XXV), 19 ~ttmbe 1970: "D,iclaralion of Prlnctpln Govtrnl11g th, Sra-B~d and 
the o~on Floor, and the Sub~ol/ Thereof. beyond IM limlls of No1/onal Jurisdiction", 
• An. 140, UNCLOS; Paragraph 7, UNGA Resolution 2749 (XXV). 
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from lhc Arca may only be alicnalc:d in accordance with the relevant rules of the Convention, 
the 1994 Agreement' and the regulations and procedures adopted by the Authority.' 

To secure the common heritage of mankind, the Convention provides for an 
international mechanism where activities in the Area are organized and comrolled exclusively 
by the International Seabed Authority1, together with a system of "public order" based upon 
State responsibility.8 According 10 article 139, paragraph I, States Parties shall have the 
responsibility to ensure that acti,~ties in the Arca by entities which possess their nationality 
or art eflectlvcly controlled by them or their uationals arc carried out in conformity with the 
Convention. 

The international obligations of sponsoring States stem from the Convention (pacta 
sum serva11tla) and arc to be performed in good faith. As the International Court of Justice 
recalled in the cases concerning Nuclear Tem (A11stralia v. Fra11ce) and Nuclear TtSIS (Ntw 
Zealand v. France), "[o)ne of the basic principles governing the creation and performance of 
legal obligations, whntever their source, is the principle of good faith. Trust and confidcnoc 
arc inherent in international cooperation".' The Convention expressly stipulates that States 
Parties shall exercise the rights, jurisdiction and freedoms recognized in the Convcntion in a 
manner which will not constitute an ab\lSQ of rights, and fulfil in good faith the obligations 
assumed by them in order to ensure to aU members of the Authority the rights and benefits 
resulting from membership.10 

Nowhere docs the Convention differentiate between the "obligations" of developing 
Slates and of other States regarding sponsorship. Argentina, being itself a developing 
country, does not decline its rcsponsibilily in the event of failing to ensure compliance 
regarding activities in the Arca, having accepted in good faith its obligations under the 
Convention.. Because the obligation of the sponsoring State is one of "due diligence", the 
burden appears to be equally onerous on developed and de~eloping States. 

This being said, I will focus now on the questions of the decision by the International 
Seabed Authority Council. 

I will stan by addressing what are the legal respomibilitics and obligations of States 
Panics to the Convention with respect to the sponsorship of activities in the AJCa. 

The sponsorship system is an effective form of securing cornplianoc with the 
Convention. The Convention relies heavily on this system of State control, despite the 
responsibility that it Pilaccs on the Authority itself. In addition to assisti11g the Authority in 
discharging its duties 1

, aooording to article 139, sponsoring States "have the resporuibllity io 
ensure that activities in the Area" of a sponsored entity are "canied out in conformity with 
[Part XI of the Convention]": 2 It is to be recalled that article 139 also derives from General 
Assembly Resolution 2749.13 

'Agrttmen1 on the lmpk:mcotatloo or Pas! Xl oflhe United Nations Con,-mtlOII oflhe Law or the Sea. adopted 
on 28 July 1994 {lltreaftcr lhc ' 1994 Agrcclllfflt'), 
' Ans. 137 and IH, UNCLOS. 
1 Ans, 137, para. 2, 140, para. 2. ISJ. pan. I, 111d IS7, UNCLOS. 
• Arts. 139 and t SJ Ft. ' • UNCLOS. Stt also, Ian Brownlie, Principltt of Pid,//c International l,qw, 66 

Edition, Oxford Univcnity Prcs.1, 2003, pp, 242-43, 
'J11dgments, I CJ Rq,oru 191'1, p. 26,8 para. 4,6 and p. 473, para. 49, 
,o E,a., Ms. 300 and I 57. para. 4, UNCLOS. 
11 An. I 53, para. 4. UNCLOS. 
11 An. 139, para. I, IJNCLOS. 
0 Parq,aph 14 or UNOA Reso!Ulion 2749 (XXV). 1111cs: -E-,, Slate shall have tfte responsibility to rn~-itrt 
tltat «t/i,/1/u In IM attO. incl11ding those rwdatll!g to Its nsources, "'Mlhrr underttdtn b.)1 1/0l'mtllltnta/ 
agmcin o, nan-govvnmtntol Ottltln o, ptn(}IU 11nder 11, jur//Jdie1ton, or oc1t11g on Its behalf. 1/tall lH c,rrid 
out In Ct»t/onniry with 1h11 mtllfflQtwnal r/almt 10 be tsloblished. 71N sam, r~iblllly appl1n 10 
lnm-natlonal organl:'11/ons and their mtm!Hn Jo, OCIMlfu ~ b.)1 slldr or,:011izatioM or on /Mir 
be.ho!/. Dafttage COIUN by 1ud, aelh-ilfts sholl tntall llab1/lry. -
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State sponsorship of activities in the Area is aimed al ensuring compliance of the 
sponsored entity and liability for damage. No natural or juridical person may be a contractor 
if not sponsored by a State.•◄ The case being tbaL both the State of which the entity is a 
national a11d the State by which or by whose nationals it is effectively controlled shall each 
issue a certificate of sponsorship. u In the event of tennination of sponsorship, failure of the 
entity to obtain another sponsor results in the termination of the contract. 

When an emergency order is issued by the Council of the Authority to prevent serious 
harm to the marine environment, iftbc eontrac;tor does not provide a guaranli:<. of its financial 
and technical capacity 10 comply promptly with the order or to assure that the Cow1cil can 
take itself the practical measures necessary to that end, the sponsoring State or States must, in 
response to a request by the Secretary General and accoi:ding to articles 139 and 235 of the 
Convention, lake the neoessary measures to ensure that the contractor provides such a 
guarantee or talces measures to ensure that assistance is provided to the Authority in the 
discharge of its responsibilities. 16 

These, among other stipulations of the Convention, convey a sense of the importance 
attributed to State sponsorShip and the responsibilities that derive from it. 

To discharge its duties and avoid responsibility property, the State Party must take 
"all necessary and appropriate measures to secure effective compliance" with the 1enns of i1s 
contrac1 and !he relcvanL obligations under the Convention. 17 These measures comprise both 
the exercise of the State's "regulatory power", by securing that appropriate laws and 
regulations are in place, and of its "enforcement power", by talcing preventive and corrective 
measures and securing compensation. 

In either case, the appli~ble standard is one of "due diligence"11
, wl1ich may be 

defined as "[t]hc diligence reasonably expected from, and ordinarily exercised by, a person 
who seeks to satisfy a legal requirement or to discharge an obligation". 19 Indeed, it may be 
submilled that in view of the status and the importance of the Area as res commu11is 
humanllatls, Hgrea.1", "high" or ' 'special" diljgence must be exercised by the State to be 
legally protected. 

Argentina concurs with other States Parties thal the legal responsibilities and 
obligations of States 10 regulate and 10 enforce extend to ensuring thaL sponsored entities 
provide effective protection for the marine environment from harmful effects which may 
arise from deep sea mining. 20 

In a rccenL ease concerning Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v. Uruguay), 
the International CoW1 of Justice had occasion to indicate that the obligation to preserve the 
aquatic environmem and in particular to prcve11t pollution is 

an obligation lo act with due dilii;cncc: in tcSJJ«l of All activities which take place 
under the jurisdiction and con!rol of each party. It is an obligation wltieh entails 
not only the adoption of appropriate rules. and measwes, but also a certain level 
of vigilance in their enforcement and the exercise of administrative comrol 

•• Annex Ul, Art. 4, para. I, l/NCLOS; Regulation 29 and Anoex 4, Se<:lion 20, Regulations for Prospecting and 
Expl0tation of Polymccalli<: odules. adopted by the Assembly oflhc International S~bed Authority on l3 July 
2000 (1S8N6/A/18): RelUlation 31 and Annex 4, Section 20, Rea111lidons for Prospecting and ExploraLiOll of 
Polymctallic Sulphides, adop<ed by the ISA Assembly on 7 May 20 I 0 (ISBN61C/LS). 
LI Reaulatlon 11 on Pol)•mc1allic Nodules; Regulation 11 on Polyinctallic Sulphides. 
14 Regulation 32 on POl)'otetalllc Nodules; Regulation 35 on PolymetJIUc Sulphide$. 
11 Art$. 139, para. 2, 153, para. 4, and Annex Ill, art. 4, para. 4, UNCLOS. 
'"Written StJtcment orthe Republic of Chile, 18 Au~ 2010. pm, 3. 
" 8/ac/c's L4w Dictionary. 1" Edition, St Paul, MIM, 1999, p. 468. 
70 Sec-, e.g., wriuen sialel'llent of Aumalia, 19 August 2010, p. 12. 
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applicable to public and private operators, such as lhe monitoring of activities 
under1akeo by such operators ... 21 

In order to prou:ct the environment, to which Argentina attaches the greatest 
importance, the applicable "due diligence standard" may be said to be tantamount to applying 
a ''precautionary approach". The obligation of sponsoring Siatcs to apply the precautionary 
approoch in the "establish[mcnt) and Lmaintenanee] under periodical review of environmental 
rules, regulations and procedures to ensure" thc protection and preservation of the marine 
environment is exBressly provided for in the !\,fining Code as adopted by the Intcmational 
Seabed Authorily. 

The second question submitted to lhe Seabed Disputes Chamber by the Council of the 
International Seabed Authorily refers to the extent of liability of States Parties to the 
Convention for failure to comply with the provisions of the Convention and 1hc 1994 
A~mait by a sponsored entity. 

Under article 139, paragraph 2, of the Convention, damage caused by the failure of 
a State Party to carry oul its n=sponsibilities under Pan Xl of the Convention and the 1994 
Agreemelll entails liability. Article 139 is to be read together with article 304 which provides 
that "[ t]he provisions of [the) Convention regarding responsibility and liabili1y for damages 
arc without prejudice 10 the application of existing rules and the development of forlher rules 
rqpudiog responsibility and liability under international law.23 

To avoid liability the sponsoring State must have "adop1ed laws and regulations nnd 
taken administrative measures which arc, within the framework of its legal system, 
reasonably appropriate for securing compliance by persons under its jurisdiclion" with the 
tenns of their contracts and their obligations under the Convention. 24 

Yet, the State may be liable, regardless of the adoption of such law and regulations, in 
accordance with international law, for the fulfilment of its international obligations 
concerning the protection and preservation of the marine euvironmcn1, as provided for in 
article 23S, paragraph I, including for the measures that the State takes in contravention of 
the Convention in respect of marine scientific research conducted by its natural or juridical 
persons. In this case, the Stale must provide compensation for damage resulting from such 
measures and for damage caused by pollution of the marine environment arising oul of 
marine scientific research undertaken by th.e State or on its behalf, in accordance with 
BJ1icle 23S.u 

It must also be emphasized that anicle 139, paragraph 2, of the Convention states that 
its provisions concerning responsibility and liability for damage are "without pn:judicc to the 
rules of intemAtional law". However, article 139 refers to "damage caused by failure of a 
State Party ... to carry oul its responsibilities under ['Part XI of the Convention)". Therefore, 
damage not caused by a failure of a State Party to adopl laws and regulations or to take 
administrative measures reasonably appropriate to secure compliance by the sponsored entity 
docs not cause liability under article 139. 

The ability of the sponsoring State to exert effective control over the sponsored entity 
is paramount if a lacllllll in responsibility and liabilily for damage caused by operations in the 
Arca is to be avoided. To this end, the existence of an "effective link" between lhc sponsoring 
State and lhe sponsored entity must be taken into account by the Authority's organs, the 

11 /CJ. Judg,,tmt of 10 April 1010, p sa. para. 197. 
" RqvJatloo J 1.2 on Pol)'metallic Nodules; Rcgvl31ion 33.2 on Polymetallic Sulphides. 
" Myron NordquiM, Sll)'a Nandan, Sh~bcll Rosennc, Michael W. Loclgc (eds.), Unit~d Nations Comv,nl/on on 
th. lawn/th~Su 1981: A C0111111t11t1ll')•. MM!inus ijhoff Publlshers, vol. VI, 2003, p. 119, l'I", 139 
11 

AMCX Ill, An. 4 , pan. ◄. UNCLOS. 
u Art, 163, pa,u. land 3, UNCLOS. 
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L<:gal and Technical Commission and the Council for this matter when assessing the 
qualificalions of applicants. The principle of the substautial conncaion affirmed by the 
lntematiooal Court of Justice in the Nollebolim case26 applies equally here. 

As to the extent of the liability, it shall be determined, in Argentina's "icw, by 
reference to the customary law of State responsibility. The basic rule remains rest/111110 In 
integr11m and, if this is not possible, rcstitulion in kind, a.~ 11Sserted by the Permancnl Court of 
International Justice in lhe Judgment on the Factory at Clwnow (Merits/' and reaffirmed by 
the lntemationnl Court of Justice in a number of cases lhcrealler2 , as well as in thc 
lntcmatiooal Law Commission Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally 
Wrongful Acts. 29 

Oiven the legal status of the Area as common heritage of mankind, on whose behalf 
the International Seabed Authority aclS, it appears lhat financial compensation including 
interest, when due, shall be payable to the Authoritt°, wilhoul prejudice to the right to 
compensation of any injw-ed State or entity. 

The last question concerns the measures that a sponsoring State must take in order to 
fulfil its responsibilities under the Convention, in particular article 139 and An.nex Ill, and the 
1994 Agreement. 

The spcci lie regulatory and enforcement measures that the sponsoring State must take 
to fulfil their responsibility under the Convention are in principle a matter for the State 
concerned. Such measures must secure compliance with all their obligations under the 
Convent.ion.31 The means should be compatible 10 the end. 

In this rcspccl, it is submitted that in the regulatory and enforcement accions special 
regard must be shown to che obligations imposed by anicle 206 and the new international law 
of the environment, in particular, the need to conduct an environmental impact assessment 
(EIA), end to consul! in the course orlbe EIA any coastal State across whose jurisdiction the 
resource deposit lics'2, as well as the affected population as appropriate, notably of the 
coastal State likely to be alTecced by activities in the Arca. 

In the Pulp Mills case mentioned above, the International Court of Justice 
acknowledged that the obligation to protect end preserve, 

bas to be intcrpn:tcd in accordance with a ~ice, which in n:ccnt ~ has 
pined so much acceplallce among Slate$ lhat it may now be considered a 
requirement under gener.sl international law to undertake 111 environmental 
impact assessment whm there is a risk that die proposed industrial activity may 
have a significant adverse impaCI in a transboundary conccxt, in panicular on a 
shared resource." 

It is affinncd that the obligation to requcsc and to secure that an environmental impact 
assessment is conducted is justified at the international level "as an expression of the 

".hulgmcnl IJ/6 April 19$$, I.CJ. kpo,U /9.SJ. p. 23. 
l> 1918, P.C.I.J.. Saia A, fr 17, p. •7. 
,. GabtfMvo.N"fJ,'lffattn Projtct (H1111ga,ySlovakJa), J11dgmu,1, I.C.J. Rqiorll 1997, p. 81, pm. I Sl; /Ago/ 
Constf{llencu of 1/N Cansm,e1ion of a Wall in 1ht {}ttl(pltd Palestfnla11 Territory, Adv~ Opinion, I.CJ. 
RtporlS 2()()4, p. 198, paras. 152-1 S3; Application of tha Com•intion on tht Pre.'tnJ/on and PU11/sltmtn1 of 1/u: 
Crime ofGenocitk (Brun/a and llcr-JglJ"lna v Sabio. and AlonteMgro), Jlll/gmmL I.CJ. RII/X)'II 1001. p. 233, 
&m,460. 

Part Two, Chapler II: "Rq,arallon fo, Injury", ILC Artie~ lldop4cd in 2001 (UNOA Resolution S6/U of 12 
December 200 I). 
,. Ans. 137, para. l, 140, and 160, patu. 2 fti) and 21, UNCLOS. 
11 Arts. 139, para. 2, and Annex 111, 111, 4, para. 4, UNCLOS. 
" Art. 14l. UNCLOS. 
11 Judg,nenl of 10 April 10/0, pp. 60-61, para. 2<M. 
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prccautionruy principle given the lack of full scientific cenainty and knowledge as to lhe 
scale and magnitude of impacts on the ecosystem of the deep ocean".34 

I would like to end lhis presentation, Mr Presidcnl, by respectfully recalling that the 
advisoiy opinion requested from the Seabed Disputc:.s Chamber by the Cowicil of the 
International Seabed Authority, although triggered by a proposal of the Government of 
Kauru, is and shall be considered unrelated to the applications for approval of a plrui of work 
for exploration in reserved areas made by Nauru Ocean Rcsourcc:.s Inc. (sponsored by the 
Republic of Nauru) and Tonga Otnhore Mining Ltd. (sponsored by the Kingdom of Tonga) 
in 2008, whose consideration by the Legal and Technical Commission of the Authority was 
postponed a1 the request of the vciy applicants "due to the cum:nt global economic 
circumstances and other cooccms".15 

Mr. ~d1:11t, Mtmbcrs of the (Chamber), this concludes Argentina's presen1alion. 
I thank you for your auention. 

711e President: 
Tiiank you veiy much, Ambassador Cerutti. 

This an appropriate lime for the Chamber to withdmw for a break of 30 minutes. The 
mCC(ing is nowsu.spended. 

(Short adjourn111e11t) 

Tlie Prtsidtm: 
May I advise you that the present sitting might be a lillle longer than anticipated ~use, 
\'tith the consent of the interpreters, we will hear the three speakers even if we have to go 
beyond one o'clock. but let us hope not much beyond, so 1hat we can avoid ha,~ng a short, 
scpamle silling in the afternoon. 

On behalf of the interpreters, may I also ask the speakers not 10 speak too quickly? 
This creates some pressure which is not welcome. 

May I add anolber remark? Yesterday I said that this proceeding contained two 
pmniere. In fact, I should have said "three" but I did not dare; now I dare. It is also the tirst 
time lhot our hearings have been transmitted direct through the web all over the world. 
Yesterday I did not dare mention that because, being aprtmlirt, we did not know wbcthcr it 
would work, but now I have oews rrom many parts of the world that it does indeed work. 
Therefore, when you speak you should think that the public is not all here. 

Chile. 
I now have the pleasure of giving the 0oor to the distinguished representative of 

Mr Plaza, you have the floor. 

" Wrinen smtmcnt of Mexico, 17 /\usust 2010, p. 30, para. I 10. 
:ll Written statcmen1 of lhe ln1ernatlonal $eal,c,d Aulhoriry, paras. I.I to 1.10 . . , 
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STATEMENT OF MR PLAZA 
CtuLB 
(ITLOS/PV.20I OlllR.ev.2, E, p, 26--34] 

Mr PIOUJ: 
Mr President and Members of the Seabed Di pules Chamber, it is my great honour to appear 
before you today on behalf of the Government of Chile. 

The Government of Chile has welcomed the in Yitai ion by the President of the Seabed 
Dispu1es Chamber of the lotemational Tribunal for the Law of the Sea to the States Panics to 
the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea to present views on questions posed by 
the Council of the lnteniational Seabed Authority on 6 May 2010, \\ithin the context of 
article 191 of the Convention, 

Chile's comments will refer to the subjects embraced by these questions, taking into 
account fundamental principles of imemational public order embodied in the notion of the 
common heritage of mankind that inspires the United Nations Convention and the regime 
derived thereof. 

We all agtee that this regime represents one the most significant achievements in the 
process of institutionaliza1ion of the law of the sea assigning a primary role to the 
International Seabed Authority as the gunnmtorofthe common heritage principle. 

The syslcm se1 out in article 153 of the Convention implies that the Enterprise, the 
States, together with State enterprises, and State-sponsored entities associated \\ith the 
Seabed Authority all arc involved in seabed area aciivities. Titls is mon: patent by the fact 
that the system of exploration and exploitation envisioned in the Convention subjects the 
activities to be undertaken to regulated procedures such as authoriution and a contractual 
framework. 

The Authority is bound to respond to the intcrc l underlying its primary competences. 
The advisory opinion that is under consideration by the Seabed Disputes Chamber or the 
International Tribunal for die Law of the Sea provides an opponunity to participate in the 
legal process of rendering effective the international public interest through assistance to the 
Authority in the accomplishments of its imponant goals. 

There is no controversy in th.e asscnion lhal States Parties arc obliged to cooperate 
with the Authority in the perfomW1ce of its runction of controlling activities in the Area The 
Authority is to secure compliance by States Panics and other entities with Part XI of the 
Convention, its relevant Annexes, the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority and 
the tenns or approved plans of work. 

It is worth mentioning that the general conduct of States in rclalion to the Arca shall 
be in accordance with dte provisions of the Convention and with general international law, 
without distinctions; this is the common principle. At the same time, !he leading goal of the 
regime embodied in the Co11\'ention is !he benefit of m1111kind. This feature must inspire all 
activities in the Arca. 

Thus, activities with ~et to the. seabed resources shall take into consideration the 
interests and needs of developing States as members of mankind. This rule should inspire the 
whole application of Part XI and related nonns. For this reason, we also face 1111 opponunity 
to shed light on the assistance to States, mainly developing nations, who would like to play a 
more active role in the seabed activities and 10 contribute to the development of its rcsoun:cs. 
Through these introductory comments, Chile, as a State Party 10 the Convention, is pleased to 
advance some answers to the questions raised by the Authority with a view to cooperating 
with its important functions. 

Provisions of lhe Convention constitute a comprehensive legal system to be 
interpreted in conjunction with the general principles of international responsibility of the 

4S 
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States. Together, they constitute the fundamental framewortc to address issues such as the 
status of the sponsorship by States Panics of activities in the Area, the extent of liability of a 
State Pany for any failure to comply with the provisions of the Convention by an entity 
whom it has sponsored under anicle 153, paragraph 2(b), of the Convention, and the scope 
and meaning of the nooc:ssary and appropriate measures lhat a sponsoring State must take in 
order 10 fulfil its responsibility. This assertion is particularly valid when activities are not 
conducted by the States themselves but by entities 5p-0nsored by States Parties. 

The questions before us arc:: 
I. What arc the legal responsibilities and obligations of States Parties to the 

Convention with respect 10 the sponsorship of activities in the Area in accordance with the 
Convention, in particular Part XI, and the 1994 Agreement relating 10 the implementation of 
Part XI or the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of I O ~ber 1982? 

2. What is the extent of liability of a State Party for any failure to comply \\ith 
the provisions of the Convention, in particular Part XI, and the 1994 Agreement, by an entity 
whom it has sponsored under article 153, paragraph 2 (b), of the Convention? 

3. What are the necessary and appropriate measures that a sponsoring State must 
take in order to fulfil its responsibility under die Convention, in particular article 139 and 
Annex Ill, and the 1994 Agreement? 

These qllCStions should be answered in the light of the general responsibilities of the 
States Parties with respect to actl,itics in the Am. 

We ,~;u refer first 10 the general obligations of States Parties 10 the Convention and 
then t-0 the particularities that may be applicable to Part XI and the seabed regime. lo this 
respect, it is reasonable to sustain that according 10 the 1969 Vienna Con,·ention on the Law 
of Treaties, the United Nations Convention for the Law of the Sea provides the aeneraI 
systemic framework to deal with the obligatio~ upon States Parties in the seabed area that 
c-0mprise, among other obligations, those accrued to them as sponsoring States of contractors. 

In this respect, we should also bear in mind article 304 on responsibility and liability 
for damage, which provides: "'The provisions of this Convention regarding responsibility and 
liability for damage are \\itbout prejudice to the application of existing rules and the 
development of further rules regarding responsibility and liability under international law". 

Provisions envisaged in article 235 of the Convention on Responsibility and Liability 
within the context of protection and preservation of the marine environment are also relevant 
to answer the questions submitted to the Chamber. It is clear that the assertion that "States are 
responsible and liable for the fulfilment of their international obligations concerning the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment'', and their possible liability in 
accordance \\ith international law, is a general principle that applies to activities in the Arca. 

Consequences arising from this general principle \\ill comprise the adoption of 
measures so as to assure the existence of procedures and effective remedies for damage 
caused by pollution of the marine environment by natural or juridical petSOl1S Ul1der their 
jurisdiction. Hence, that is the relevance of dispute settlement procedures 10 deal with these 
issues. 

A$ a general nonn applicable to activities in the Area or that may have an impact on 
the Area, article 138 of the Convention sets out a common legal ground for all States Parties 
as follows: 

The gcncnl condllCI of States in ri:bl1ion to the Arca shall be in a«ordance wilh 
the provisions of this P11t, the principles embodied in lhe Charter of the United 

11ions and other rules of incemacional law in the interests of maintaining peacie 
and security and promoting intcmational cooperation and mutual understanding. 
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An1WI!/'$ to tlll! Quations 

Question I: fn compliance with the general rules, article 139 provides for basic obligations 
and standatds of responsibility for Swes carrying out activities in the seabed area, first and 
foremost. the responsibility 10 ensure compliance and, after lhat. conditions and requirements 
for the liability for damage. 

Th.is is spelled out as follows: States Parties shall have the responsibility to ensure that 
activities in the Arca, whether carried out by S1atcs Parties or State enterprises or narural or 
juridical persons which possess the nationality of Stlltes PBJties or are effectively conlrolled 
by them or their national , shall be carried oul in conformity with this Pa11. The same 
responsibility applies to in1ernational organi1.a1ions for activities in the Area carried out by 
such organizations. This is 3 general obligation for all States Partic:i toworos persons or 
entities subjecl to their jurisdiction due to the nationality or according to lhe effective control 
rule. 

Paragraph 2 of article 139 provides Chai damage caused by the failure of a State Party 
or intc:mational organization to carry out its responsibilities under this Part shall entail 
liability. However, according to paragraph 3 of article 139, n State Party shall not be liable 
for damage caused by any failure to comply with this Part by a person whom it bas sponsored 
under article I S3, paragraph 2(b), if lhe State Party has taken all necessary and appropriate 
measures to secure effective compliance under article 1S3, paragraph 4, and Annex !TI, 
article 4, paragraph 4, of the Convention. 

Moreover, the Authority is endowed with the competence 10 exercise control over the 
activities in the An:a "as is necessary" for securing compliance wit11 t11c relcvanl provisions 
of lhe CoD\•ention and rules relating thcrclo. In their rum, States Parties shall assist the 
Authority by taking all measures necessary to ensure such compliance in accordance with 
article 139. 

Th.en we shall deal with the specific rcspon.sibililics rela1ed to the sponsorship of 
activities in the Area. Paragraph 4 of article 4 of Annex Ill of the Convention provides lhat "a 
sponsoring Staie or States shall, pursuant LO Article 139, have lhe responsibility to ensure, 
within their legal systems, that a contractOr so sponsored shall cany out activities in the Area 
in confonnity with the: terms of its contract and its obligations under this Convention." 

The obligation lO ensure is qualitied by the: next sentence \\11ich provides that 

A sponsoring State shall not, however, be liable for damage caused by any failure 
of a contractor sponsored by it to comply with its obligations if that State PA11y 
bas adopted laws and regulations and taken administrative measures which an:, 
within the framework of its lcpl system, reasonably appropriate for sceurins 
compliance by pcnons under its jurisdiction. 

The cornerstone of the system of responsibility a.ad liability of the sponsoring State is 
hereby exposed. We should then refer to the scope of the obligation applicable co States, 
which is 10 ensure that a sponsored contracior carries out activities in confonnity with lhe 
con1rae1 to which it is a party and its obligations under the Convention. 

It is evident that the obligation to ensure docs not mean to provide a guarantee by the 
sponsoring State to the conduct that a eontraclOr may have. Operator's responsibility and 
liabilily does not en1ail the responsibility and liability of the sponsoring State. It is clear that 
Lhe Convention docs not attribute the activities of the operator 10 any sponsoring Stlltc, and 
that the Convention assigns primary responsibility to the contractor for its own activities. 

Tbcncc, the Convention adopts the pauem of other internationally negotia1ed 
instrumenlS in relation to damage - including damage to lhe environment - which would not 
have occurred or con1inucd if the sponsoring S1a1e had carried out its obligations under the 

., 
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Convention \\ith respect to its operator. This poses the question of the status and scope of the 
applicability of the concept of residual liability of the sponsoring State according to the: 
Convention. 

It is thll.!I cxpeetcd that the sponsoring State adopts laws and regulations as well as 
administrative: measures which are IIC()CSSlll')' and reasonably appropriate 10 secure 
compliance by the sponsored conll'llctors of the obligations set out in the Convention. The 
assessment of what is necessary and reasonably appropriate for securing compliance may 
have to take into account the specific circumstances of the case, os there arc no absolute 
obligations arising from these provisions. 

Nevertheless, there must be a level of certitude of what is expected from a sponsoring 
State in order to assess whether the agJCcd standards of due diligence have been satisfied by 
thc sponsoring State and by the operator. The Opinion of this Honourable Chamber will 
provide guidance to render these notions more acc;uratc. 

According to what has been said, the Convention attributes an imponant role to the 
internal legal system of each State Party desiring to participate in activities in the Area and to 
sponsor an entity subject to its jurisdiction. 

Question 2 on State liability for a failure to comply with the provisions of the 
Convention and the I 994 Agreement by an entity iL has sponsored raisc:3 two important legal 
questions: the existence of the elements conducive to State liability and the distinction 
between obligations accrued to a State from the obligations of the conlmCtors. 

There is no doubt that the general principles on State: responsibility and consequent 
State liability apply in case of breach of international obligations attributed to lhe sponsoring 
State. Its consequence is the duty to make: reparation for wrongful acts. Article I 39 takes care 
of Ibis obligation in paragraph 2, where it is envisaged the liability for damage caused by the 
failure of a State Party to carry out its responsibilities under Part XI, unless such State Party 
has taken all necessary and appropriate measures to sc:curc effective compliance by the 
operator. The structure of this provision seems to be very important to understand how the 
system bas been conceived. 

We should not forget that the sponsoring State is a certifying authority of the 
nationality or the cfl'cc;tivc control exercised upon an applicant entity or its nationals, taking 
into consideration the place of registration and the primary place of business/domicile. The 
sponsoring State is also bound to assert that the applicant has the necessary financial 
resources to meet the estimated costs of a proposed plan of work for exploration. It means 
that the sponsoring State: must Sho\V evidences of a substantial and genuine link with the 
contractor. The cffcc;tivc control test is of\ltmost importance. 

While it is evident that the State Party does not assume responsibility for the conduct 
of a conllaetor whom it has sponsored, and that any liability will be the consequence of its 
0\\11 failure to comply with ilS own duties, it is also worth noticing that the Convention 
auaches consequences in cases where it can be demonstrated that there has been a caUS4I link 
between the damage produced by the conduct of a contractor and the failute of the sponsoring 
State to comply with its own obligations. 

In this context, a question may come up as to whether the breach of States obligations 
created the conditions for the failure of the contractor to abide by its obligations. 

Environmental occurrences attributable to a breach of obligations by the contractor 
and the role of the sponsoring State regording prevention and the slatus of the precautionary 
approach for such States pose more specific quc:31ions. For this purpose, the provision 
contained in the Regulations on Prospecting and Exploration adopted by the Seabed 
Authority aiming at the sponsorina State obligation to cooperate with the contractor in the 
establishment and implementation of monitoring programs rcgruding protection and 
preservation of the marine environment should be read together with the duty for a 
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sponsoring State to apply the precautionary approach as reflected in the Rio Declaration 
(Principle IS} in order to ensure effective protcc:tion for the marine environment from 
hannf ul cff ccts. 

Question 3: While 1hese questions may ba,,c to be decided by tribunals in the future, 
the third question posed to the Seabed [Disputes] Chamber encompasses elements which are 
more related to the definition of the substantive obligations of the sponsoring Slate in order 10 

fulfil its responsibilities under the Convention and the 1994 Agreement 
TI1e aiuwer to this question is directly related to the status of obligations analyud 

under Question I. It is our view that the answer to this Question 3 depends on the 
establishment and enforcement of approprillle measures, as well as lhe enactment of laws and 
regulations applicable 10 the various stages of the contractor's involvement in seabed 
activities. 

It might be important to characterize as effective the kind of control that a State is 
supposed 10 exercise over a contractor. That is to say, capable of ensuring the availability of 
legal and material ICSOUl'Ces of the operator 10 comply with the Convention. 

Thence, the standard of due diligence that should be expected rrom each Smtc 
although undifferentiated in tenns of its normative source and dcfmition may be adjusted 
according 10 the specific circumstances of each case. 

According to this, it is important to bear in mind the rote of environmental principles 
and rules in the shaping of the oonccpt of due diligence and its enforcement. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, I oomc 10 my conclusions. 
Recapitulating, the sponsoring Smtc is bound to adopl laws and regulations to secure 

effective compliance with 1he tenns of Ille contract between an operator and the Seabed 
Authority. The precise content of such regulations is not defined, but the Convention refers to 
"appropriate" and "reasonable" measures, notions to be assessed in controversilll cases by 
means of dispute scnlcmenl procedures by reference to general applicable standards nnd the 
specific situation of cnch sponsoring State nnd contractor. 

Due to the special role attributed by the Convention to the sponsoring State to assist 
the Authority to exercise the control over the activities in the Acea. ii is most plausible lo 
assert that the obligation for States Parties is not only to adopt laws and regulations but also 
to render them effccth-cly applied. 

The role assigned to a sponsoring State is a consequence of the pamllcl system 
adopted for tbe organi2lltion of the conduct of operations by the Convention. It means a 
system based on the association between the Authority and States Parties and entities. 

Being tl1e contractor, the primary responsible actor in this system, it is important that 
the role of the sponsoring State for securing compliance by a contractor whom it has 
sponsored be subject to responsibility and liability principles for its own conduct and failures. 

Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, tbnnk you for your 
attention. 

The Preside/If: 
Thank you very much, Mr Pla:r.a. 
I now come to the representative of Fiji. 
Mr Tikoisuvn, you now have the floor. 
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Mr Tikois11va· 
President and distingwshed Members of lhe Seabed [Disputes] Chamber of the ln1emational 
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, allow me, Honourable President, to thank this I lonoW"Bble 
Chamber for agiecing tO allow the Republic of the Fiji lsland3 to Jlfl=liCnt a statement on this 
very imponant issue of the seabed. Fiji is a small island State, amongst other neighbouring 
small island nations fully surrounded by lhe vast Paci1ic Ocean. 

This statement is presented on behalf of the Republic of Fiji in respect of the 
questions submitted to this Honourable Chamber for an advisory opinion on the 
responsibilities and obligations of States sponsoring persons and entities with respect to 
activities in the iotemational seabed area (known as "the Area''). 

Al the outset, Fiji reiterates the basic requirement in article 140, paragraph I, of the 
1982 United Nations Convention on the law of the Sea ("the Convention; that activities in 
the Area shall be carried out "taking into particular consideration the interests and needs of 
de,·cloping States". Moreover, tbe submissions that we make here are presented in strong 
suppon of "the effective participation of developing States in activities in the Area" as 
mandated wider artic.le 148. We arc mindful of the definition of"activities" as stipulated in 
article I, paragraph I (3). 

Despite their limited economic capacities, developing States have been given the 
opportunity to par1icipate in and benetit from activities in the Area through partnerships with 
privulc sector enterprises. Whilst there is much scope to increase the involvement of 
developing States in activities in the Area, Fiji is fully cogni:zant of the need for developing 
States to do so with a clear understanding of the extent of the responsibilities and liabilities 
involved. [n further recognitio11 of the imponancc of environmental protection and the need 
for States to fully understand their responsibilities when it comes to activities in the Area, Fiji 
is exploring the opportunity to host a regional environmental seabed seminar in early 2011 in 
cooperation with the International Seabed Authority. 

In line with the above measures, Fiji considers it important that advice be provided by 
this Honorablc Chamber on the questions presented to it by the Council of the International 
Seabed Authority. 

The three questions for this Honorable Chamber's consideration and determination are 
clearly set out in the Council's decision ISBN! 6/C/J 3 of 6 May 20 I O. We will address them 
in turn in the course or this statement. 

State Re.,ponsibilities and Obligations: The first qumion which tM Chamber is 
required to consider and render its opinion on is: "What arc the legal responsibilities and 
obligations of States Panics 10 tbe Convention with n:spcct to the sponsorship of activities in 
the Arca in acc-0rdance with the Convention, in particular Part XI of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982?" 

ln our view, the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of I O December 
1982 ("the Convention") provides a comprehensive framework regarding the responsibilities 
and obligations of States Parties who sponsor individuals and enterprises that undertake 
activities in the Area. While Pan XI of the Convention, together with the Agreement to 
implement Part XJ ("the Agreement"), provides the legal framework governing activities in 
the Area, it is submitted that this Part callllot be read in isolation but has to be read and 
interpreted in conjunction with the other parts of the Convention and lhe Agreement to fully 
address this question. 
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The provisions of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCL T) also make it 
clear that the terms of a ucaty, such as the Convention, have to be interpreted in their context 
and in light of the treaty's object and pwpose. The VCLT, under Article 31(3), clarifies that 
"any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties" alw 
need to be taken into account. 

Indeed, the authoritative commentary on the Convention by Nandan, Lodge and 
Rosenne, U11ited Nation.r Conve11tion on the law of the Sea 1982: A Commeltlary, 
Volume VI, published by Martinu.s Nijhoff Publishers of New York ("the Commentary''), 
observes at p.119 that ''the provisions of the Convention regarding responsibility and liability 
are without prejudice to the "application of existing rules and the development or further 
rules' regarding responsibility and liability under international law". That observation was 
made with reference to article 139 of the Convention, which should be read together with 
article 304. 

As such, Fiji takes a slightly wider view of and approach to this question by making 
reference to other relevant provisions of the Convention that are not strictly within Part Xl. 
Where applicable, reference is also made to other material to provide greater clarity. 

In respect of the responsibilities of a sponsoring State, some of !he key responsibilities 
include: 

(a) Aniclc 139, paragraph 1 • wltlcb requires that activities in the Al\la be carried 
out in compliance wilh !he requirements of Part XI of !he Convention (which deals with the 
development of resources in the Arca). 

(b) Article 153, paragraph 3 • requires the approval of the Authority to be 
obtained by a State-sponsored entity for activiuics in the Arca in the form of a contract, since 
those activities in the Arca are to be "organil.iCd, carried out and controlled by the Aulhority". 

(c) Article 153, paragraph 4 - provides that a State Party mu.st assist !he Authority 
~by taking all measures necessary to ensure ... compliance" with article 139. As to wbat the 
phnlse "all measures ncx:cssary" entail, this Honourable Chamber is invited to consider !hat 
issue in totality with the whole of Pan XI. Some guidance in that regard is offered in 
Annex 111, article 4, paragraph 4. 

(d) Article 4, paragraph 4, of Annex Ill • which, as the Commentary cites at 
p. 126, "requires sponsoring States to ensure, within their legal systems, that contractors carry 
out activities in the Arca in conformity with the terms of lhe concract with the Authority and 
their obligations under the Convention". 

(e) Regulation 31(2) of the Rcgt1lations on Prospecting and Exploration for 
Polymctallic Nodules in the Arca C'the Regulatiotis'') adopted by the Authority • obligates a 
sponsoring State to adopt a precautionary approach to ensure the effective protection of the 
marine environment from hannful effects that may ariiit fron1 activities in the Arca. 

(I) Article 235, paragraph 3 - in respect of damage caused by pollution of the 
marine environment, States arc required to establish, where appropriate, an adequate 
compulsory insurance or compensation fund. 

There are other more general responsibilities con1.ained in the Convention, for 
instance under Part XII, which apply to all States, including States sponsoring activities in the 
Area. It will be apparent from the provisions of the Convention just outlined above, as well as 
from a reading of the other Parts of the Convention not highlighted here, that the legal 
responsibilities and obligations of States sponsoriog activities in the Area are invariably the 
same as those imposed upon States who are involved directly in such activities. 

Question two is with regard to the extent of a sponsoring State's liability. The second 
question before this Chamber is: "What is the extent of liability of a State Party for any 
failure to comply with the provisions of the Convention, in particular Part XI and the 1994 
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Agreement, by an entity that it hns sponsored under Article I 53, paragraph 2(b) of the 
Convention?" 

It will be clear from a reading of the provisions of article 139, paragraph 2, on liability 
that it is ''without prejudice" to the mlcs of international law and article 22 of Annex Ill. 
Annex ill, article 22, provides that a contractor is liable for any damage arising out of 
"wrongful acts in the conduct of its operations" undertaken in the Arca and that in every case 
the liability is "for the actual amount of the damage". 

In addhlon, Annex 111, anicle 4, paragraph 4, makes it clear that the contractor is 
prfmafacie liable for any damage that it causes. As noted in the Commentary (at page 127), 
"this principle is restated in the Regulations on Prospecting and Explomtion for Polymctallic 
'odulcs in the Arca, which contain a provision [set out in Annex 4, section 16] relating to 

responsibility and liability a., part ofthc Standard Clauses for Exploration Controcts". 
The second limb of article 139, paragraph 2, also clarifies that 

A Stale Party shall not ... be liable for damage caused by any fai lure to comply 
wi1b this Part by a pc™>n whom it has sponsored under Article I SJ, paragraph 
2(b), iflhc State Party has taken all necessary and appropriate measures to secure 
effective compliance under Article I SJ, paragraph 4, and AMex m, article 4, 
paragraph 4. 

Jn plain lenns, a sponsoring Siatc is not liable for any damage coused by the 
contractor if that State 1w "taken all necessary and appropriate measures• to secure cITcctivc 
compliance on the part of the contnletor. Annex rtl, article 4, paragraph 4, provides some 
guidanec as to what !hose "ncecssary and appropriate measures" might be. They include the 
adoption of laws and rcgulotions as well as the implementat.ion of "administrative measures 
which arc, within the framework of its legal system, reasonably appropriate for securing 
compliance". Furthennore, it is noted from the CommenJary (al page 127) that this "implies 
some flexibility in the type of measures [that might be imposed], and docs not ncccssarily 
require sponsoring States to talce enforcement action against conU'aCtors, but it docs clearly 
require some action 10 be taken by the sponsoring State". In addition, it may be noted that 
State Parties also have the obligation, pursuant to article 209, paragraph 2, to 

adopt laws and rqtllltions to prevent. reduce and con!l'OI pollution of the marine 
tt1viroomcn1 from activities in the Arca undcnaken by vessels, Installations, 
structures and other devices flying their nai; or their regisQ')' or operation under 
their authority, as the case may be. 

In view of the clear language of the Convention, Fiji contends that :.o long as 
a sponsoring State enacts domestic legislation that properly regulates activities in the Area, 
seeks to protect the marille environment from pollution, establishes an adequate and 
compulsory insurance or compensation scheme, and undertakes other relevant administrative 
measures in respect of such activities in the Area, the sponsoring St.ate will not be liable for 
damage caused by any failure of a contractor sponsored by it 10 comply ,vith its obligations. 
In other words, there is no residual responsibility or liability on the part of the sponsoring 
State should the conrractor fail to observe the standards established in the domestic 
legislation enacted in accordance with Part XI of the C-0nvention and general international 
law. 

Question three is with regard to the necessary and appropriate measures a State must 
take. The final question referred to this honourable Chamber for an opinion asks: "What arc 
the necessary and appropriate measures that a sponsoring Slllt.c: mu.~t take in order to fulfil1 its 
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responsibility under the Convention, in particular Article 139 of the Convention and 
Annex UI, and the 1994 Agreement?" 

From a developing State point of view, Fiji submits that the requirements and 
standards established under Pan XI of the Convention apply equally to all States withom 
regard to economic status or financial and odter resources capability. In the absence of clc:ar 
language or express provisions to the conlrary, it can be inferred that the adoption of 
legislative frameworks and the implementation of adminisl1'lltivc measures (Annex 111, 
anicle 4, paragraph 4), as v.-cll as their enforcement by States, mu:st ~ consistent with tb.e 
standards established under the Convefltion. 

Fiji holds the view that appropriate legislation which a State might adopt in rcspcCI of 
activities in the Area must be sufficient, effective and in accordance with international 
~tandards. That will ensure there is some eleme.nt of unifonuity across jurisdictions. To diat 
end, Fiji submits that the Authority should consider assembling a model legislation lhat will 
assist Stale Parties in maintaining international standards in their domestic legislations. The 
Authority could ensure that such model legislation includes insurance provisions that cover 
the sp0nsoring State as a beneficiary and provides minimum insuranco protection for each 
stage ofd1e operation. For instance, article 235, paragraph 3, mandates that: 

Wi1h thc objective of assuring prompc and adequate compensation in respect of 
all damage caused by pollution of the marine environment, Smes shall cooperate 
in lhe implementation of existing international law and tbe liulher development 
of international law relating to responsibility and liability for the assessment of 
and compensation for damage and the settlement of related disputes, as well as, 
whete appropriate, development of criteria and 1>roccdures for payment of 
adequate compensation, such as QOlllpUIS-Ory insurance or compen$ation funds. 

To reinforce the point about wtlform standards, it will be noted that article 194 of the 
Convention, dealing with the protection and preservation of the marine environment, 
provides that States arc to take 

all measures ... that arc necessary to ptevent, reduce and control pollution of the 
marine environment from any source, using for this purpose the best praaictible 
means at their disposal and in accordance with their capabilities, and they shall 
endeavour to harmonize their policies in this coonectioo. 

Whilst it is accepted that this imports the element of due dil igence in the discharge of 
a State's responsibilities under the Convention, what is actually meant by due diligence is 
unclear and varies in practi..e uudc:r different treaties. Malcolm Shaw QC, in his book on 
l11tematlonal Law, published by Cambridge University Press in 2003, observed at page 764 
that: 

The test of due diligence undoul>tedly i!Ilport.1 an clement of ncxibility into the 
equation and must be tesicd in the light of the circumsca11ces of the ease in 
question. States will be re,qui,ied, for example, lo take all necessary steps to 
prevent substantial pollution and to demonstrate the kind of behavior expected of 
good government, while such behavior will probably require the establishment of 
systems of consultation and ootificacioo. 

As a first step and in the absence of a model legislation, Fiji considers that the 
Convention already provides key requirements and smndards d1at set trn: minimum threshold 
for the discharge of a 5poosaring State's responsibility. Although certain aspects of the 
standards contained within some of the p.rovisions, such as articles 139, 153 and Annex m, 
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article 4, paragJaph 4, are yet to be clarified, as already poinicd out in this Sllltement, enough 
indications are nevenhclcss presented by those and other provisions of the Convention that 
will guide sponsoring States in the discharge of their responsibilities under it. 

This view accords with the basic duty of States that they arc: not to act in a manner 
that will adversely affect thc rights of other States. 

To conclude, Mr President, in summary, Fiji submits that: 
(i) Pan XI of the Convention provides a clear benchmark and framework setting 

out the responsibilities and obligations of a State that spoliS<lrs a contractor conducting 
activities in the Area. 

(ii) The extent of a sponsoring State's lillbility is confined lo a failure on its part to 
secure compliance by a contractor with t:he tenns and conditions of its contracl. The 
contractor bears the primary responsibility for any damage caused. 

(iii) The types of me:isurcs, whether legislative or administrative:, that a sponsoring 
Stnte adopts in respect of activities in the Area must be sufficient, effective and in accordance 
\\ith international standards. 

Honourable President and Members of the lntc:mational Tribunal of the Law of the 
Sea, thank you for attention and patience. 

The President. 
Tiiank you very much, Mr Tikoisuva, representative of Fiji. 
I now give the floor to the distinguished representative of Mexico, Ambassador 

Hernandez. 
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Mr l/er11(Jfldez: 
Your Honour, Judge Tullio Treves, President of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, distinguisbod 
Members of the Chamber, il is an honour for me 10 appear before you today in my capacity as 
Legal Adviser to the Ministry ofForclgn Affairs of Mcxi,;o. 

I feel particularly privileged today, IS September, when Mexico is celebrating the 
20011, anniversary of the bcgiMing of its War of Independence. This is the first occasion that 
the Chamber has bcco asked to render an advisory opinion in accordance with article 191 of 
the UN Couvcntior1 011 the Law of the Sea. We salute the opportunity lo resort to the expertise 
and wisdom of the Tribunal and Membet-s of this Chamber. The advisory opinion will 
enlighten the International Seabed Authority on a question of utmost impor1ance for the 
explonllion and exploitation oflhedeep seabed and will enrich intcmational jurisprudence. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, if you will allow me. I will now l\lm to the 
substance of my statement. I will speak for about 30 minutes. 

First, it is the view of Mcx_ico that the three questions posed by the Council call for 
a broad approach, which entails the need to look for the relevant provisions of the Convention 
and its annexes, the 1994 Agreement and the rules, regulations. pnd procedures of the 
Authority. Thal is not only warranted by the broad formulation of the questions posed by lhe 
Council but elso, as other written stetements have highlighted, by ll1e operation of article 38 
of lbe Sranne of the Tribunal read in conjunction with article 293, paragraph I, of the 
Convention. In thet sense, "other rules of international law not ineompetible \\ith £the] 
Convention" may also be applied. 

Secondly, one should not forget that the impacts of the activities in the Arca on the 
marine environment of the deep seabed, particularly to its benthic ecosystems, are largely 
unknown. The uncertainties over tbe impacts to the marine biodiversity from seabed mining, 
in particular to the deep ocean ecosystems found at hydrothennal vents, have raised concerns 
from scientists, policy-makers and environmentalist, among others. Indeed, the 
environmental consequences of exploring and exploiting p0lymetallic sulphides at deep sea 
vents remain uncertain. 

It is submitted that, in answering the questions framed by the Council, a broad 
approach and the application of the precautionary principle, given the existing scientific 
U11Ccrtain1y, require 10 be duly taken into account as the background within which the nature 
and scope of lhe resp0nsibili1ies and obligations of States sponsoring persons and entities 
wilh respect to activities in lhe intenuulonal seabed area need to be asscs:sc:d. 

At the end, Mr President, a broad approach is also justified by the preamble of the 
Convention on the Law of the Sea which reminds us that "problems of ocean space are 
closely interrelated and need 10 be considered as a whole". 

Allow n 11; now to addtess each of the questions raised by the Council of the Autl1ority. 
Question I : Mexico is of the view lhet a broad approach should be considered in 

identifying the responsibilities and obligations of the sponsoring State under Question I. 
Those responsibilities and obligations include prominently the need to prevent 
monopolization of activi ties in the Area, as well as the obligations to protect and preserve the 
marine environment as envisaged in the Convention, including its Part XII. 

States have a wide vruicty of obligations to comply with sponsoring persons and 
entities for activities in the Area in conformity with nrticle I 53, paragraph 2{b), of the 
Convention. 
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Part XI has specific references 10 obligations of the Authority and Slates Panics to 
protect and preserve the marine environment. These obligations need to be read together "ith 
the obligalions of States consis1cnt with the obliga1ions found in Pan Xll or the Convention. 

Article 145 prescribes the obligation to take necessary measures in accordance with 
the Convention with respect to activities in the Area to ensure effective protection for the 
marine environment from harmful effects which may arise from such activities. To that end, 
the Authority shall adopt appropriate rules, regulations and procedures for the prcveation, 
reduction and control of pollution, the protection and conscl'Vlltion uf the natural R:SOurteS of 
the Area and the prevention of damage to the flora and fauna of the marine environment. 
These references include, in cootcmpornry terms, the biodiversity of the deep sea bed beyond 
limits of national jurisdiction. 

Apart from having effective legislation and administrative measures in that rcg;ud, 
States have the "obligation" 10 ensure thal sponsored persons and entities comply with a 
number or cnvirorunental requirements in order to conclude contracts with the Authority for 
exploitation of the resourocs of the Area. In this connection, the regulations for polymctallie 
nodules and the regulations for polymetallic sulphides contain a variety of obligations to that 
cO"ccL 

At the outsel, it is noteworthy to recognize the broad definition of "marine 
environment'' found in common Regulation 1(3Xc) of both selS of regulations. This broad 
definition is not fowid in the Convention but could be considered a normative development if 
compared with anicle I, paragraph 1(4), of the Convention which defines only "pollution of 
the marine environment." 

These and olher elements to address Question I are fully developed in Mexico's 
written m lcmenL 

Let me now turn to Question 2. It is well know that, under general international law, 
1111y breach of a State Pany to carry out itS obligations under the Convention entails Staie 
responsibility and gives rise to reparalion for the inflicted injury by the intemationally 
wrongful acL 

Thal includes the breach of the general obligation of States to ensure that activities 
within lheir jurisdiction and control do not hann the environment or areas beyond national 
jurisdiction. The existence of the principle or prevention as a customary rule was confinned 
by the Intcma1ional Coun of Justice in the l ega//ry or Use of Nuclear Weapot1s case, and also 
most recently in the Pulp Mills 011 rhe Uruguay River case. 

In the context of the first sentence of anicle 139, paragraph 2, of the Convention, 
damage caused by the failure of a State Party to carry out its responsibilities under Pan X1 
and the 1994 Agreement enlails its liability. Such failure constitutes a breach of the 
obligations of the State Party under the Convention and thus engages the liability of the State 
for internationally wTOngful acts. 

In addition, according to the second sentence of aniclc I 39, paragraph 2, there might 
be instances where damage is caused by the sponson:d entity for non-compliance with its 
obligations. In those cases, in order to engage the liability of the sponsoring State, it is 
necessary to convincingly establish a link between the damage inflicted by the sponso!Cd 
cnlity resulting from its non-compliance and the State Party's failure to take all necessary and 
appropriate measures. 

Howe\•er, according to the second sentence of article I 39, paragraph 2, the State will, 
prima facte, be absolved from being liable if it has taken all necessary and appropriate 
measures to secure effective compliance with the provisions of lhe Convention and related 
Annexes, as well as the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority, including the 
approved plans of work, as reflected in article 153, paragraph 4. All "necessary and 
appropriate" measures arc further elaborated in Annex LU, article 4, paragraph 4. They refer 
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to the adoption of legislative and adminiStmtive measures within the framework of the legal 
system of the sponsoring State. 

TI1e obligation of the sponsoring Stale to take all necessary and appropriate measures 
to secure effective compliance by adopting laws and regulations and by taking administrative 
measures within the framework of its legal system is one of due diligence. In order for the 
sponsoring State to discharge this obligation, it requires exen:ising a high threshold of due 
diligence inasmuch 35 there are scientific uncertainties relating to the impaclS on the fragile 
ecosystems of the international seabed area. The content and scope of the concept of due 
diligence applied LO this context will be further developed in my intervention when 
addressing Question 3. 

Mexico is of the view, along with some other parties and entities which submined 
written statements, that article 22 of Annex Ill, as well as Section 16.1 of Annex 4 to both 
Regulations on Poiymetallic Nodules and on Polymelallic Sulphides, channels to the 
sponsored entity or persons the primary liability to cover Ilic amount for the damage that it 
caused. including the costs of reasonable measures to restore or reinstate the marine 
environment and reasonable measures to prevent or limit damage to the marine environment. 

However, channelling primary liability lO the sponsored entity does not absolve 
entirely in every case the sponsoring Stnte from being held subsidiarily liable. for instance, 
lhat situation might arise if the sponsored entity lacks sufficient financial resources to fully 
cover the amount of the damage or is no longer available. This subsidiary liability might be a 
renection that the State has failed to take all necessary measures LO secure compliance for not 
providing the appropriate JWOursc within its legal system to ensure prompt .and adequate 
compensation, or that it has not introduced the obligation of the operator to maintain an 
adequate financial security a., envisaged in article 235, p;iragraph 2, of the Convention. 

As in many other liability regimes, the Convention also attemptS to emphasize the 
reparative function of liability. By attachin_g primary liability to the sponsored entity, the 
obligation to repair is shifted to the entity which caused the damage. Tllis is in line not only 
with the "polluter•pays" principle but is also a maner of cquicy and fairness lo allocate lhe 
burden to those who benefit from the activities in the international seabed area; otherwise, 
they would have bccn unjustly enriched. However, in addition to the sponsored entity, iu I 
already explained, the sponsoring State may also be liable if certain conditions a.re met, 
including when the sponsored entity has insufficient financial resources to fully repair. To 
argue otherwise would be tantamount to accepting irremediably that a key provision in the 
system of the exploration and exploitation of the iesouroes of the Arca contains a gap. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, I now rum to the issue of the general rules of 
international liability of States. 

It seems lhat other rules of international law need to be taken lnto account since the 
introductory sentence lo 811icle 139, paragraph 2. refers to them by indicating that such 
provision is -[w]ithout prejudice to the rules of international law." Other articles of the: 
Convention also prescribe that the provisions regarding responsibility and liability are 
without prejudice to the application of exbting rules and Ille development of further rules, 
particularly articles 304 and 235, para.11Jllph 3. In addition, the reference to other rules of 
international hiw may seem ttlso necessary when interpreting the text of the Convention, if 
one considers the effect of Aniclc: 31, paragraph 3(c), of the 1969 Vienna Convention on the 
Law of Treaties, which stipulates that there shall also be taken into aceount "any relevant 
rules of intenuitional law applicable in the relations between tl1e panics." 

Having expressed that, Mr President, Members oflhe Chamber, \vith your permission, 
I will now tum to address Question 3. In our view, this question is closely linked to 
Question I. 
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My cask now, Mr President, will be 10 address the issue of the necessary and 
appropriate measures that the sponsoring State must take in order to fulfil its responsibility 
under the Convention. In doing so, we raise the following central issues: first, the nC<lessary 
laws, regulations and administrative measures, adopted within the framework of the legal 
system of the sponsoring State, sllall conform 10 a high due diligence threshold in order to 
fu lfil its responsibility under the Convention; second, in that conteXl, the application of a 
strict liability regime and the need 10 ensure prompt and adequate compensation will be 
explored as "necessary and appropriate measures" for the sponsoring State in order to fulfil 
its responsibiliiy under the Convention. 

Mr President, regarding the fust of those two centJal issues, Mexico is of the view 
that Anne.x Ill, article 4, paragraph 4, further elaborates the content of the "necessary and 
appropriate measures" that a sponsori,1g State needs to take in order to secure compliance by 
the sponsored entity. Those relate 10 the adoption of laws, regulations and administrative 
measures, adopted \\i thin the framework of the legal system of the sponsoring State. Part of 
those legislative and administrative measures sl\all also give effect to article 209, 
paragraph 2, which requires taking legislative steps to prevent, reduce, and control pollution 
of the marine environment from activities in the Arca, \~ilich shall be no less cff~tive than 
the international rules and regulations. In doing so, article 209 sets minimum standards as to 
the scope of such measures. 

In that respect, the Regulations on Polyn~l#llic Nodules and on Polymctallic 
Sulphides provide further elaboration of the necessary and appropriate measures that Stales 
must take so as to ful.til their responsibilities. In part.icular, the regulations detail a broad 
range of environmental obligations. 

The application of a high degree of due diligence becomes necessary because, first, 
there are scientific gaps in knowledge regarding the impacts on the marine ecosystems of the 
deep sea from the activities of seabed mining; second, those marine ecosystems, including the 
biodiversity which they harbour, are characleriud by their frngjlity and rarity; and, third, the 
Ar~ and its resources arc part of the common heritage of mankind. 

Having that in mind, the due diliaence standa.rd is not merely discharged with the 
adoption of laws, regulations and administrative measures. In order for the sponsoring State 
10 fulfil its obligations under the Convention, it is necessary that such laws, regulations and 
administrative measures c-0nform to a high due diligence threshold. 

In that connection, such legislative and administrative measun:s require adequate and 
rigorous monitoring, supervision and enforcement. The International Court of Justice recently 
stated in the Pulp Mills on the Ri\-er Uniguay case: 

(the obligation to prevent pollufio11J entails nol ooly lhe adoption of appropriate 
roles and measures, but also a cer1ain level of vigilaMC in lheir enforcement and 
the exercise of administratn-e control applicable to publie and private operators, 
such as the monitoring activities undet1aken by such operators ... 

While il may be true that the State enjoys a measure of flexibility in the type of 
measures that it introduces, given the particularities of its own legal system, that asswnption 
does not, however, prevent it from identifying some key aspects or minimum requirements in 
order to apply a high degree of due diligence. 

Mr President, I now tum to deal with three aspects which, in our view, Ille sponsoring 
State shall include in the legislative and administrative measures within its legal system to 
conform to il to a high degree or due diligence. By no means will it be an exhausti\'c liSt, 
since many of the relevant issues were outlined in the context of our written observations 
cooceming Question I. 
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Fil'$1, the obligation to carry out environmental impact assessments. In the recent 
judgmeAnnent concerning the Pulp Mills 011 lht River Uruguay case, the lntemational Coun 
of Justice rccogni7.td that an environmental imf)3Ct assessment "may be now considered a 
requirement under general international law where there is a risk that a proposed indusirlal 
attivity may have significant adverse impact in a transboundary contexL" It also added th.at 
'·an environmental impact assessment must be conducted prior to the implemenlation of a 
project." 

Although article 206 of the Convention does not, strictly speaking, contain an express 
reference to an obligation to undertake an environmental impact assessment, it docs, 
however, prescribe that States shall assess the potential effects on the marine environment of 
certain activities under their jurisdiction and control. Seabed mining seems to be an activit)• 
within the meaning of aniclc 206. More specific references to this obligation are found in 
section I, paragraph 7, of the x oflhe 1994 Agreement, which provides that any application 
for approval of a plan of work shall be accompanied by an assessment of the potential 
environmental impaclS of the proposed activities. This provision is given effect in 
Regulation 18(c) and Annex 4, s«1tion S.S, of the Regulations on Polyrnctallic Nodules, as 
well as in Regulation 20, paragraph l(e), and Annex 4, Section S.2(a), of the Regulations on 
Polymetallic Sulphides. 

Second, I refer to lhe obligation to provide for periodic reviews. Mr President, in 
order to discharge a high threshold of due diligence, it seems nc:ccssary that la\\'5, regulations 
and administrative measures adopted within the legal systems of the sponsoring States require 
periodic review mechanisms, ln this respect, in its Articles 0 11 Prevention of Transboundory 
Harm from Hazardous Activities, the International taw Commission has recognized that 

(w]bat would be considered a reasonable s14ndard of[ ... ) due diligence niay 
change with time; wha1 might be considered an appropriate and reasonable 
procedure, Slalldard or rule tt one poiot in time may not be considcn:d as such at 
some point in the future. Hence, due diligence in ensuring safety requires a State 
10 keep abreast of technological changes and scientific developments. 

This is particularly true in deep seabed mining where the technology is evolving and 
where many important scientific questions remain. 

ln the context of international rules and regulations concerning seabed mioing in the 
Arca, the obligation for periodic review is found, Inter alia, in articles 209, paragraph I, and 
IS4 of the Convention. 

Third, the obligation to monitor implementation and enforcement of laws, regulations 
and administrative measures, within the framework of the sponsoring State legal system. In 
the already mentioned Pulp Mills on the Ri~~r Uruguay ease, the International Court of 
Ju.mcc held that "l••-1 once operations h.ave started and, where noo:ssary, through lhe life of 
the project, continuous monitoring of its effects on the environment shall be undertaken . ., 

In this rcaard, States Parties, in accordance with article I S3, paragraph 4, are to assist 
the Authority by taking all measures necessary to ensure compliance. In particular, 
sponsoring States shall cooperate with the Authority in the establi.shmcnt and implementation 
of programmes for monitoring and evaluating the impacts of deep scabe<I mining on the 
marine environmcnL Therefore, it seems nccesso.iy that the sponsoring State, within its legal 
system, bas in place an adequate and rigorous monitoring scheme. 

The same applies to enforcement measun:s. These may include the termination of the 
sponsorship itself, as well as civil and criminal sanctions for non-compliance on the part of 
lhe sponsored entity. In addition to those measures, we are of the view that setting up a strict 
liability regime, within the legal system or the sponsored State, ror drunagc caused by the 
sponsored entity in tandem with an appropriate scheme to ensure prompt and adequate 
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compensation, is consistent \\ith the need to discharge a high threshold of due diligence so as 
to fulfil the responsibilicy envisaged in article 139 of the Convention. 

I now tum to the final point of my intervention. I will now address the issue as to 
whether the establishment of a strict liability regime, including the need to ensure prompt and 
adequate compensation could be construed as pan of the "necessary and appropriate 
measures" taken within the legal system oflhe sponsoring State. 

Mr. President, a strict liability regime is justified for the following reasons: 
(i) Sucb a regime should fulfil the iq,arative and pri.vmtive functions of liability 

ensuring adequate compensation and inducing the operator to act with extreme caution and 
care in order to avoid liability. 

(ii) In light of the scientific uncenainties of the impacts to the marine cco-systems, 
including to the benthic biodiversity, from activities in the Area, it calls for the application of 
the Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration. This Principle is in rum embodied in various 
provisions of both sets or Regulations on Polymetallic Nodules and on Sulphides. 

(iii) Article 304 of the Convention is without prejudice the application of existing 
rules and the de\<elopmcnt of funhcr rules regarding responsibility and liability under 
international law. Article 235, paragraph 3, calls for similar developments "with the objective 
of assuring prompt and adequate compensation in respect of all damage caused by pollution 
of the environment." Channelling strict liability to the operator has been done at the national 
and international level, wherever the activities "carry with them ~ inherent risks of 
causing significant harm." This is also consistent ,vith Principle 13 of the Rio Declaration of 
1992. 

(iv) Having mentioned that, it seems appropriate to express that, without prejudice 
to Annex III, !!l1icle 22, the Convention itself docs 1101 prohibit developing funher rules on 
liability. Moreover, this does not seem to be precluded by the somehow ambiguous 
fonnulation of Regulation 32 of the Rcgulalions on Sulphides. 

(v) Even if the latter was not the case, it seems that the application of a strict 
liability regime targeted to contractors sponsored by a State Pany in order to ensure the 
protection and preservation of the marine environment of the Area, is possible. The 
Convention provides for the application of more stringent environmental rules or regulations 
in confonnity with Annex Ill, aniclc 21, paragraph 3. Indeed, such approach shall not be 
deemed inconsistent with Part XI. 

(vi) Finally, aniclc 23S, paragraph 2, obliges States to ensure that recourse is 
available in accordance with their legal systems for prompt and adequate compensation or 
other relief in rcspcx:t of damage caused by pollution of the marine environment by persons 
under their jurisdiction. 

Mr PIC$ident, it may be of assistance to sponsoring States, when designing an 
appropriate strict liability regime, that they take due account of the International Law 
Commission (TLC) Principles on the allocation of loss in the case of transboundary hann 
arising out of ha7.ardous activities developed under the rubric of the topic "International 
Liability for Injurious Consequences arising of Acts not Prohibited by International Law ... In 
particular, Principle 4 provides that, in imposing strict liability to ensure prompt and adequate 
compensat.iort, States should consider the following three measUl"C$: 

(a) The requirement on the operator to establish and maintain financial securicy, 
such as insurance, bonds or other financial guarantees. 

(b) In ease that proves to be insufficient to provide adequate compensation, 
industry-wide funds at the national level may also be consideri.d. As the International Seabed 
Authority moves closer to the exploitation phase of the resources of the Area, it may be 
appropriate to think also in the future of the possible cs13blishment of a compensation fund at 
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the international level within the ambit of the Authority, inspired, perhaps, by the existing 
lntentational Oil Pollution Compensation Fund. 

(c) If those measures still remain insufficient, States should also ensure that 
additional financial resources are made: available. 

Now, Mr President and Members of the Chamber, if you allow me, I will present to 
you our concluding submissions: 

The Area and its resources are the common heritage of mankind. However, there arc 
scientific uncertaintiC$ concerning the impacts of seabed mining of the ecosystems and 
biodiversity of the deep sea In the light of that, we respectfully request that the questions 
addressed to the Seabed Disputes Chamber of the Tribunal can be answered as follows. 

On Question I, a broad approach should be considered in identifying the 
responsibilities and oblig11tions of the sponsoring State in conformity \\1th the Convention 
and the 1994 Agreement. TI1ose rC$ponsibiliLies and obligations include prominently the need 
to prevent monopolization of :ic1ivi1ics in the Arca, as well as the obligations to protect and 
preserve the marine environment as envisaged in the Convention, including its Part XII; 

On Question 2, primary liability should be attached to the sponsored entity. llowcvcr, 
under certain circumstances, the sponsored State may also be liable in case the compensation 
of the operator proves to be insufficient or unavailable. In this connection, the Chamber may 
wish 10 consider that fact as a possible reflection of the sponsoring State's failure to pro,•ide 
the necessary and appropriate legislative and administrative measures 10 ensure adequate 
compensation. Consequently, the State would 001 be exercising the necessary due diligence in 
order to secure clTcctive compliance under the Convention and the 1994 Agreement. 

Finally, on Question 3, Mexico submits that the necessary laws, regulations and 
administnitive measures, adopted by the sponsoring State, shall confonn to a high degree or 
due diligence in order to fulfil its responsibility under the Convention. ln that context, we 
also ask the Chamber 10 find that the establishment of a strict liability regime, including the 
need to ensurc prompt and adequate compensation, is 10 be construed as part of the 
"necessary and appropriate measures" within the legal system oftbc sponsoring State in order 
to fulfil its responsibility under the Convention. 

Mr President, distinguished Members of the Chamber, this concludes Mexico's oral 
argwnents. I thank you for your attention. 

The President: 
Thank you very much, Ambassador HcrnAndez. 

This brings us to the end of today's proceedings. As indicated yesterday, the Chamber 
may see a need 10 address questions to delegations. Such questions would be sent by the 
Chamber to delegations indicating a time-limit for a response. 

The Chamber will sit again tomorrow a1 ten o'clock in the morning. At that sitting the 
Representative$ of Nauru, the United Kingdom, the Russian Federation, the 
Intergovernmental OceanogJ11Phic Commission of the United Nations Educational, Scien1Hic 
and Cuhural Organization and the l.ntemational Union for the Conservation of Nature will 
address the Chamber to present their oral statements. 

It is possible that tomorrow's silting will extend into 1he afternoon. The Chamber's 
sitting of today is now closed. 

(/'he silting clost.r 01 I. IS p.m.) 
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PUBLIC $111'1 G HELD O 16 EPTEMBER 2010, 10.00 A.M. 

eabed Dispuln Chamber 

Present: President TREVES; Judges MAROTTA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YANAI, KATEKA, HOFFMANN, OAO, BOUGUETAIA, GOLITSYN; 
Registrar GAUTIER. 

List of delegations: (See sitting of 14 September 20 I 0, I 0.00 n.m. J 

AUDIENCE PUBLIQ E TENUE LE 16 SEYTEMBRE 201 I, 10 HEURF.S 

Cbambre pour le r~ltment de, difffrcnds relatifs aux foods marins 

Presents : M. TREVES, Preslde111; MM, MAROTTA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YANAI, KATEKA., HOFFMAl\'N, OAO. BOUGUETAIA, GOLITSYN,juges; 
M. OAUTlER, Gnffier. 

Lbtc des dfl"3atio1U: (Voir !'audience du 14 scptembre 2010, IS hcures] 

TT~ Prtsidtt11: 
Oood morning, We will now continue the hearing in Case No. 17 eoncemins the Request for 

an advisory opinion on responsibilities and obligations of States sponsoring persons and 
entities with respect to activities in the Area. 

Today we will hear statements of Nauru, the United Kinjdom, the Russian 
FedCllltion, the Intergovernmental Oecanographic Commission of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organi1.ation and the lntemational Union for the 
Conscrvalion of Narure. It is to be expected that not all participants will be able to spe.ik 
during the morning silting 011d the hearing will be 00ntinued by holding a sitting at 3 p.m. 

I now give the 0oor to the delegation of Nauru, which has requested a speaking 1ime 
of one hour and twenty minutes. 

Before I call Mr Jacob to the leccem, I invite al l speakers, as I did yesterday, not to 
speak 100 quickly because the interpreters sometimes have difficulty following them. 
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STATEMENT OF MR JACOB 
NAURU 
[ITLOSIPV.201013/Rcv.2, E, p. 1- 21) 

Mr Jacob: 
Good morning, llonourablc President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber. It is 
indeed an honour to be here this morning to make this presentation on behalf of my 
Government, the Republic or' Nauru, and tbe people of Nauru. 

Mr President, with your permission the Nauruan delegation \\ishcs to commenc.e by 
reflecting upon the fundamental pwposc of the Convention and the reason we are here today, 
which is: to promote global economic and social advancement in accordance "ith the 
purposes and principles of the Charter oftl11: United Nations, specifically, in accordance with 
Article I (3), 

ru clearly detailed in the preamble of the United · ations Convention on the Law of 
the Sea, the States Panics to the Convention arc, paragraph I : "... aware of the historic 
significance of this Convention as an important contribution to the maintenance of peace, 
justice and progress for all peoples of the world"; paragr.ipb 5: "Bearing in mind lhat the 
achievement of [the Convention's] goals will contribute to the realization of a just and 
equitable intcmatiooal economic order which takes into account the interests and needs of 
mankiJld as a whole: and, in panic:ular, the special interesis and needs of developing 
countries"; and paragraph 7: "Believing that the Convention will promote the economic and 
social advancement of all peoples of the world, in acc:ordance with the Purposes and 
Principles of the United ations as set forth in the Charter''. 

Addilionally, in stipulating the policies sPQCifically relating to activities in the Arca, 
anicle I SO provides that 

Activities in the Arca shall .. ,be carried out in such a manner a.~ to foster healthy 
dcvclopmcol of the \\orld cccnomy and balanced growth of international trade, 
and to promote intcmatiooa.l cooperation for the over-all development of all 
countncs, cspccia.lly de\eloping States, and with a ,-icw to ensuring (a) lhc 
development of die resources of the Arca , ., 

Mr President, we must not lose sight of the gravity and practical m<-Aning behind 
those words adopted by the architects of UNCLOS, particularly in regard to progress, 
international economic: order, promotion of economic and social advancement, healthy 
development of the world economy, and development of the resowccs of the Ami. 

ThAl is why we arc here today. Thal is the purpose of the Convention as set out in the 
preamble: progcss. promotion, advancement, imd development. 

Let us now consider this fundamental question: how can the Convention, in a practical 
and meaningful sense, achieve its critical mandate of promoting global economic and social 
development? 

To answer this question, we must make a further inquiry: where does economic and 
associated social development come from? What fuels economic growth and increases the 
livelihoods of populations? What provides the basis for masses of people 10 be brought out 
of hunger, disease and poverty and enables them to obtain the fundamental human needs? 
Whal rue the basic ingredients essential for CQOnOmic and associated social development? 
The answer, quite simply, is natural resources. Economic development simply cannot occur 
without those basic ingredicnlS for growth such as iron ore and the primary metals including 
nickel, copper, and alumina. 
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The Nauruan delegation wishes to point out for those unaware that nickel and copper 
arc of course the metals of greatest economic interest in seabed polymctallic nodules in the 
Area. 

From the Stone Age to the Brolll.C Age 10 the Iron Age, human evolution and progress 
has been defined by harnessing materials, minerals, and adva.ncing tool-making and metal 
technology; this has ensured lhe survival and development or humanity. From providing early 
civilizations with the resources to build shehe.rs and effectively hunt and gather food; to 
fuelling the industrial revolution; to advancing our scientific knowledge and medical 
development; and today, to providing the means of building clean alternative energy 
solutions and pollution abatement technology, which in many instanees demand significantJy 
more copper and nickel than traditional energy sourtcS. 

II CllD be noted that nickel is used in over 300,000 applications, and copper is essential 
to telecommunications, architecture, energy, plumbing, heating and transport. Indeed, copper 
and its alloys have been used by human Ci\~lizacion for over six lhousand years. It has taken a 
tremendous amount of copper and steel to get developed States to where they arc today and to 
give those States the things which are these days talcen for granted. In 1900 we used just 
under 1 pound of copper per person. Today we use 6 pounds per person per year; and yet the 
vast majority of the world's citizens have yet to participate in even the most basic progress. 

Put simply, Mr President, there cannot be economic development without 1hesc raw 
materials, nnd we must identify a way to cnsu.rc developing States have an a.ffordable and 
accessible supply of such primary metals. In particular, there arc many developing States that 
simply do not have nickel and copper deposits; such States of course are the ones most in 
need or participating in scafloor polymetallic nodule mining in the Area. 

Now let us reflect back on the original question posed: how can the Convention, in a 
practical and meaningful sense, achieve the goals set out in its preamble and promote global 
economic and social development? The answer is, of course: by promoting the development 
of the resources in the international seabed area so as they can be utilized to fuel economic 
and social growth. Harnessing the value of these sea.floor resources, particularly those 
containing nickel and copper, is essential if we arc to maintain the standard of living in the 
developed world, and is critical if we arc to simultaneously increase the standard or living of 
people in the developing world. 

Indeed, over 30 years ago the United ations realised the importance of seanoor 
polymetallie nodules to the future world economy and commissioned the United Kations 
Ocean Economics and Technology Oflioc to furth~ investigate the potential of the resource. 

Ultimately, every hwnan being deserves to have their basic rights and needs met, 
including: freedom from extreme poverty, hunger and disease; quality education; the right of 
women to give birth without risking their lives; productive and decent employment; and good 
health and shelter, all of which require lhe provision of housing, shelter, schools, hospitals, 
water pipes and electrical cables which in tum require huge quantities of metals from mineral 
rcsoun:cs. 

Mr President, in the li!,ht of the significant ramifications for global economic and 
social development, 1he interpretation of the Convention's provisions pertaioing to the Area 
has great significance for the livelihood or millions, if not billions, of people around the 
world today, and into lhe future. Extmne care is therefore warranted in interpreting these 
provisions here at the Seabed Disputes Chamber. Depending upon whether the interpretation 
encourages commercial development of scafloor resources, or discourages it, will mean the 
difference between life and death for millions of people moving forward. 

Development of the resources or the Area is not just c.ritical to economic and social 
progress, but these sea.floor rtSOUtCCS must be developed to help ensure the future 
environmental sustainabilily of the planet 
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It is a simple fact that the metals required for economic and social growth mll$t come 
from somewhere. The billions of people living in developing States such as China, India and 
Africa have a right 10 have their basic needs met and a higher standard of living. 
Unfortunately, the current supply of new and recyclable metals is simply not enough to feed 
this growth at sustainable prices. 

Given that the demand for raw materials will only increase, we mU$t look to the 
scafloor to provide a more environmentally frieodly source of metals. Indeed, there arc 
fundamental environmental advantages of obtaining our metal from the seoOoor rather thw1 
from land. 

For example, scaOoor mining requires little terrcslrial production infrastructure, and 
there will be minimal overburden as the ore occurs directly on the scafloor and will not 
require large pre-strips or overliurdcn removal. 

lmponanlly, obtaining our minerals from the seafloor avoids deforestation, as no trees 
~ill be cleared for the mining operation, and therefore, it will not decrease the earth's corbon 
absorption capacity. Conversely, the current main source of nickel, that being from land
based Nickel latcritcs, generally occur in equatorial regions, and every year that nickel is not 
mined from the scatloor means another year that virgin rainforests arc stripped in equatorial 
regions causing associated tropical ecosystems to be destroyed as well as a decrease in the 
earth's carbon absorption capacity. 

We must also consider that land represents only 30 per cent of the planet's surface bw 
is currently subject to 100 per cent of world nickel and copper mining. Consequently, the 
emerging underwater mining industry has great potential to improve the global environmental 
footprint of the mining indusuy. 

Moreover. as we kJl()w, key to environmental quality in the future is developing clean 
technologies, and minerals are essential to building such alternative energy and pollution 
abatement technologies. For example, a sum of approximately SOO kg of nickel plus I 000 kg 
of copper is required to build jUS1 one wind turbine, meaning that this single turl>inc requires 
12 times more copper to create 1 kilowatt of power than conventional power sources. As 
well, nickel contributes 10 sustainable development through water purification and 
distribution system , air pollution abatement hardware, renewable energy infrastructure and 
new energy solutions such as fuel cells, concentrating solar power and celJulosic ethanol. 
Fw1hennore, alternative energy systems depeod heavily on copper to transmit the energy 
they generate '"ith maximwn efficiency and minimwn environmental impac:L outside of 
precious metals, oopper is the best conduelor of electricity and beat - improving energy 
efficiency of electrical equipment th~by assisting to rcduoc energy consumption on a global 
level. 

It must also be acknowledged Utat poverty and environmental degradation ore closely 
linked, and to achieve a sustainable global environment, poveny must be climiUAted. Those 
living in poverty do not have the luxury or finances to wony about environmental 
sustainability, and the immediate need to survive leads to pollution and mismanagement of 
resources in their surrounding environment. Conversely, higher living standards and ODP per 
capita results in; 

• Technological innovation which is essential for developing pollution abatement 
technology, cleaner and less resource-intensive production technologies. more fuel 
efficient and less-polluting fuels and improved energy efficiency in homes and 
businesses; 

• Movement in the economy away from energy inteosh·e manufacturing industries to 
service industries with decreased pollution; 
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• A demand for improved environmental quality !hat leads to the adoption of stricter 
environmental prolcction measures and regulations !hat internalize pollution 
externalities; 

• Lower fertility rates which reduces population strain on resources; and 
• Higher rates of education and increase in national knowledge base and BW!ll'encss of 

the importance of healthy ecosystems and how to more efficiently manage resources. 

Developing the resources of the scafloor will assist in $Upplying the raw materials 
necessary for this economic transition and increasing the environmental sustainability in 
developing States. 

The rules and regulations governing the development of these resources hove been 
diligently prepared over nearly four decades lllld show au overriding concern for the 
safesuarding of the environment, with significant input and direction from em•iroomental 
experts and leading environmental groups from around the world. The rules have been agreed 
upon and adopted by 160 States. 

It is comforting to know !hat exploitation of polymetallic nodules under the ISA' s 
resulatory regime ensures that mining will only occur pursuant to stringent regulations that 
are internationally accepted and will be overseen and judged by the international community. 

Having said that, if the regulations are uncommcn:ial, or if the regulations ore 
interpreted in such a way as Lo discourage private sector investment, it will most cc.minty be 
counterproductivc and could bring greater harm to the planet's overall environment, given 
that such discouragement would force the mining industry to cominuc its focus on land based 
sources. 

As previously highlighted, by 1101 encouraging scafloor mining, you arc ctrccti\ely 
encouraging further terrestrial environmental degradation. 

It must also be ackno\\1edged that we arc dealing ,,i th mining potato-sized rocks, and 
not oil and gas which can cause significaol pollu1ion and can be highly unstable if"lost" into 
the environment There is a significant environmental difference between a vessel spilling oil 
into the ocean and one that might spill polymctallic nodules which would simply sink and 
rest on the ocean floorUnlike oil, the nodules arc stable in the sea and on the seafloor QS 

nature has placed them in a stable form. 
When interpreting the provisions, the Chamber is also cncourased 10 ensun: that 

a discrepancy is not created between what activities humans pennit on land and what 
activities we permit on the seaftoor. In order to fully infonn the Chamber of the issues at 
band, it can be noted that at the centre of a lot of the environmental debate surrounding the 
abyssal plains of the Area arc mieroorganisms and small worms. 

Now, whilst activities in the Arca must occur in a sustainable manner in accordance 
with the relevant international e~wironmental rules and regulations, aud Nauru's applicant 
Nauru Ocean Resources Inc. is committed to complying with \\ilatcvcr regulations the ISA 
sees fit to adopt, we must nevertheless acknowledge that the abundance of life that exists on 
the: abyssal planes in the Arca pales in comparison to t1ud which exists on land. If the 
pendulum s\\ings too far in favour of protecting those microorganisms on the scafloor, it will 
directly result in humans being forced to obtain more metals from land which would be to the 
detriment of more "significant" life fonns such as mammal.s, buds and reptiles. Worse still, it 
would, as previously pointed out, prejudice the supply of more oceessible and affordable 
metals and thus decrease the rate of economic and social growth and thus n:sult in more 
unnecessazy hunger, disease and loss of life experienced by those living in poverty. 

Therefore, whilst mining must take place sustainably and in such a marnier that 
ensures no long-term serious environmental hann, unreasonable and uncommereial terms LO 
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protect the microorgani m.~ on the abyssal plains oould in effect also directly contribute to the 
deaths of millions of people living in poverty. 

The Chamber may also like to consider that just about every coastal State approves 
d~ging for ports and harbours and land reclamation and to supply sand :md aggregate for 
ccmenL lndc:cd, the dredging industry currently dredges around 2 billion tonnes off the 
seafloor per year in are.as close to the coastline where the abundance of life is exponentially 
richer than on the abyssal planes in the Arca. ln comparison, a single polyrnetallic nodule 
mining operation would merely harvest around 7 million tonnes of ore from the scatloor per 
annum in areas where there is far less abundance oflifc. 

1'0 quote one of !he Authority's publications: Deep-Seabed Po/ymetalllc Nodule 
Exploration: Development of Environmental G11ldeli11es, on page 44: 

The abundance of li fe at the abyssal seafloor is rclati\'e~ very low ... tbe total 
macrobentbic biomass is roughly 0.0S..O.S g "et Y.eigl11/m. which is indffll very 
low. In comparison, macrofaunal biomass oo die continental shelves (1.c. > SOg I 
m', figure 3) is about I 00 times g,catcr. This is also O'Uc for macrofaunal 
abuod&occ. For example, total macrofounal abundance at 9" N, 140° W in the 
CCFZ is approKimarcly 300 individuals / n-1' whcrcus macrofaunal abundance in 
shelf habitats oficn altllins 20,000·30,000 individuals / m•. 

Indeed. it is hard to Wldentand why some States would seek to discourage the 
development of polymetallic nodule mining on the scafloor by the private sector, particularly 
since Statc:s taking such a stance would seem to be in breach of the: Chatter of the United 
Nations, which certainly docs not direct States lO protect microorpnisms at the expense of 
c:conomic and social growth and at the possible expense of millions of hwnan lives. Quite the 
contrary, the purposes and principles of the Charter, to which all States arc bound and which 
UNCLOS has a mandate to promote. demands that such resources be developed to ensure 
economic and social growth. That is, in accordance wi th Chapter I, Article I (3), the Purposes 
of the: United Nations arc ''To achieve international co-operation in solving international 
problems of an economic, social, cultural, or humanitarian cbaracter ... " 

Moreover, when we consider tropical rainfo~ts, where nickel latcrites are mined, 
scientists can only take a guess at the abundance of life because it is simply just 100 rich and 
diverse. Indeed, when carrying out an environmental impact assessment to mine nickel 
latcrites the effect on microorganisms ls not taken into account That is humanity has an 
ac~pted cnvironmenml impact assessment system for mining o.n land and dredging below 
water, but the pennitting of those activities docs not even take into account the associated 
effect on microorganisms. notwithstanding those activities occur in areas where the 
abuDdance of life is exponentially richer thnn that on the abyssal plains. Likewise, a freeway 
in America or an autobahn in Germany or cropping of farmland arow1d the world does not 
involve a decailed st11dy of microorganisms. People: are not worried about the impact on 
microorganisms on land when it comes to those activities because humanity has dctcrmincd 
that sustaining human life is more important than protecting microorganisms, which exist in 
trillions and arc not a threatened species. Moreover, every one of us kills microorganislllS 
every day whether we like it or not. Indeed, every time you breathe in air you are killing 
living orpnisms. Even human beings contribute to the killing of billions of microorganisms 
which are killed when humans eat food due to the growing and harvesting of crops. 

These examples are useful to consider for the mere fact that it suggests seafloor 
mining " i ll take place under environmezital guidelines that are far more rigorous than 
ten-cstrial regimes, therefore implying that it should provide an enviroMlcntnlly 
advantageous ahcmntive to terrestrinl mining. 
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In order for the Chamber to see for themselves that seatloor mining can be earned out 
sustainably and as an environmentally advMtageous alternative to tenesuial mining. our 
delegation would encowage the Chamber to review Nautilus Minerals lne.'s Environmental 
Impact Statement, which was the culmination of many years of work done by leading 
environmental scientists and international groups, and represents one of the most 
comprehensive environmental studies ever carried out on the scanoor environment. Thi$ 
study is available to the public and has significantly advanced the public's knowledge and 
understanding of the seafloor environment. This EIS bu led to the Government of Papua 

ew Guinea sranting an environmental permit for seanoor mining development in the 
Bismarck Sea nt Nautilus' Solwnra I deposit. 

Also, should the Chamber deem it helpful to shed light on the questions at hand, it can 
be noted that there wa.~ also previously an environmental impact statement prepared by the 
Office of Ocean Minerals and Energy and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration, under the Ocpartment ofCommcn;e in the United States, which, aooording to 
the President and General Manager of Ocean Management lnoorporated, "showed very little 
change outside the mining area, and after a year, changes were not detectable except for lhe 
actual tracks of our nodule collector". It can be noted that Ocean Management Incorporated 
was a private sector enterprise lhat successfully trial mined 800 tonnes of polymctallie 
nodules in the Clarion Clippcrton Zone in the 1970s. 

Of course, the advantages of seafloor mining are not just limited to the environment. 
for example, seanoor production docs not require the social dislocation and the resulting 
impact on culture or disturbance of traditional lands common to many land-based operations, 
and the operation is largely robotic and will not require operators' exposure to typically 
dangerous mining or "cutting face• activities. 

Ob\iously seanoor mining has many more advantages. However, the onc:s already 
highlighted are sufficient for the purpose of demonstrating lhat it is now time to develop 
these resources for the benefit of humanity as was originally intended: to foster, as nrtieulated 
in nrticle ISO of UNCLOS, a "healthy development of the world economy and balanced 
growth of international trade, and to promote international cooperation for the o~-er-all 
development of all counuic:s". 

So what does all !hat mean for us here at the Chamber today? Well, it demonstrates 
quite conclusively the pressing need to develop the resources in the Arca. 

How can the Chamber ensure that the regulatory regime encourages such resource 
development to promote economic and social prog,ess and to ensure that the cmrironmcntal 
benefits of developing those resources are reali7.ed? 

The answer is to inteipret the rules and regulations in such a way as to encourage 
private sector im'CStmCl1t. \Vilhout the prh'lltC sector ihe development of p0lymetallic nod\llcs 
in the An:a will continue at an extremely slow pace and the objccti ves of the Convention may 
never be met. The last 30 )'CIT$ have shown that without private sector invC5tment, these 
re$0urces may never be developed. 

It might be useful for the Chamber to note lhat uial mining of polymetallie nodulc-s 
took place in the Clarion Clippcnon Zone in the I 970's by private sector entities. Due to 
factors such as the uncertainty of legal title and uncommercial mining terms, private sector 
involvement ceased, and polymetallic noduk development activity has stalled ever since. 
Consequently, notwilhstanding the Convention coming into effect man)' years ago, not a 
single paymc.nt has been disuibutcd to a developing State through the Authority as a result of 
minin,g proceeds. By cnoouraging the private sector, all the intcmational community will 
share in lhe rewruds of the development of seafloor polymetallie nodules: by way of 
exploratory and environmental findings; by the technological advonces involved; by 
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increased training nnd employment opportunities; and by way of sharing in the resulting 
royalties. 

So, how can the Chamber encourage the private sector to invest, and how should we 
interpret the articles of the Convention? 

Firstly, we must provide legal cenainty, without which it is unrealistic to expect 
anyone to commit the approximately 4 billion dollars required 10 carry out a ruJl-scale 
polymctallic nodule mining and processing operation. 

Secondly, we must ensure that the regulatory regiD.K: mwuragcs States to sponsor the 
private sector; and since the sponsoring State's responsibility is directly linked to the 
contractor's obligations, we need to ensure that the contractor's obligations arc unambiguous 
and co1M1crcially realistic. 

The delegation of Nauru believes that it is well qualified to address today the 
questions put 10 the Chamber, given that NaW'll is the first Slate to sponsor an application to 
the ISA by a private sector entity which has spent many yeffl thoroughly investigating the 
legal and practical issues at hand. 

Given the significance of private ~ tor involvement in the Arca, the delegation of 
Nauru believes that it is imponana 10 provide the Chamber with a brief background of 
Nauru's sponsorship and demonstrate the practical effects that this Advisory Opinion will 
have on a sponsoring Stale intettding to carry out ac1Mties in the Arca through the priviue 
sector. 

Obviously Nauru, Ii.kc many other developing States, docs not have the financial and 
technical capacity to carry out polymetallic nodule exploration without the assistance of the 
private sector. Neither does Nauru have any commercial entities capable of such endeavours. 
This reality is evidenced by the fact tbal until Nauru's application, no developing State had 
applied for a plan of work for exploration within the reserved Arca. 

As a result, auru required assistance from an entity that was willing to invest in our 
country by establishing a national entity within auru that was willing to bring to auru the 
fU1a11Cial and technical capacity required to carry out the project. Indeed, for most developing 
States, the only means of panicipating in and directly benefiting from the activities in lhc 
Ami is to partner \\i th private sector enterprise and anract foreign investment. 

Of course, this still presents a challenge as it is not easy to identify entities in the 
private sector currently willing to risk significant fmancial resources to carry out large scale 
polyrnctallic nodule exploration and pioneer the first mining operation in an unproven 
industry. That said, once the tirst mine can be proven, this will help to de-risk the industry 
and encourage other private sector entities to invest in the Arca and partner with developing 
States. 

Recognizing this need to partner with the private sector, Nauru is cum:ntly sponsoring 
an application to the ISA for a polymctallic nodule exploration contract submitted by auru 
Ocean Resources Inc., a Nauruan incorporated entity with access to the finances and 
technical expertise ncccssary to explore and develop the polymetallic nodule resource. 

NaUJU Cx,can Reso\lfteS is incorporated and registered in Nauru and subject to the 
laws and jurisdiction of Nauru, and thc:n:fore comes under Nauru's e!Tcctive con110l. The 
Republic of Nauru has ultimate control over Nauru Ocean Resources, because the State can 
deregister the company at any time, forcing the company to cea.~e its operations. No other 
State has control over lhe company- only Nauru. 

Nauru's Minister for Commerce, Industry and Resources, Hon. Frederick Pitcher, 
signed a Certificate of Sponsorship for Nauru Ocean Resources Inc. on behalf of the 
Government of NauJ\I on 6 March 2008. The Certificate of Sponsorship states thllt the 
applicant is sponsored by and under lhc effective control of the Republic of llllnl and 
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provides a declaration that the Republic of Nauru assumes n:.sponsibility in accoldan<:e \\ith 
article 139, article 153, paragraph 4, and Annex m, article 4, paragraph 4, of the Convention. 

Furthennorc, a binding sponsorship agn:cment is in place between Nauru Ocean 
Resources and the Republic of Nauru, providing a legal mechanism through which Nauru can 
effectively control the company to ensure that Nauru Ocean Resources complies with the lSA 
contract for exploration, the regulations, and the Convention. 

Whilst the sponsorship agreement is quite exhaustive and confers numerous powers 
upon Nauru io assist the State to take the necessary meas= to fulfil its sponsorship 
responsibilities, Nauru believes that the Seabed Disputes Chamber may be able to clarify 
whether there are any additional measures the sponsoring State must take. lf there are 
additional measUies, additional safeguards can then be incorporated into the sponsorship 
agreement or, ifrcquiml, legislation can be en~cd. 

Mr Prcsidco1, this request is not an attempt to diminish responsibility, but rather it is 
an attcm.pt to enswe that the State can fulfil its obligations under lhe Convention to the 
highest degree. 

From the very beginning Nauru has been ex_cited to be involved in this partnership. At 
that time the Australian Oovemment had just closed its refugee detention centre in Naum, 
which left a large hole in Nauru's small economy. This partnership represented a valuable 
opponunity for Nauru to pursue an alternative avenue of development and could make a 
significant difference for the Nauruan people. As many Members may be aware, Nauru relies 
on foreign aid and suppon as well as imported food. Importantly, Nauru's land resources 
have been significantly depleted due to ovemarvesting of its phosphate deposits by other 
countries. This mining by foreign countries in the 1900s bas since Cllused our island to be 80 
per cent uninhabitable. Indeed, 80 per cent of oUI country is now virtually a moonscape, and 
this has in rum significantly impaired Nauru's opponunities to develop industries and grow 
its own food. Morcovc,r, it has had significant ramifications for the habitation of indigenous 
Nauruans. This partnership to explore for minerals in the Arca therefore allows us to bcncfi1 
from resource. development without our country being further raped of what few resources we 
have left. In efTcct, this provides us with a second chance and a chance for the mining 
indusuy to give back to a country ravaged by past excavation. Given that Nauru does not 
have any commercially prospective non-living seafloor minerals in its EEZ, the State is 
particularly interested in participating in activities in the Arca. 

Under our panncrsbip with Nauru Ocean Resources, Nauru will receive significant 
bc.nefics, including annual tax revenues, annual monetary contributions to health and 
education in Nau,u, monetary payments during exploration, employment in the project for 
Nauruan nationals and training and capacity building for Nauruan nationals. 

In addition to pioneering the developn1ent ofan altcma1ive source of mineral~ critical 
10 global economic and soc.ial development, Nauru Ocean Resources will be promoting the 
development of and directly contributing to an international regime that will distribute a 
percentage of mining proceeds to developing States, particularly those least developed and 
most in need of economic assistance. 

This is the type of partnership the World Bank is actively seeking to encourage 
through such bodies as the ln1emational Finance Committee, whereby acCC$$ to finance and 
technology is being brought to developing States. 

Thus, how can the Chamber ensure that the regulatory regime encourages 
de\-eloprnent and that a sufficient quantity of primary metals can be supplied to the world to 
promote economic and social progress? 

Th.e Nauruan delegation urges the Chamber to consider what our delegation has put 
forward and see fit to interpret UNCLOS in favour of promoting development and lc:gal 
clarity, which is the fundamental purpose of UNCLOS as stated in its preamble. We have 
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confidence that the Chamber \\1JI keep this critical need for dcvclopmenl at the forefront of 
its deliberations on the issues raised by the questions put to the Chamber. 

ln providing ccnainty we must not compromise but rather promote the need for 
commercially viable regulations that encourage private sector investment, without which the 
development ofpolymetallic nodules in the Arca will most likely not occur. 

It is also necessary that the responsibilities and obligations of sponsoring States be 
interpreted and defined with sufficient clarity to assist developing States to determine 
accurately what their responsibilities are and efficiently allocate the necessary r-csoutces to 
fulfil these obligations. 

lmponantly, since the sponsoring Suue's responsibility is directly linked to the 
contractor's obligalions, it is nccessary for the Chamber to ensure that the contractor's 
obligations are unambiguoui; lll.1d realistic. This can be explained as follows; If one studies 
the three questions put to the Chamber. it is clear that Question 3 is dependent upon 
Question I , that is, one cannot ascenain what "necessary and appropriate measures" a 
spo11SOring State must truce to fulfil its legal responsibilities 1111d obligations until the cxlcnt 
and scope of such responsibilities and obligations is determined; and, given that the State has 
a fundamental obligation to ensure the compliance of the contractor with the contractors own 
obligations, it is ncc:cssary to first dctc:nninc comprehensively what the obligations of the 
contractor actually are. 111is reasoning has been eloquently highlighted by Mr Michael 
Lodge, Legal Counsel to the ISA, in paragraph 5.8 of his wriucn statement 

Given that it is critical to first detennine what the obligations of the contraetor are, the 
Naurua.n delegation believe that it is absolutely essential to discuss here these obligations in 
detail, and if ii is detennined that the contractor's obligations cannot he precisely defined 
because thc relevant provisions arc either 100 broad or vague, we believe that it will then be 
necessary for the Chamber to oanow the scope of such provisions and provide a much more 
specific interpretation. 

First, as slipulated in Regulation 30, the conuactor shalJ continue to h:l\'c 
responsibility for any damage arising out of wrongful ac1S in the conduct of its operations. 
This regulation is also reOcctcd in Section 16.1 or the standard exploration contract: 

The coniractor shall be liable for the actual amount of any damage. including 
damage 10 the marine environment. arising out of its M011gful aclS or omissions. 
and those or iill employees, JUbcontnct<ll'S, a,gems and 111 persons ens-ged in 
" orking or acting for them in the conduct of its opcrat.ions under this contnct ... 

Unfortunately, there exists no definition of the tenn "operations" as wed in 
Regulation 30 and Section 16.1; this is problematic. II is absolutely essential that this term be 
defined, as the interpretation of what constitutes the contractor's opemlions is eri1ical to 
determining the ex1ent of contractor responsibility and liability, and in tum critical to 
determining the extent of sponsoring Stale responsibility and liability. 

For ex11JJ1ple, Section I 6.1 places liability on the contractor for wrongful acts or 
omissions of subcontractors. However, it is unclear whether that obligation extends to all 
subcontractors or only those subcontractors acting for the contractor in die eooducl of its 
operations under the specific exploration contract. Upon analysis, it docs not seem logical for 
that tcnn to mean all subcontractors, because the contractors may have many different 
subcontractors acting for then! around the world in the marine environment but \.\ith nothing 
to do with the panicular exploration contract in question. Therefore, Section 16.1 must refer 
to only those subcontractors that are acting in the conduct of the contractor's operations under 
the contract. Having made that determination, we are left with the even harder task of 
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detennining what types of activities are included in the tenn "operations". This tenn therefore 
needs to be defined and narrowed in scope. 

Secondly, pursuant to Regulation 31 (3), the contractor must take nccessar)' measures 
to prevent, reduce and control pollution and other hazards to the marine environment arising 
from its activities in the Arca as far as reasonably possible, using the best technology 
available to it. 

In the case of Regulation 31(3), the scope and extent of the contractor's responsibility, 
and in tum the scope ond extent of the sponsoring SUltc's responsibility. and tb\1$ 1.he answer 
to Question I, hinges upon the defmition of"activitics in the Arca" and whether or not the 
event that has caused damage can be considered to be pan of the contractor's activities in the 
Arca. 

Thus we look io the defmition of "'activities in the Arca", which is defined in article 1, 
paragraph 3, of UNCLOS as meaning "all activities of exploration for, and exploiUttion of, 
tlie resources of the Area". In tum, we need to funber consider what constirutes exploration 
and c,cploitation. Once we p~isely 8.SQCftain the definition of Mexplora1ion" and 
"'c11ploita1ion", we c.m then determine the c11tcnt of the contractor's obligations, and in tum 
the extent of the sponsoring State's responsibilities, and thus put ourselves in a position to 
solve Question I and be given assistance in answering Question 3, as the measures that the 
sponsoring State must take will differ depending upon I.he scope of the contraetor's 
obligations. 

Unfonum1tcly, confusion may arise when interpreting the definition of '-exploration" 
and Mexploitation" ,wich arc defined in Regulation I (J)(b) and Regulation I (3)(a), 
respectively. 

Now, for example, I.he Lenn "transportation systems'', wllich is adopted in both 
definitions, could be eilher a reference to transponing the nodules from the scafloor to the 
surface or, given the reference to "marketing of metals", it could extend to transponing the 
ore across the high seas from the mine site to the destination State, or both. Clearly I.his nCQds 
clarifil:ltion. 

We interpret "transportation systems" to be a reference to transponiog the nodules 
from the scanoor LO the surface. Indeed, the only reference to ''transponing" in T11e 
Recomn1endaJl011s For nie Guidanc~ Of The Co111rae1or:r For The Assessment Of The 
Possible Envlro11mtllfal Impacts Arising From &ploralion For Polymetallic Nodules In The 
Area issued by the Legal and Technical Commission, \wich refcrs to information lo be 
provided by the contractor, and with respect to rransponation, limits this information to 
"methods for transporting the nodules LO the surface". 

Likewise, in article 14S(a), the activities to which the Authority slulll take necessary 
measures include "such activities as drilling. dredging, excavation, disposal of waste:, 
construction and operation or mainte11311CC of insw.llations, pipelines and other de"ices related 
to such activities". The cransportntion of ore across the high seas, or the manoeuvring of 
vessels, is clearly not included in article 14S(a); and we submit this is because the contractor 
is only responsible for those activities that it directly controls ,wich \\i ll be limited to mining 
activities on I.he scanoor - and we respectfully seek the Chamber's approval of this 
interpretation. 

Certainly, it would cause numerous problems if the sponsoring State's responsibility 
and liability was extended LO the point where ii mny impinge upon 11a,g State responsibility, 
which of course is inappropriate, and we must provide clarity that the sponsoring SUlte's 
responsibility is much narrower than thaL 

In this regard, it is imponant 10 note I.hat a full-scale scalloor polymetallic nodule 
mining operation will likely involve upwards or 2S different vessels that, notwithstanding 
they will be operating in the high seas above the Area, will not be involved in the direct 
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harvesting operation. These ancillary vessels will be required to service the mining vessel and 
to transport the ore and/or concentrate from the mining ,•cssel and/or processing facility to 
steel refineries on land. 

Those service and transport vessels will most likely not be owned or controlled by the 
conlnlctor, and will most likely not be controlled by the sponsoring State: rather, they will be 
resistered in nwncrous other Oas States which have rcspOnSibility for the compliance of 
those vessels under the Con,•ention and the various other international eonven1ions and 
treaties governing shipping on the high seas. 

Nevertheless, for the purpose of certainty, we respectfully urge the Chamber to make 
it absolutely clear that the contractor is not responsible or liable for such transport and service 
vessels, notwithslanding they are betng used by the contrae10r to transport the ore and service 
the mining vo;ssels. That is, those vessels must not fall into the definition of "transportation 
systems" as used in the definition of "Exploration" and wExploitation''. 

It is necessary that this be elarilied and an explicit limit be placed on what activities 
the contractor is responsible for so tJ1a1 commercial contracts can be drafted that allocate risks 
appropriately between the different commercial entities operating in the Arca and so that 
insurance providers can determine v.,hat type and level of cover is required. A key step in the 
negotiation of any mining contfllct is for each party to identify and assess the risks inherent in 
the proposed mining work. Risks need to be identified and allocated as clearly as possible. 
An assessment must be made about who is best able LO carry or manage each risk, or how 
they should be shared, in a way that promotes efficiency and effectiveness in the safe 
performance of the work. lf the definition is left, broad private iovestment will be 
discouraged and confusion will prevail. 

The NaUAl!lll delegation would also like to take this opportunity to detail why it is 
necessary that those types of activities that are nol being directly earned out by the controclOr 
on the seafloor be expressly excluded from the contractor's and the sponsoring State's 
obligations and responsibilities. 

Firstly, if activities such as the transportation of ore arc considered to be part of the 
contractor's "activities in the Area", this will not only conflict with other pans of the 
Convention and other international conventions and treaties that consider those activities a 
flag State responsibility, but it will also set a very dangerous precedent, as it will imply that 
every vessel transporting ore in the high seas above tlhc international seabed area must be 
sponsored under Part XI because that vessel is carrying oul "activities in the Area". 

There are currently thousands of vessels 1Tan.Sp0rting billions of tonnes of ore and raw 
materials on the high seas. Every one of those vessels could potentially cause damage to the 
international seabed area by accidentally dwnping ore or polluting. As we know, none of 
those vessels are required to be, nor ha,oe they ever been, sponsored by a State under Part XI 
of the Convention. 

However, if it is determined lb.at the contractor is responsible for the transp0rt of ore 
from its mine site in the Arca 10 lhe country !o which !he ore is sold, then it is also being 
determined that tliose vessels transporting the ore arc carrying out "activities in the Arca'' . If 
that was the case, every vessel that transports ore across the high seas, whether the ore 
originates from a mine on the seafloor or from a mine on land, must be sponsored because it 
is carrying out an activity in the Area. This would set a dramatic precedent and literally 
require the immcdio.te sp0nsorship of thousands of vessels around the world. This was 
obviously not the intention of the Convention. 

Moreover, when a land-based mining company loads its ore onto a vessel at port it no 
longer has responsibility or liability for the movements of the vessel transporting the ore to 
another country. For example, the major Australian and Brazilian iron ore miners are not 
responsible and I iable for the ships that carry their iron ore across the high seas to Asia, and 
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neither is the Commonwealth of Austrolia nor the Federal Republic of Brazil responsible or 
potentially liable, provided that the transpon vessel is not registered in either country. Rather, 
it is the capiai.n of the vessel, the ov.ncr of the vessel and the Oag State in which that vessel is 
registered who arc responsible and potentially liable. There should be no difference between 
ore that is mined on land and transported across the rugh seas and ore which is mined from 
the international seabed area and transponed across the high seas. If damage or pollution 
occurs co the Area during the process of tmnsponation the contractor simply C4llll0t be held 
responsible, and neither can the sponsoring State. with the exception being when the 
sponsoring State is also the Oag State of lhe relevant vessel, or when the c-0n1rac1or or the 
sponsoring State have ordered the vessel to commit a wrongful act. 

Mr President, I have a few more pages to read out but I bclic\•e my time is running 
out, 1 am informed. Nevertheless, you have the v.'linen statements in front of you. I would 
like to go on, but I have been told to stop. Defore I step off the podium, 1 would like to give 
my colleague. Mr Roben Haydon, the final concluding rcmarlcs to our presentation. 

171e President: 
Thank you very much, Mt Jacob. The Chamber is grateful for the careful management of the 
time allotted. We have, of course, your paper. 

I would like now to give the floor to the other rcprcseniative of auru, Mr Haydon. 
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STATEMENT OF MR HA YOON 
NAURU (CONTINUED) 
[ITLOS/PV.2010/3/Rcv.2, B, p. 21-32] 

Mrllaydon: 
By now I lnlSt that my colleague has sufficicnlly demonstrated to the Chamber that ii is 
necessary 10 firstly determine the coo1racior 's obligations prior to answering the three 
questions al hand pcrtllining to sp0nsor State responsibility, and I also hope it is now evident 
that such. rcsponsibilitiC$ must be limited and distinguished from vessels and installations 
flying the nag of a different State. 

As has also been highlighted, the p0licy pertaining to the Area in article ISO(a) 
provides that "Activities in the Area shall .. . be carried out in such a manner as to foster 
hc:althy development of the world economy and balanced growth ofintema1ionnl trade ... and 
with a view to ensuring (a) tl1e development ohhc resources of the Area ... " 

The Nauruan delegation has submitted that this fundamental policy will most Likely 
only be fulfilled, and the Convention's purposes met, if the private sector is encouraged to 
participate. Likewise, it has also been made cl,ear d1at this in tum roquircs the rclcvant rules 
and regulations 10 be interpreted in such a way as to encourage commercial investmenL 

My colleague has set forth a number of examples de1ailing how certain provisions 
pertaining to sp0nsor State resp0nsibili1y m\lSt be interpreted in order co achieve this end. l 
hope that in this statement I can demonstrate 10 lhe Chamber chat, in interpreting other 
provisions necessary 10 answer lhe three questions at hand, it would be prudent for the 
Cbamber, where necessary and required, to seek further input and oonsulcation from those 
private-sector entities currently engaged ini commercial seafloor mineral exploration, 
panicularly given tbcrc has lo date been oo nort-govemment affiliated commercial enterprises 
involved in activities in the Area under lhe Authority's regulatory framework. The Nauruan 
delegation also considers it appropriate to addmss here certain commercial realities that may 
a.~isl to further shed light on the issues we have raised. 

I, too, find it necessary to start by making reference to 1he p1.1rposes and principles of 
the Charter of the United Nations, as well as the preamble to the Convention, and I would 
like to stale that Nauru Ocean Resouroes Inc. is committed to unlocking ao altcma1ive supply 
of minerals thal will provide more affordable and accessible primary metals necessary to 
achieve these universal l!)rinciplcs and facilitate global social and economic development for 
current and future generations, which in tum will lead 10 a more stable, more just, and more 
sccurc world. At the same Lime the company intends to demonstrate tha1 seafioor mining can 
be- both environmentally and socially advantageous relative to terrestrial mining. 

In effect, Nauru Ocean Re:sowws, with the; MSis~acc and guidance of tl1e !SA 
Secretariat, has pioneered a unique partnership agreement through which ii can bring direct 
benefits to a developing State including employment; training; capacity building; technology 
transfer; foreign investment; increased tax revenue; and national self-determination, without 
causing the negative impacts generally associated with 1he extractive indusuy such. as 
community dislocation and degradation of the natural environment and land. 

Throughout the 'history of the Convention there have been divergent and opposing 
views between developing States looking for assistance and developed States seeking to 
promote the aspirations of their private sector. Nauru Ocean Rcsol.U'Ces • partnership with lhe 
Republic of Nauru represents now an alignmenl of these divergent views. 

The Company inlends to not only provide benefits to Nallfll, but to work directly to 
en.sure that economic and social progress occurs in other developing States by making supply 
of metals to those States more readily available:. The Company is c-0mmitted 1-0 ensuring lhat 
the metals produced from its operations in the International Seabed Area reach the 
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communities most in need of raw materials. Through Nauru Ocean Resources' operations a 
percentage of minerals mined from the scafloor will be distributed 10 developing States, 
through either monetary contributions to community pr0jects and/or direct supply of raw 
materials. Again, this will be a benefit Nauru Ocean Resources will provide lo other 
developing States on top of lhe benefits provided to Nauru, and the company will work with 
the ISA, other International organisations, local governments and communities from around 
the world to identify areas of gJ'C3tcst nec,d. 

Specifically, the company will focw on building and implementing water purification 
and distribution systems in third world cow1tries. 

The company has chosen 10 focus on this humanitarian issue for two reasons; first, 
because the company is an underwater resource company, and it is in the business of working 
with water; but, scooodly, and more important.ly, lack of safe water and sanitation is the 
world's single largest cause of illness according to UNICEF, and about 4,500 children die 
each day from unsafe water and lack of basic sanitation facilities. 

Consequently, Nauru Ocean Resources has established an initiative called the Clean 
Water from Underwater Metals Initiative, and through this initiative Nauru Ocean Resources 
will be supplying susroinnble access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation to those 
developing States most in need. 

Nauru Ocean Resources will also collaborate with scieotific institutions currently 
srudying the Great Pacific Garbage Patch to identify ways to best address dtis massive 
environmental problem and clean up the pollution. For those unaware, the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch is a massive gyre of pollution in international waters located in the central 
North Pacific Ocean, including areas near the Clarion-Clipperton fracture zone. The patch is 
characterized by exceptionally high concentrations of pelagic plastics, chemical sludge, and 
other debris suspended in the upper water column thnt have been trapped by the rotational 
currents of the North Pacific gyre, which for decades have been drawing in waste material 
from across the North Pacific Ocean, predominantly from rubbish washing out from beaches, 
rivers and watersheds in North America and eastern Asia. 

During commercial production, Nauru Ocean Resources will carry out clean-up 
operations in the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. 

The company will also be commined to providing monetary donations to the ISA's 
Endowment Fund, which promotes and encourages the conduct of collaborative marine 
scientific research in the Arca. By providing valuable training opportunities on board 
exploration and exploitation vessels contracted by the company, Nauru Ocean Resources will 
also be able to assist the ISA in its endeavour 10 promote tl1e participation of qualified 
scientists and technical personnel from developing countries in marine scientific research 
programmes and activities. 

Nauru Ocean Resources is looking forward 10 being able to play an imponant role in 
addressing world poverty and promoting higher standards of living, employment, and 
conditions of economic and social progress, as well as ensuring sustainable supply of natural 
resources for future generntions. This, as detailed in Article SS of the Charter of the United 
Nations, will assist t,o create conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for 
peaceful and friendly relations among nations. 

On tOp of striving 10 achieve tl1ose significant goals, tile company is also committed 
to operating in line wilh the following internationally accepted cnvironmenllll, social and 
governance principles and standards, including: the United Nation.~ Global Compact; the 
Millcnnfom Development Goals; the IFC Perfonnance Standards on Social and 
Environmental Sustainability; lhe World Bank Group Environmental, Health, and Safety 
Guidelines; and of course die Precautionary Principle. 
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Resarding the United Nations Global Compact, the company will adhere to the ten 
principles of the Compact wb.ich asks companies to embrace, suppOrt and enact, within their 
sphere of influence, a set of core values in the areas of human rights, labour standards, the 
environment and anti-corruption. These Ten Principles enjoy unive~a.l co~ru;us a11d are 
derived from: the Universal Declaration of Hwuan Rights; the lntema1ional Labour 
Organization's Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work; the Rio 
Declaration on Environment and Development; and the United iNations Convention against 
Corruption. 

lmp0rtantly, Nauru Ocean Rcsourc.cs will also be assisting to achieve the MilleMium 
Development Goal targets for poverty, unemployment, education, gender equi1y, childhood 
health and survival, maternal health, nutrition and disease. 

Nauro Ocean Resources recognizes that the supply of more accessible and affordable 
raw materials to developing States is absolute!)' critical to promoting their economic 
development and alleviating the poverty, disease and hardship faced by billions of people 
around the world. The company believes in striking a balance between the environment and 
addressing these critic.al human needs and rights, and is dctennined to play an important role 
in supplying those in need with the raw materials ococs.sary to help bring them out of p0verty. 

The company's management have been working to pioneer seafloor mining for nearly 
a decade, which has involved gaining an in-depth widerstandin,g of the various regulatory 
regimes govcfflllli such activities, and, in particular, how to appropriately balance the needs 
and interests of all stakeholders. Therefore, the company believes it could provide assistance 
should it be required by the Chamber moving fonvard on matters regarding scatloor mineral 
development activities. In addition to that offer, our delesation ·would also like to highlight 
here one or two points thal demonstrate how such knowledge could be of assisrance. 

Firstly, when dealing with the three questions put to the Chamber it is necessary to 
analya: article I SJ(b), which stipulates that activities in the Area may be carried out by 
"narural or juridical persons which possess the :nationality of States Parties or arc effectively 
controlled by them or their nationals, when sp0nsored by such [States)." 

Our delegation wishes to point out that similar to flag State registration, States 
sponsoring activities in the Area will often be sponsoring an entity which is related to another 
entity. In regards to this situation, it must be appreciated that notwithstanding one company 
may be related to, or may be a subsidiary of, another entity, if the applicant company is 
registered in and effectively controlled by a Stace, then that Staie, and only thai State, need be 
the sponsor of the applicant. 

In Nauru's case, for example, Nauru Ocean Resources Inc. is registered in and subject 
to the laws and jurisdiction of Nauro, and therefore comes under Nauru's effective control. 
TI1e Republic of Naur11 h~ ultimate control over Nauru Oocan Resourees. On top of 
controlling the company through its national legislation, Nauru also controls the company 
through a binding sponsorship agreement. 

There are multiple reasons why it may be necessary to have companies which are 
related to another entity in a sep::u-aie country. For example, in Nauru Ocean Resources' case, 
its parent company is registered in Canada. The sole reasoo tbe parent was registered in 
Canada was to enable it to attract from the large financial markets in North America the 
significant capital required to undertake large scale seafloor exploration. 

77,e President: 
I am sorry to inte!Tllpt you for a second. I am informed that the French interpreters are having 
difficulty in following you, so please slow down. When we get to the end of your allotted 
time, we will sec how wt pro~. 
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Mr Hayden: 
Thank you, Mr President. I apologize. 

This financial arrangement has nothing to do with control of the Nauruan company, 
which is exclusively controlled by the Republic ofl\awu. 

Indeed it would seem crazy lo suggest that the State (where the parent is incorporated) 
must also be a sponsor because, using Nauru's case again, the State of Canada cannot exert 
any control over ouru Ocean Resources. For example, Canada cannot order the Nauru 
~ RQOuRX:s' parent to change the board of directors of the subsidfary. 

Moreover, there may be a number of entities and mining companies that arc 
shareholders of Nauru Ocean Resources' (indeed, to raise $4 billion will likely involve 
significant investment from other major mining houses). Therefore, it could be a subsidiary 
of many com))llnies incorporated in many diffcrcnl States. Also, the parent company may be 
registered in one State, but its owner nnd major shareholder may be registered in another 
State altogether. For entities listed on the stock market, the composition of their share register 
is constantly changing, so that would mean you would need to constantly chru\gc the 
sponsoring State. 

The auruan delegation would also like to explain why there should be no residual 
liability, as has been suggested by one or two of the written statements submitted by other 
States to this Chamber. Indeed, residual liability would significantly harm investment and be 
prohibitive to mmy Sll!tcs looking to sponsor activities in the Area. ot only do article 139, 
paragraph 2, and Annex Ill, aniclc 4(4) spetilically imply the exclusion of rcsidual liability, 
the very notion of residual liability completely ignores the commonscnse appreciation that no 
human activity can be totally risk free. tr the same logic were applied to the risks associated 
with automobilc travel, which, though small, are much larger than those of seafloor mioi.ag, 
no one would ever ride in an automobile. Mining, like any other hwnan activity, cannot 
guarantee absolute certainty. However, we do have the ability to compare the risks of 
altcmative hwnan actions against their benefits. The alternative lo mining the seafloor for 
minerals carries the risk of a world increasingly unable to meet the development nccd.s or all 
its human inhabitants. That risk far outweighs any possible benefits of imposing residual 
linbility on Sponsoring States, which is a burden that is unncccptably bjgh and could 
seriously halt economic and social development. 

The Nauruan delegation would also like to take a moment to address a concept which 
has been raised by one member State, and that ls ''monopolisation", which is defined as the 
"exclusive control or a commodity or service in a particular market, or tl1c mrukct condition 
that exists when there is only one seller." 

With regards to the polymetallic nodule industry, it should be clear when considering 
my following points that ii would be virrually impossible ever to aeate a monopoly in the 
Arca. 

First of all, there are already eight contractors in the Arca; thus it is, on first glance, 
fairly clear that a monopoly will not arise in the Area concerning polymetallic nodules, as 
there arc already eight competitors. 

Moreover, the international seabed nrca covers O\'er 150 million squnrc kilometres, 
with polymetallie nodule deposits <XlCurring in ever)' ocean. It is very easy to conclude rrom a 
simple arithmetic calculation that it would be virtuolly impossible to create a monopoly in the 
polymetallic nodule industry simply because there is too much international seabed area for 
others to cxplorc and develop, and no single contractor would likely be able to finan<:e the 
programme or work that the ISA would require to be carried out on all those licence areas. 

Importantly, the Chamber must note that no contractor has been able yet to 
demonstrate that 75,000 square kilometres is sufficient to justify a mining operation. On the 
contrary, the fact that no mining bas taken place yet would suggest that that size is net 
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sufficient, particularly when seafloor topography may render much of the contractor's area 
unsuitable to mining. 

Supponing that conclusiou is the fact !hat to process polymctallic nodules a contractor 
will need to design a.nd build a processing plant that can produce approximately 
60,000 ton.nes of nickel per annum in order to justify the sisnificant mining costs and 
processing capital and operating costs, and in order to compete with nickel latcrite mines on 
land. 

Regarding lhc current main source of ttlekcl, being land-based nickel latcritcs, it can 
be noted that thte combined capital expenditure for the Ambatovy, Goro and Koniambo nickel 
projects is approximately US$12 billion. Moreover, Ambatovy has a project life of 30 years 
and Koniambo has the potential to extend its mine life to well in excess of SO yeazs. 

In ord~ to justify the approximately S4 billion capital expenditure for a seafloor 
poymctallic nodule project in the Area and to compete with these and other land-based nickel 
lalCrit.eS, polymetallic nodule contractors will need lO be able to mine a resource that will 
sustain economic production for similar or greater periods of time, and this simply may not 
be possible with an area as small as 75,000 square kilometres; therefore, it is probable that 
more than one licence will be required to sustain a viable operation. 

Il must also be acknowledged that the polymeUilJic nodule exploration regulations 
have been in place for approximately a decade, and notwithstanding significant advancements 
in offshore technologies and the witnessing of one of the biggest mining booms of all time, 
there bas been no rush by the private sector to secure ground and no significant development 
of lhc resource. It is becoming increasingly clear that no party is \\filling to commit the 
significant capital required to fund the first polymctallie nodule project given the significant 
risk of being first, and that such a project will need to be financed from a private sector 
company which can attract investors and mining groups who arc comfortable Uiking on such 
risk. Of course, such investors and mining groups require enough potential upside to reward 
them for funding an unproven and novel industry. Therefore, the project needs to have the 
potential to generate several nodule mines to be auractive to financiers, technology and 
mining indusb)• partucrs. A single licence, whilst perhaps appropriate for a research group or 
secondary mining operations once the concept is proven commercially, may 001 provide the 
return on capital required by a company seeking to finance the technology it must develop for 
the first mine, especially given that the cost for the first mine will be greater than that of 
competitors developing the second mine, who will have a much lower technology risk and 
cheaper finance (and therefore an unfair advantage to the party establishing the first mine). 

The President.· 
Excuse me for intmupting you, Mr H11ydoo. Do you think you would be able to oonclude 
withln the next five minutes? 

Mrf/uydon: 
Yes. 

11,e PresidenJ: 
We will take our recess at the couelusion of your interve{)tion. 

Mr Haydon: 
Thank you, Mr PresidenL 

Finally, the Nauruan delegation reasserts lhat we must all work together through the 
framework of the Convention to promo~ the development of seafloor minerals. This in tum 
will provide the continued supply of metals necessary to ensure those living in developed 
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States can maintain their levels of cducalion, health and fccedoms, and will also provide the 
additional supply of minerals n«:C$SBl)' to ensure that developing States can be brought out 
of poverty and build vital infraslrUCtute and homes for nearly one billion slum dwellers; clean 
water distribution systems for nearly one billion people \\ithout :icccss 10 safe drinking water; 
and hospitals and medical equipment to combat disease which rcsull in millions of yow1g 
children dying unnecessarily each year. 

Mr President, I respectfully request that the Chamber keep this need for development 
in inind when interpreting the relevant provisions, as well as the COl15C<jUcnccs of sueh 
interpretation to priva1e sector invcstmenL 

lmportantly, let us lcrun from the lessons of the past. In the I 970s 1he private sector 
w:1s set to develop scafloor polyme1rulic nodules in the Clarion Clipperton Zone. However, 
there were legal uncertainties at the time surrounding seanoor resources in the international 
seabed area, as well as sentiment of uocommcrcial mining tenns. These reasons contributed 
to the: private sector walking away, which meant that mining did not eventuate, and because 
mining did not eventuate in the late 1970s, it is likely that millions of people have died in the 
past 30 years from dt'llths lhat could ha\'C been prevented had such mining been encouraged 
and tnkcn place. Such mining would have, over lb.at period of time, provided more affordable 
and accessible supply of minerals to developing States, and thus signi licantly promoted 
global economic and social growth. 

Here we arc, some 30 years on, and the private s«!Or, through Nauru Otcan 
Resoun:cs, is finally again showing a willingness to risk the significant investment required 
to explore and develop this seafloor resource in a sustainable manner. 

The Nauruan delegation is hoping that the Seabed Disputes Chambtt ensures that the 
UNCLOS system is interpreted now to encourage, not deter, this private sector participation. 
Indeed, it would be a pity if failure to provide legal ecnainty and failure to encourage private 
sector investment in the Area were to contribute to denying developing States access to the 
raw materials they require to pull themselves out of poverty. As we know, without affordable 
and aooessible copper and steel lb.ere can be no growth and economic development in these 
developing States, in effect condemning millions or the world's poor to continuing 
malnutrition, hunger, and disease. 

Mr Presiden1, it is with this in mind that the Nauruan delegation urges the Chamber 
and all States Parties to reflect again on the fundamental purpose of the Convention as clearly 
stated in its preamble: progress, promotion, advancement, and development. 

Finally, please reOcct on what those four words mean for the poor, the stlllling. and 
the sick living in the developing world. What does UNCLOS represent, in ~ J. every day 
tenns, for the children living in poverty now and their children in the future? 

Put simply: UNCLOS represents hope. 
Thank you, Honourable President and distinguished Members of the Seabed Disputes 

Chamber. 

The Prtsidtnt: 
Thank you very much, Mr I laydon. Of course, the oml statement of Nauru will appear in the 
prods-verbal of this session and as such it will be part of the case file. However, as some of 
the infonnation contained in the: original written statement has not been tnmsmitted, auru 
could not give the whole of their original intervention. The Chamber, if Nauru so authorizes, 
\\ill of course put at the disposal of participanrs the complete text as a service for information 
pmposcs only. Does Nauru agree to that? 

Mr Haydon: 
Yes. 
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17ie Prtslde111: 
The hearing will now be suspended for 30 minutes. We will reconvene at 12.05. 

(Shorr adjournment) 

Tht Pres/dem: 
I now give lhc floor to the reprei.cnllllivc; of the United Kingdom, who has requested a 

speaking lime of 45 minutes. 
Sir Michael, you have lhc floor. 
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Mr Wood: 
Mr ()resident, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, it is an honour to appear before you 
in these proceeding.,, and to do so on behalf of the United Kingdom. 

Mr President, it is an advantage: to address the Chamber late i.n this oml hearing, since 
I can agree with much that has been said by earlier speakers, for example, by Germany, by 
Argentina and by Fiji. It is also a disadvantage because it is diflieult 10 say anything new, and 
for that I apologize; r will do my best. 

My remarks will be organized as follows. I shall begin with some words about the 
factual background of the Request for an advisory opinion. ext I shall address questions of 
jurisdiction and admissibility, followed by applicable law. I shall then tum to each of the 
three questiom put lO the Chamber. I shall not repeat what is said in the United Kingdom's 
written statement, which remains the basic account of our position. 

Mr President, I need not to describe the facts in any detail. That has been done by the 
International Seabed Authority in both its written and oral statements. I should like to add 
that we arc very grateful to the Authority for both the Dos ier and its statements. I am sure 
that tbcsc v.ill be of great assistance to the Chamber. 

It was Nauru that proposed that the Council seek att advisory opinion. 1 As the 
representatives of the Authority explained on Tuesday, following an extensive debate, the 
Council did not adopt the proposal as formulated by auru. lnstead, the Council followed the 
suggestion of man; participants in the debate and asked for an opinion on three concise and 
abslnlcl questions. 

The Chamber is not concerned with the particular facts of the applications by the 
NaW'U entity and the Toop entity, which remain pending before the Legal and Tecbnica.1 
Commission; nor, in my submission, is the Chamber called upon to pronounce: upon the 68-
page draft sponsorship agreement between auru Ocean Resouroes Inc., United Nickel Inc. 
(a company registered in British Columbia), and the Republic of Nauru, which is summari2cd 
at length in their written statement and set out in full in an appendix to that statement. 
Members of the Chamber, I think I need not go into the questions of nationality or effective 
control that these arrangements raise; they arc difficult questions. 

II seems to have been generally understood, during the dc1xnc in the Council of the 
Authority, that the request for an adviso7 opinion and consideration of the two applications 
for plans of work wm: entirely distinct The delegate of Fiji, on the day the request was 
made by the Council, referring to the relationship between NaW'll's application for an 
exploration licence and the proposal then before the Council to seek an advisory opinion from 
the Chamber, said "these arc two very distinct and materially unrelated things"! As the 
delegate of Canada in the Council put it article 191 •·was never meant to provide a 
mechanism for individual States Parties to seek a legal opinion". s Unlilce a judgment in a 

' Proposal to stti 1111 odllUo,y opinion from tM S~abed DJJp•ttJ Chambu of the /11111,notional Tribunal for the 
Law of the Sea Oil moltcf's ,,gwding sponsoring Stau ,upons1bllity und liubilil)\ S11bMlt1~d by the tklrgation of 
Ntnir14 ISDA/l6/Cl6 (UK Wriucn Statcmeol. bmaOtr ·ws·. flag A). 
1 U$1 of 5J)Cllkm and sumnwy tteords or Ille us•. 1606 Ind 161" mcelinl$ of Ille Council prepared by the 
Stc:rc1arial [DollicT No. 3 ). 
1 U$1 of speakers and summaiy ttc:Ofds of lhc I ss'". 1606 and 161• meeilna, of Ille Couneil prepared by the 
~'UNI [Dossier No. 31, p;ns. 47 (Soulh Africa), 52 (Fiji), at (Republic of KOffll), 90 (Upnda). 
4 6. Ml)' lO I O Stawmeol by the Fiji Delegation [Dossiu o. 4 I, drud para. 
' l,ls1 of spcakc11 and summary l'CClOrds of the iss•, 160111 and 161• mccting.i oftbe Couocll pl'tpattd by Ille 
SccretaJUI [Do slcrNo. 31, para. 104. 
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contentious case, an advisory opinion, however authoritative, is not itself legally binding. 
These points were all noted by speakers in the debate in the Council leading to this ~uest.6 

Mr President, I shall make three short points on jurisdiction and admissibility. 
My first point is that, as others have said, whenever the Chamber receives a request 

for an advisory opinion, it should consider both whether it bas jurisdiction, end, wuming 
that it does, whether there arc any reasons that would require it to decline to respond to the 
questions put to iL It should do so, ifncccssary,proprio motu. 

Second, the Chamber only bas jurisdiction to respond to legal questions, and only to 
legal questions arising ,vithin the scope of' the activities of the requesting organ. On this 
issue .I can do no better than to refer to the excellent analyses in the written statements of 
Australia' and Mexico.' I would like to add just one point. l11e first two questions put to the 
Chamber arc clearly legal questions. The third can also be construed as a legal question, if it 
is understood as requesting the Chamber to indicate what measures a sponsoring State is 
legnlly required to take in order to fulfil its responsibility under the Convention. In so far as a 
question put to the Chamber might lead into policy areas, it is incumbent upon the Chamber 
to confine its answer to those aspects of the question that can be answered on Che basis of 
law.'0 

Yesterday I listened with great interest to Mexico• s eloquent appeal for the 
introduction by sponsoring Swtcs of a strict liability regime. 11 However, in my ,~cw. this 
would require a policy decision by Slates Parties, whether taken through a collective decision 
or on an individual basis. It is not, I would suggest, for the Chamber to recommend to 
individua.l sponsoring Scates what policy choices they should make as to bow to fulfil their 
responsibility within their ov,n legal systems, since in doing so it would be stepping outside 
its judicial role. As the Permanent Court said in the Eastem Carella case, ''The Cowt, being a 
Court of Justice, cannot, even in giving advisory opinions, depart from the csscntial rules 

guiding their activity as a Court.'"12 

My third point as regards the question of admissibility is that there is an obvious 
difference between the apparently mandatory wording of article 191 of the Law of the Sea 
Convention ("shall give'') and the clearly pennissivc wording of Article 65 of the Statute of 
the International Court ("may give''). u As others have said, the Chamber must have some 
discretion to decline 10 respond to a request for ao advisory opinion, if it is to be in a position 
to protect its judicial role. Nevertheless, in the present case, in my submission the Chamber 
does not need to consider this question since it has not been suggested b)' anyone that there 
are any plausible grounds for exercising that discretion; indeed, there ore none. Therefore, in 
my submission, the Chamber should be careful on this occasion not to rule out such 
discretion absolutcly.14 

• List oCspcakm 111d summary rceords ortbe US-, t60• 111d t6t• m~inis of the Countll prepared by the 
Secttwiat [Douicr No. 3). 
'Set\ al'O ISA WS, pms. 2.1-2.8. 
' Australia WS, paras. 4-13. 
• Mcxlco WS, paras. 22-4. See also Otina WS, paras. -4-1. 
1• As Judge 'dll)'e has ,.Tineo. m his priwtc capadly, ~oat has 1011y 10 reuin only the lea-I tip«U ~r st of a 
question ... •: T .t,t.Ndia)'t, 411c Advisor)' Flll1ction of the ln1cma1ional Tribunal for the uw or the Sell", 
9ChlnaeJ/L (2010), para. SO. 
11 m..0SIPV.2010/2, pp. 50-52. 
u (1911) P.C. I.J. Su/e3 B, /Vo. J, p. 29; cited wllb appronl, most .--ntly. in the Aceordance with int,:rnlJliona/ 
law of 1M rmllotcral dttlarat/on of indq,o,dence In mpttt of Kosow, Advisory Opinion, 22 July 2010, 
~29. 
, UnitM Naliolu Cam'fflllon on lilt, lAw of 1M Sea 1981: A Commentary, Volume VI (S. Nandon, M. Lodie, 
Sb. Rosennt, eds.), p. 641 (paras. 191.1, 191.7(1)). 
"'Conna Mexk>o WS, paras. SO.S4. 
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I tum now to the ques1ion of the applicable law. The law to be applied b6 the 
Chamber is described. in very general tcnns, in anicle 38 of the Statute of the Tribunal s and 
article 293 or lhe Convention." The key provisions, for the purposes of the present 
pro«:edings, are to be foWld in Part XI of the Convention, including AruJe,c Ill, and in the 
1994 Agreement. As the rcprc:scntative of the Authority explained on Tuesday, it is important 
to note that the provisions of the Agreement and Pan XI of the Convention are to be 
interpreted and applied together as a single instrument; and in the event of anr inconsistency 
between Lhe Agreement and Pan XI, 1he provision:. of the Agreement prevail 1 

I shall not seek to describe the complex system for the exploration and exploitation of 
the resources of the Area - the so-called ""'p;lrallel system". I would simply draw attention to 
the full, very good outline of lhe regulatory regime that is set out in Chapter TV of the 
Authority's written statcment.11 As others have pointed out19

, there an: essentially three 
panics invoh'ed when a sponsored entity (the contractor) engages in activities in the Area, 
and the relationship between them is complex. They arc tbe Authority, t.he sponsoring State 
or States, and the contractor. Others have already emphasi7.Cd the essential role that 
sponsorship plays in ensuring oompliance with the rules of the system. 

As the Chamber is aware, the relevunt provisions of the Convention arc to be 
interpreted in accordance with the rules set forth in Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna 
Convention on the Law of Treaties. In particular, the provisions of a ucaty should not be 
looked at in isolation, but re\11 together. This is particularly relevant to the intcrpretotion of 
the ,1arious provisions in Part XI and Annex Ill dealing with the responsibility and liability of 
sponsoring States.20 

However, the fact that the Convention must be interpreted as a whole docs not mean 
that the Ch!unber should ao outside the specific questions put to it, and seek to apply the 
general frinciples set forth in the Convention or general intenlBtional law, as some appear to 
suggest. 1 Moreover, when rcrcrring to other provisions of the Convention, care must be 
taken to ensure that they arc in fact relevant to the questions put to the Chamber. Article 304, 
for example, has been referred to", but in my submission it is a classic "without prejudice" 
clause; it is not in itself a source of obligation for States Parties to the Convention or 
sponsoring States in particular. What it says is that the specific provisions of the Convention 
n:garding responsibility and liabiJity for damage are without prejudice to (i) the application of 
existing rules (where such rules are applicable) and (ii) the development of future rules 
(which, when developed, will then apply in accordance with their tenns). Likc\\ise, 
aniclc 194, paragraph I, is a very general obligation imposed upon all States. It is to be found 
among the general provisions of Part XII or the Convention. It requires States to take all 
measures that are necessary to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine 
environment "using for this purpose the best practicable means al their disposal and in 
accoroance with lhcir capabilities". The words that I have just quoted cannot and do not 

as /\Mex VJ to lbe Convention. 
16 United Klnsdom WS, paras. XX. 
11 UNGA IC$. 481263 or21 July 1994, pan. 4: Aa,etlMftl, an. 2. pan. I. This formula hu bcffl rcpcattd in 
most instruments adopted "'ith ttfCttDCC to hit Xl since 1994· ,ce, for examp~. Ille lnll'OdlKloly ),IC(CS to the 
Rules of Procedlft of the Assembly and COUDW, 
11 IS/\ WS, panis.. 4.1--t.28. 
" Rcpubli<: of Korea WS, pam. t••IS, Romania WS, paras. 12·2S. 
,.. Republic of Korea WS, paras. 2·S. 
11 Mexico WS, pa,u. 59~. 
12 Stalffllcnt of Stich11n1 Greenpeace Council (Orcenpeace J.n1cmalional) 1111d lbe World Wide Fund for Nature, 
(no1 pan oflhe case-file. bul M\'et'l!tclcss on the Tribunal's website), pp. 4, 9. 
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qualify specific obligations laid down else,were in the Convention, including the obligations 
incumbenl upon those who choose to be sponsoring States. 23 

The Chamber \\ill no doubt take cart to distinguish be1ween existing rules of law that 
are applicable and what may loosely be tcnned lexfertnda or "sol\ l11w". The Chamber will 
no doubt be conscious or the approach of the International Court of Justice and other 
international courts and tribunals when considering the SOlll'<lcs of international law listed in 
Article 38 of the Statute of the Court. Reference has been made in the present proceedings, 
through the prism ofanicle 304, to the lntmu\tional Law Coll\Jt\ission's drnft principles on 
allocation of loss in the case of cransboundary harm arising out of hazardous activities.u 
Quite apart from the fact that the Commission expressly stated that it was not dealing with 
global commons, which in its view required separate treatmcnt,2s the Commission was also 
explicit that, while the draft principles were intended to contribute to the process of the 
development of international law,14 the Commission did not attempt to identify the current 
status of the various aspects of the dral\ principles in customary international law, and the 
way in which the draft principles arc formulated is not intended to nlTect that question.?' 
Therefore, I think the Status of those principles is clear. 

Mr President, I now tum to the three questions put by the Co\llleil to the Chamber, but 
I would lik.e to begin with six points that ap()C41' to me to be central to the present ease. 

First, the Chamber is not being asked to dCSQibe the obligations of States Parties in 
general, but rather those of sponsoring States; that is clear from the text of the questions. It is 
also reflected in the title that has been given to these proceedings. Given the scope of the 
questions, it seems, for example, out of place to urge the Chamber to pronoun« on the 
obligations of States Pm1ics in the field of anti-monopolization.28 

Second, as I have already noted, the Council has framed the questions in an abstract 
manner, without reference to any particular situation or application for a plan of work. As the 
repre$C!llativcs of the Authority made clear on Tuesday, this was a dclibe.rate and conscious 
ehoicc.29 The abstract fonnulation of the three questions inevitably affects the degree of detail 
which the Chamber can provide in response. In my view, the Chamber is not being asked to 
set out in detail all of the obligations incumbent on sponsoring States. To do so would 
involve writing a treatise (covering the different stages of prospecting, exploration and 
exploitation, and the various resources that may be found in the deep seabed). Any attempt to 
do so could scarcely be exhaustive and would risk becoming out-of-date since the content of 
these obligations will evolve over time. 

Third, it is imponaot to recall, as many others have done, that the protection of the 
environment is at the bean of this case. The representatives of Nauru this morning painted a 
very broad, impressionistic picture of the economic, social nnd environmental considerations 
facing deep seabed mining in an overall perspcctive10

, but we are eoncemcd today with the 
specific question of the obligations of sponsoring States. 

lo this regard we must recall that the deep seabed contains many (ragile and sensitive 
ecosystems, which, once damaged. could take years, decades, to regenerate. It is essential that 

21 VN'EPWS. 
1' Statcmenl of Sdchting Grceopeacc Council (Grttnptaec lntcmllional) and Ille World Wide Fund for Nllllft, 
Sections IV and V. 
» Yearbooi efth~ /numat/OMI Lao•, C-Minwn, 1006, ,'OI. It, Part Two, para. 67(8). 
"r-book 0/1/w /r,tmoatlonol Lai,•, C-,,,tul011. 1006, vol. II, Part 1\.-o, para. 67(5). 
11 YNrbool of the /111,mq1iona/ Law, ComMisslon, 1006, >'01. II, Pan Two, para, 67(13). 
11 Mexico WS, pam. 98-100. 
11 Lh1 of spcakm nnd $1!!l'lmary records oftbe ISS--, I~ ll)d 161" mect111gs of the Council prepared by lhc 
Sccrcuriat (Dossier No. 3 I. 
,. ITLOS/PV2010/3, pp. 2-1 l. 
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sponsoring States, and the entities that they sponsor, have the ncccssary measures in place for 
the purpose of preventing serious harm to the marine cnvironmcnL 

To say that, Mr President, is not to discourage seabed mining.31 I do not believe it is 
1hc intention of anyone taking part in these proceedings io do that. No one is seeking 10 
discourage private-sector investment in deep seabed mining; but a proper balance has to be 
struck with envirorunCJ1llll concerns. Striking that balance is a ma11er for the Authority, and 
for the States Parties acting through the Authority. 

It is right that the Convention, induding Pan XI, and the 1994 Agreement accord the 
highest importance to the protection and prcseMJtion of the marine environmenL The 
Convention itself contains an important series of ptO\tisions to that end.32 The protection of 
the marine environment was al.so one of the key issues dealt with during the negotiation of 
the 1994 Agrcc;ment.JJ Awareness of the importance of the preservation of thc marine 
environment is likewise rcOccted in the Nodule Regulations:H, and the Sulphides Regulations 
adopted as recently as May this ycar.3' It is clear that among the most important functions of 
sponsoring States is to ensure that the entities they sponsor comply scrupulously \\ith the 
environmental provisions of the Convention, and the rules, regulations and procedures of the 
Authority, as well as those contained in their contracts. 

My fourth general point is that in its written statement Nauru 8f!Jued that there should 
be some differentiation of obligation based on levels of devclopmenL 3 I note that they have 
not repented that suggestion tod(iy in their oral statemenL It may nevertheless be helpful to 
say a few words about the poinL As others have said, !here is nothing in Part XI, or elsewhere 
in the Convention, or in the 1994 Agreement, to suggest that the obligations of sponsoring 
States vary depending upon their level of development. Any other conclusion, which could 
lead to what one mi&ht term a .. sponsoring State of convenience", could seriously jeopardise 
the Patt XI regime, not least its provisions for environmental protection. It cannot have been 
intended that the standard of protection of the Area, ''the common heritage of mankind", 
should depend upon which group of States the sponsoring State belongs to. The Convention 
might be thought to go some way towards mitigating what Germany referred to as "sponsor 
shopping", in that it requires more than one sponsoring State in some circunistanccs.17 

Article 4. paragraph 4, of Annex Ill icsclf begins wilh the words "The sponsoring State or 
Sllltcs shall ... " However, this requirement for dual (or multiple) sponsorship would not assist 
where there is only one sponsoring State, or where each sponsoring State has some lesser 
obligations because of its level of development. Even wbcrc the co-sponsoring States have 
different levels of development. it would lead 10 a most curious result, with undesirable legal 
uncertainty, ifin that case their obligations were to differ. 

,. er. Nauru, ITLOSIPV 2010/3, p. I. 
» Pan X1 (W , 145, 162.2(w)); P1111 XII (arts. 209, 215), Annex Ill, art. 17. 
'' Under the ~enl, no less dWI fou, of the priority wks of tbc AUlhority relate to this mat1cr 1994 
Ap-cemml, &nl!CX, iCdion I, para. 5 (g), (h), (i) and (le). 
" 1 8A/6/Afll (Dossier No. 16]. Sec, in particular, rc,watlons 31 (Protcc:1ion and praervllioft of lbc 11W111C 

environment) and 32 (l:rnc:rgency Clfdcn) u "'ell u Sections 5 (Ellvlronmcntal monit«ina). 6 (CcwlliJliency 
plllnS and cmc,gcocies) and 16 (Responsibility and liability) or the ' Standard elauscJ for exploration cootnc1' 11 
IIIIICX 4 to the Regulations. 
" I BA/16/A/ll; ISRA/16/CIL.S, t ,i,, Rcgulalion S (Proccction and prcsffl'81ion of lhc nwine cnYiroomenl 
durinJ pfOl9CCling), Reiulatlon 32 (Rcspoosibility and li~ihl)'), Regulation 35 (Emergency onlers) And Part v 
(Protection and prescn'ltioo of the marine cnvironmcnt). 
,. Nauru WS, paru. 2, 12-16. A similM suu~n had been made in the p1pcr submiucd by ' 1U111 to the 
Colllleil of the I ntemational ~ Authority. Prop,nal 10 uri on acAiJo,y aplrt10" from 1ht Stobed Disp11lt# 
Cha,,,lw, of IM Jnun,mi()nQJ Triblllllll for lht Law of IM ~a on matlm ~gardlng spo,uor/ltg Slat• 
ruponsibilily and llab/1/1)•, ISBNWC/6. 
,, Article 4(3) of Anne~ Ill; Nodules and Sulphides Regulation,, rcgult llOO I I ( I) and (2). 
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This morning Nauru addressed the meaning of "cfTcctive control", which is relevant 
to detcnnining which Stale or States arc required to be sponsoring States in a particular 
case. 31 In my submission, the Chamber docs not need to go into that no doubt difficult 
question. It is a question thnl relates to idcolifictltion of lhe sponsoring State, not to itS 
obligations. 

lo itS written statement Nauru appeared to base much of its argument for 
differentiation on references to developing Sta1es in article 140, paragraph I, and article 148. 
It described these as "principles", and quoted the1n at the outset of its written statemcn1, 
without, however, pointing out that in each case the reference was qualified by the words "as 
specifically provided for in this Part'' (that is, Part Xl). lo other words, in each case there is a 
nnvoi to Other specific provisions of Part XJ. The same is true of article 152, paragraph 2, 
relating to the cxcn:ise of the powers and functions of the Authority, which stipulates that 
"special consideracion for developing States ... specifically provided for in this Part shall be 
permitted". 39 (One such specific provision, by no means insignificant, is the right for 
developing States to apply for "reserved areas".) 

Those who draJled Part XI took cme to avoid introducing broad and general 
preferences; the express language referring only to such preferences as were specifically 
provided for in Part XI was deliberate, and it is clear. This is by no means unusual: similar 
care is taken in other contexts where States take upon themselves specific differentiated 
responsibilities, differing, at times, bctwttn developing and developed Scates, but also among 
the developed States themselves. Examples can be found in the wro agreements 40, and those 
relating to climate changc.41 None of the provisions of Part XI relating to the obligations of 
sponsoring States specifically provides for any special position for specific categories of 
sponsoring St.ates. The United Kingdom therefore agrees with those who have submitted that 
the provisions relating to the obligations of sponsoring States apply regardless of levels of 
development, economic situations or other circumstances.41 The represeotalh'c of Fiji put it 
very well yesterday when he said: "The requirements and standards established under 
Part XI of the Convention apply equally to all States without regard to economic status or 
financial and other resources capability." 

My fifth general point is that the obligations of sponsoring States aJC, as Germany and 
others have clearly set out, coocq,rually distinct from those of lhe contractor. The contractor 
is liable for violations of the tenns of the contract ,vith the Authorily, including those relating 

"'ITLOSIPV.2010/3, p. 13. 
,, Umttd Nadom Com·tnlion on 1/w /,(,w of the Sea 1981: A Comme1"'1ry, Vol. VI (M. Nordqul!I, S. Nandan, 
Sb. Rosen_ne,M. l..odge,edJ.), paras.14S.11(1)and 152.ll(b). 
41 See lhe WTO ''1Cbedule or coac,esslon1" s)'Slem. c.1,. Offlffll ~en• on TaritTs md Trade, an. II 33 
U.N.T.S. 19• (1947), incorporattd into tbe General Avmnent on Tultr.s and Trade, 1867 U.N.T.S. m (1994), 
.,_ l(b), Gmcnl Apmcnt on Trade h'i Services, 1'69 U.N.T.S. ISJ (1994), an. XX. 
" See lbe United Natioos f'111mcwork Con,·cntion on Climate Cbanae, 1771 UNTS I 07 ( 1992), .,_ • on the 
~mmon but difftttnlilllcd rcsponsibllitics" ofStateS -.Ith rcspcc1 to the Ccamitioo 111d. accordingly, the hsi 
of States provided in Anot~ 1 to Ille Conven1lon, diffcn:ntiatilll chose Slates from the States not listed in lhc 
Con,·entioll. TbeJ(yoco Proloc:ol to die United Natloo$ Framewodt Convention on Climate Cllangc, UN Doc 
FCCCJCP/1997ntAdd. I, Dec. I 0, I 997, then dcllncs States listed In the Annex to the Convcntioo and lllose th.11 
arc noc scparetely (an. 1.6, 1.7 10 the Prococol); provides for specific cmis.sioo goals for the States Jl:lled In 
Annex I to the Coown1lon (Ill J. I to die Protocol); RitCt'lln lhc dilfcnn& responsibilities or Swcs with 
rcspca to lbei.r 51>ttific oblig;adons under the Protocol (an. 10); art. 3.5 provides a special procedure to cstabllstl 
the base )'Cir f« the detmnination of the level or carbon Stocks ofS1atcs llsled in Annex l 10 lbe Con\'allion. 
-.bid! ire underaoing a trmsitioo to a markct economy, as opposed to che pn>0Cdurc proviclcd ror other Stain 
luted In Annex 1 (1111,, 3.4); and art. 3.6 p,ts "I «mJn dcp of flcltibilil)" in the impltmen1ation of the 
Pro<ocol to Slates listed in An!!tX I to the Oiovcnlloo Wldcrgoing a lra11$idon to a m.titcet economy. 
'2 A'®lllia WS, pm. 21; Gcnnaty WS, paras. IS•21; RIISSian Fcdenitloo WS, paras. 3-11 ; IUCN WS, 
JWU. 58~. 
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to the protection of the environmenL The obligations of sponsoring States, on the other hand, 
arc those set foith in the Convention, and include the adoption of laws and administrative 
measures. The international responsibility of sponsoring States arises from any failUl'e to live 
up to their obligations under the Convention, for example from a failun: to luwe in place the 
necessary laws and administrative measures. 

My sixth and final general point about the questions is that the obligations of States 
with regard to these questions arc set out in Convention itself. Whilst there may be some 
utility in having regard to the general principles of the law of State responsibility, ultimately 
the answers to the questions posed are to be found in panicular provisions of the Convention. 
That is why my statement today, and the United Kingdom's written statement, concentrate 
upon the proper interpretation of the rc:Je,•ant provisions of Part XI. Any obligations for 
sponsoring Sillies in n:lation to the matters which arc the subject-matter of this request arise 
because they are panics to the Convention and, as Argentina stressed yesterday, must be 
implemented in good faith. 

Mr Chainnan, I now tum to the first question of the Chamber. This was considered at 
pa,agrapbs 3.7 to 3.9 of the United Kingdom's written statement. 

I will begin with three preliminary matters. First, I do not think that any panicular 
importance attaches to tl1e use of the rather cumbersome cJCpression in the question, ""legal 
responsibilities and obligations". This no doubt reflects differing tenninology in the 
Convention, but it can only be a rcfcrcnc~ to a single concept, which I shall refer to as the 
sponsoring State's -obligations". Mexico's thorough analysis in its wrinen statement seems 
to reach the same conclusion. 0 

The second preliminary point: Question I asks about the obligations of sponsoring 
States under the Conven.tion, in particular Part XI, and the 1994 AgrccmenL The acu of any 
entity that a State Party sponsors in accordance with the Convention arc not, as such, 
attributable to the State concerned in aocordancc with the rules on State responsibility. This is 
clear from parngraph I of article 139. lf the nets of the entity were attributable to the State 
Pwty, that paragraph, setting out the obligalions of the sponsoring Stale, would not have been 
necessary. Furthennore, if the sponsored entity is a commercial enterprise, its acts would not 
in any event meet the criteria for attribution of conduct to a St.ate in accordance with 
customary international law. The sponsored entity would neither be an organ of a State, for 
the purposes of a.rticle 4 of in the ICC's Articles, nor be cxef'Cising "govcmmental authority", 
for the purposC$ of Article S. 

The third preliminary point arose this morning \\>1len the representative of Nauru 
raised an important point about the menning of the tenn "activities in the Arca".-« This is, 
indeed, a key 1cnn tl1at is used throughout Part XI and the associated instruments. 
Article 139, like the other provisions we are considcrins, uses this term "activities in the 
Area". 1 will just offer a couple of personal thoughts in response to the question pul by Nauru 
this morning. As he said, the Arca is defined in article I of the Con\'cntion; nnd so too is the 
term "activities in the Arca'', That is defined to mean all activities of cJCploration for, and 
exploitation of, the "™1UR:CS of the Arca. Article 133 delincs the term "resources of the 
Area" to mean mineral resources in situ in the Area at or beneath the seabed, and it 
distinguishes the use of the term "resources" and the use of the tenn "minerals", which 
applies when they are recovered from the Arca. So it might be thought that the definition of 
"activities in the Area" in covering the eJCploration and CJCploimtion of resources incorporates 
that definition of resources that refers to "resourcc:s in silu". The.re are other provisions that 
shed light on the temi, but panieularly clear is article I of AnneJC IV of the Statute of the 

41 Mexico WS, paras. 69, 7S. 
"ITLOSIPV.2010/3, pp.17-IS. 
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Et11erprisc, which says that the Enterprise is the or&an of the Authority which shall cany out 
activities in the Arca directly, as well as the transporting, processing and marketing of 
minerals reoovcred from the Arca. 

Mr Prcsiden1., going back to Question I, what then arc the obligotions of sponsoring 
States under the Convention? As the Authority said in its written statcmenl, and as its 
rcpreseotalivcs rcitcroted on Tuesday, 

[T]t would appear lhat I.be overriding iiltent of the Con,'Clltion and the 1994 
A.gn:cment, and the Regulations, is that the pwpose of State sponSOl'Ship is lo 
ensure that a State Pa,ty takes responsibility in accordance with Ar1iclc 139, 
Ar1icle 153, paragraph 4, and Annex Ill, Article 4, paragraph 4, of the 
Convcntion.•s 

Other speakers have dealt with these provisions in full and I do not intend to repeat 
everything they have said. 

Article 139, paragraph I, provides that State Parties "shall have the responsibility 10 
ensure that activities in the Area ... shall be carried out in confonnity'' with Part XI. 
According to this provision, this responsibility exists whether the State is itsclf carrying out 
activilics, or they arc carried out by a State enterprise, or by its nationals, or by an entity 
which it or its nationals effectively controls. 

Article 139, paragraph 2, makes ii clear that damage caused by Swte's fai lure to carry 
out this respon ibility entails liability (the extent of which is tl1c issue raised by Question 2). 
The paragraph further stipulaies that, in the case of a sponsoring State, the ttresponsibility to 
ensure" entai.ls taking "all necessary and appropriate measures to secure effective 
compliance,. by the contractor, referring to article I S3 and anicle 4 or Annex III to the 
Convention. 

Article 4, paragraph 4, of Annex III spells out in more detail tl1e responsibilities of 
sponsoring Slates. This paragraph stipulates that a sponsoring State has the responsibility to 
ensure, within its lc:gal system, that the contractor carries out its obligations under the 
contract with the Authority. Thus, a sponsoring Suite is obliged to ensure, in its domestic 
legal order, that the contrnctor meets the obligations contained in the contract. 

Consistent with arliclc 139, a failure by a sponsoring State to meet its obligations 
under article 4, paragraph 4, of Annex llI entails liability for damage caused by such failw-c. 
The aniclc also sets the scope of a sponsoring State's responsibility, Slating lhat it must adopt 
laws and regulations and take administrative measures that are reasonably appropriate, within 
its own legal system, for securing compli11110C of persons under iLS jurisdiction. Thus the 
responsibility of sponsoring States arises not only in the event of damage to the environment 
but - and this is equally important - at the outset, when ii is required 10 adopt laws and take 
measures aimed at preventing damage. In addition, States Parties arc obliged to take .. all 
measures necessary" to assist the Aut110rity in fulfilling its own duty, that is, in ensuring 
compliance with the relevant legal instruments mentioned in article I S3, paragroph 4. This 
pro,,jsion refers back 10 article 139, and has panicular relevance for sponsoring States. 

These provisions set the basic legal framework \vithin which a sponsoring State 
opcrotcs under the Convention's legal regime. A sponsoring State cannot be held Hable for 
the actions of a private entity, which is not its organ. as such. These provisions do not 
anribute the actions of sponsored entities to the talc. The responsibility to ensure 
compl.ia!kle by sponsored contrac10rs entails the duty of the sponsoring State or States to tnkc 
reasonably appropriate measures, in the language of article 4, paragraph 4, Lof Annex 3) in its 
intcmal legal order, to prevent such breaches by sponsored entities. 

" ISA WS, pan. S.l. 
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In conclusion, nod as I have already so.id, the articles on the responsibility and scope 
of liability of a sponsoring State need be read in conjunction with one another. Article 139 
refers to article 4, pa,agrapb 4, of Annex m, wltich is the more specific article with respect to 
sponsoring States. So measures deemed to be reasonably appropriate for ~uring 
compliance, as required by article 4, paragraph 4, should be considered to meet the standard 
of ''necessary and appropriate measures" in the language of article 139. 

I now move 10 Question 2, which we discussed at pamgraphs 3.10 to 3.15 of our 
wriuen statcmenL J will try to be ver, brief, Mr President. 

As the Tribunal recalled in its ]ud1!J11cnt on the merits in the iWV "SA/GA " (No. 1) 
Care'', citing the Factory al Chorrl,w judgmen1, 

[~t is a wcll-cstublishcd nilc of international law that a State which suffors 
damage as a result of an internationally wrongful act by anocbcr State is entitled 
to obtain reparation for the damage sufTeied from the State which commiued the 
wrongful act and that 'reparation must, as far as possible, wipe out all the 
conscquern:es of the illegal aet and re-establish the situation which would, in all 
probability, have existed iflhat act had IIOl been committed' .. •' 

If the sponsori11& State and the Authority could not agree, it would ultimately be for 
an international court or tribunal to decide the precise "ell.'tcnt of liability" of a sponsoring 
State for a breach of the Convention. The answer will follow from the evidcncc presented to 
the court or tribunal, and its appreciation thereof, os well as the relevant legal factors, some 
of which I have just mentioned. Indeed, it could well fall to this Chamber to decide the 
matter in the exercise of its contentious jurisdiction under article 187, paragraph (b)(i}, in a 
dispute between the Authority and a sponsoring State about whether the latter has fulfilled its 
obligations. Judge Ndiaye. writing in bis priVllte capacity, asked the question: '[w)hat would 
happen if the dispute submitlcd to the Chamber or the Tribunal concerns a legal question for 
which an advisory opinion bas already been rendered? Will they be able to extricate 
thcm:,,elves from the principles and solutions adopted in the advisory opinion?'"' The 
Chamber may wish to avoid tying in its hands in any future contentious case by making too 
detailed a pronouncement in this advisory opinion. 

I now tum to Question 3 ',\ctlicb, IIS others ha\,: said, is closely related to Question I. 1 
once again draw attention to our written statement, this time paragraphs 3. 16 to 3.19. 

Again, the various provisions of the Convention need 10 be read together and in 
con1ext. In panicular, one needs to note the provisions of the second sentence of article 139, 
paragraph 2, and of the second sentence of article 4, paragraph 4, of Annex Ill. Under the 
former, a sponsoring State is absolved frorn liability if i1 "has taken all necessary and 
appropriate measures to secure effective compliance"; under the lauer if it "has adopted laws 
and regulations and taken administrative measures \\tlieh arc, \vithin the framework of its 
legal system, reasonably appropriate for securing compliance". llte test is an objective one.49 

While the measures need to be tailored 10 the sponsoring State's own legal system, that does 
not mean that what is necessary and appropriate is left to its sole appreciation. Nor is this a 
field in which the obligations are softened by a ''margin of appreciation" doctrine. As the 

.. Tit• M/V "SAIOA" (No. 1) Case (Safnt Vinc,mt ond the Grenadines v. Gllinta), (July I, /999), para. 170. 
11 Mttllt , J11dg11m11 No. lJ, 1918. l'.C.J.J, Suits A. /'o'o /1, p. 47. See also Ausualia WS, paras, 27-42. 
41 T.M.Ndlaye, '"l"he Advisory f'llnc:lion of l!!e lntamlianal Tribunal for the Law of me Sea", 9 o,;,,,y, JIL 
(2010), pan. 52 • 
.. AuSllllia WS. para. 46. Cf. Nauru WS, ~a. 22. 
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Netherlands has convincingly shown, ii is misleading to speak of "flexibility" in this 
context.50 

In addition to the general requircmcnlS found in article 139, anick 4, paragraph 4, or 
Annex Ill specifics in plain terms what necessary and appropriate mta:1w-cs a State must take 
in order to mCC( its responsibility. According to I.hat paragraph, a State will not be held liable 
for damage caused by a sponsored contractor if it has enacted "laws and regulations and 
taken administrative measures ... reasonably appropriate for securing compliance". 

It follows that the first of the positive steps a Slate must take is to put in plac:c what 
the Netherlands termed yesterday a "public domestic regulatory framework". In other words, 
it mum enact laws and regulations aimed at ensuring that entities it sponsors comply with 
their legal obligations specified in the Convention and in their respective contraclS.51 In these 
oral hearings, no one has suggested the contrary. Article 209, paragraph 2, reinforces this by 
providing that "SI.ates shall adopt laws and regulations to pre\'CDI, reduce and conlrol 
pollution of the marine environment from activilies in the Arca undcnaken by vessels, 
installations, strucrurcs and other devices ... operating under their authority". For the 
avoidance of doub1, l would reaill thal, contrary to ,"1131 may have been suggested this 
morning, the flag Stnte has clear obligations in relation to pollution matters arising for ships 
Oying its flag. 

Oo Tuesday, the Authority indicated some of the kinds or provisions that one might 
expect to find in legislation giving effect to the obligations of sponsoring States. She refemxl 
in particular to the German law, the Meeresbodenbergba11gesetz, and to the C1.ech law. 

Among other things, legislation is essential ir victims arc to have rights under 
domestic law. A contractual arrangement would be wholly inadequate for this. Nor can it be 
accepted that a sponsoring Stale is absolved from enacting laws and regulations because, and 
l quo1e from one of the written statcmcnls, "(e]nacling legislation specifically lo regulate 
deep sea mining may prove too costly".n 

But legislation in itself is not sufticient to relieve the State from its responsibilities. 
As is made clear in aniclc 4, paragraph 4, of Annex Ill, administra1ive measures must also be 
taken by the sponsorin! State for the purpose of securing compliance with the laws and 
regulations of the State. Hence, following the enactment of appropriate legishuion, a State is 
under a continuing obligation to take positive measures to ensure that the contractor fulfils 
the legislative requiremcnt5 imposed upon it. Thus, whether a State has taken the necessary 
and appropriate measures and has lived up to its responsibilhles is a matter that will depend 
upon the ongoing action or inaction of the State, and must be continuously cvalUAtcd. 

The sponsoring State's responsibility is a conduct-based obligation, rather than 
a result-based one. 54 Taken together \\i th the continuing nature of the obligation, this makes it 
difficult in practice to determine u ant~ that a State has met its obligation to wee the 
nccessruy and appropriate measUJCS to secure compliance. Such a dcterminalion will vary in 
the context of each case, and will be measured against the requirements provided in 
article 139 and, more specifically, the measures articulated in article 4, paragraph 4, of 

,. NClhcrlands WS, para. ◄J, tOlllll!tOlina on United No1Tons Con.ent/0,1 on lit• Law of tire ~a /982: A 
Comm"'1flr)f, Volume VI (S. Nandan, M. Lodge, Sb. Roscnnc, eds.). p. 127. 
" Auwalla \VS, paras. 24-25; China WS, paras. 32(1), 34; Mexico WS. para. 86-U , Nctbcrtands WS, paras. 
3.6, 4.2; Republic; or Korea ws, para. 6; Pbtllppioes ws, passillt; Roro,11ia WS, para. 33; IUCN ws, paras. 44• 
57. 
11 Nauru WS, para. 26. 
u Republic of Korea WS. para. 7. 
s- China WS. pans. 2l(c) and (d). 26; Oenmn~ WS, paras. 7-8; Nelberlands WS, paras. 3.6-3.1; Republic of 
Kom WS, paras.12-13; Romnnla WS, paras. 30-33. 
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Annex Ill on a conlinuous basis.55 It is clear that for the sponsoring State merely to conclude: 
a con~ with the sponsored en1ity would not in practice: bc: sunicient. u 

Thus, 10 answer the question whelher a State had fulfilled its responsibility under the 
Convention and the 1994 Agreement, and especially aniclc 139 and Annex Ill, an 
international tribunal, and spc:cifically this Chamber, if the mailer comes before it in a 
contentious ease, will have: to lake into accounl all of the circumstances, including the points 
I ~vc ~ust made. In practice, this decision can ~nly be made ex post facto, bl evaluating the 
lcgulation enacted and the measures taken over time by the State coll(c:med. 5 

Mr President, Members of the Seabed Disputes Chamber, I hope tl1c observations 
made in the United Kingdom's written statement, and again todlty, will assist the Chamber in 
its important task of ensuring the corrc:c:t and consistent intc:rpre1ation of the regime for the 
deep seabed. \Ve welcome any greater clarity and understanding that the Chamber can bring 
to the key provisions of the Convention concerning the obligations of sponsoring States. 

Mr President, Members oflhe Chamber, I am grateful for your anention. 

17,e Prtsidenr.· 
Thank you very much, Sir Michael. 

The Chamber will now recess and meet again at 3 p.m. sharp to listen to the 
statements of the Russian Fcdc:ra1ion, the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of 
the United Nations Educational, Scientific 311d Culrural Organization and the: International 
Union for the Consc:rva1ion of Nature. 

(The sllllng closes at 11.56 p.m.) 

JI Aus11alla WS, para. 22; !UCN WS, panu. 24•29. 
"Ntlhcriands ws. para. ~.2; Republic or Korea ws, para. 10. 
IT IUCN ws, pan. 29. 
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11 September 2011, p.m. 

PUBLIC ITTI!liG HELD ON 16 SF.PTEl\tBER 2010, 3.00 P.1\1. 

Seabed Disputes Chamber 

Preseiu: Preslden1 TREVES; Judges MAROTTA RAKGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YA,'IAJ, KATEKA, HOFFMANN, GAO, BOUGUETAIA, GOLITSYN; 
Registrar GAUTIER. 

List of dclegalioa&: (Sec sitting of 14 September 2010, 10.00 am.) 

AUDIENCE PUBLIQUE TE UE LE 16 SEPTEMBRE 1011, IS HF.URES 

Cbambre pour le r~lcmcot des dilffrcnds relatifs aux foods maria& 

Prisents : M. TREVES, l'rlsidenr; MM. MAROTTA RANGEL, NELSON, WOLFRUM, 
YANAI, KATEKA, HOFFMANN, GAO, BOUOUETAIA, GOLITSYN,/11ges; 
M. GAUTIER, Greffier. 

Llue des dtl~ations: [Voir !'audience du 14 septernbre 2010, IS heuresj 

~ President: 
I now \\isb to give the noor to the representative of the Russian Federation, Mt Titushkin. 
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STATEMENT OF MR TJTIJSHKJN 
RUSSIAN FEDERA TIO 
()TLOS/PV.2010/4/Rev.2, E, p. 1-9) 

Mr Tir11shkin: 
Mr President, distinguished Members of the Chamber, it is a great honour to represent my 
country, the Russian Federation, before the Chamber in lhesc public hearinS,$. 

The Russian Federation n:gwds the Chamber as one of the most authoritative bodies 
in the sphere of the international law of the sea and the one that contributes most consistently 
and effectively to the progressive development of this highly important branch of 
international law. 

The Russian Federation is cager to maintain and develop full cooperation with the 
Tribwtal and this is one of the reasons for our decision to present our ornl statement that 
follows on the arguments and comments my country has already made in writing. 

lo our written statement we mentioned that the Convention - namely article 139, 
ru:1icle I 53, paragraph 4, and Annex m, article 4, paragraph 4 - contains vague terms !hat 
need clarification. 

Let me make some specific comments on the questions that are under the Chamber's 
consideration. I v.ill quote them. First: What are the legal responsibilities and obligations of 
States Parties to the Convention with respect to the sponsorship of activities in the Area in 
accordance with the Convention, in particular Parl Xl and the 1994 Agreement relating to the 
Implementation of Part XI of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 
December 1982? Question 3: What are the necessary and appropriate measures that a 
sponsoring State must take in order to fulfil its responsibility under the Convention, in 
particular article 139 and Anne.x Ill, and the 1994 Agreement? 

Mr President, today in our oral statement we would like to address the problem of 
interpretation of these provisions and share with you our understanding of these issues. 

A11iele 139 provides that States shall have the responsibility to ensure that the 
activities in the Arca performed by enterprises which they sponsor shall be carried out in 
confonnity with the Convention. The article goes on to stipulate that a State Party shall not, 
however, be liable for damage caused by any failure to comply with the Convention by a 
person whom it has sponsored under article I 53, paragraph 2(b), if the State Party has taken 
all necessary and appropriate measures to secure effective compliance under article I 53, 
paragraph 4, and Annex Ill, article 4, paragraph 4. 

As we can see, \\-ilen describing the prerequisites for a State to be released from 
liability, article 139 refers to two other provisions of the Convention. One of them, 
article I 53, paragraph 4, provides that the Authority ~hall exercise control over acth1ties in 
the Area and that States Parties shall assist the Authority by taking all measures necessary to 
ensure such compliance in acconian<:e with article 139. The other one - Annex m, article 4, 
paragraph 4 - contains a more detailed presentation of the circumstances when a State cannot 
be wnsidered liable for the damage mentioned. It states that a sponsoring State shall not be 
liable for damage caused by any failure of a contractor sponsored by it to comply v.ith its 
obligations if that State Party has adopted laws and regulations and taken administrative 
measures which are, within tbc framework of its legal syslcm, reasonably appropriate for 
securing compliance by persons under its jurisdiction. 

On our way to perceiving the notion of the responsibilities and obligations of States as 
initially designed by the founders of the Convention, iu going from one article to anotbcr we 
pennanently encounter an obstacle- uncertainty of the terms in question .. 
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For instance, 11tticle 139 speaks of •·a11 necessary and appropriate measures"; 
Article 153 then goes on with .. all measures necessary"; Annex ill, article 4, paragraph 4, 
finally, cods up with "reasonably appropriate" laws, regulations and administrative measures. 

It is obvious that there is not only uncenainty but also an overlap of teffllS used to 
define the same thing; in particular, these terms are used to describe the character of the 
measures that a State should talce in order to fulfil its responsibility to ensure compUance. 

The RussiMt Federation belic:vc:s that it is in the interests of neither States Parties to 
the Convention nor enterprises which they sponsor that such uncertainly and confusion 
should continue to exiSL The Russian Federation sees the rask of the Chamber as to eliminate: 
lhis unccnainly when answering questions numbered I and 3. 

Mr President, distinguished Members of the Chamber, although lherc arc a number of 
difficult points of intc:rprctation as to the question of responsibilities and obligations of States 
sponsorii'lg entities, there is still n number of quite clear issues which I would like to 
highlight. 

Annex Ill, article 4, paragraph 4, stipulates that the sponsoring States shall have the 
responsibility to ensure, within their legal systems, that a contractor so sponsored shall carry 
out activities in the Area in confonnity with the tenns of its contract and its obligations under 
this Convention. 

I would like to draw your attention lo the following point. Article 4 speaks of the 
responsibil ity of States sponsoring contrnctors and lhen of terms of conuact and obligations 
under the Convention auributing them to contractors. 

In the provisions of article 139 there is also the distinct.ion between the responsibility 
of sponsoring States and the obligations on contractors (entities). The same state of affairs 
appears in article I 53. Proceeding from that, we can say that the responsibilities and 
obligations of States and entities are clearly distinguished by the Convention. We should bear 
this in mind in future when analynng the conclusions. 

Now, Mr President, allow me to skip to another ))Oint which may help us understand 
the nature of the responsibilities of sponsoring States and their liability that again lies with.in 
the provi ions of article I SJ. 

Article I 53 provides for the primary role of lhe Authority in supef\~sing all activities 
of any entity in the Area. It states that the Authority shall exercise control over activities in 
the Arca as is necessary for lbc pu,pose of securing complillnCC With the relevant provisiollli 
of the Convention and that States shall assist the Authority by taking all measures necessary 
to ensure such compliance in accordance with article 139. 

According 10 lhat, die Authority is primarily responsible for ensuring compliance with 
tl1e provisions of the ConVendon by entities acting in the Arca. States take a see-0ndruy role 
by assisting the Authority by talcing all measures necessary 10 ensure such compliance. This 
docs not, of course, mean that States bear less responsibility than the Autl1ority. In our belief, 
in conceiving this provision the founders of lhe Convention wished to point out that tl1e 
Authority llli the partner of the entity with which it makes a contract to act in lhe Arca 
disposes of certain means of control monetary, contractual, and administrative. States have 
some measure of control too, from mainly administrative measures to penal sanctions. 

Analyzing the provisions of the three articles in question, the Russian Federation has 
come to provisional conclusions which can give us some hints, but unfortunately not the 
answers, to Question I: (a) the Convention distinguishes the responsibility of States and 
obligations of oontr:ictors; the contractor's duty is to comply with the provisions of the 
Convention and the terms of its contract, whereas the rcsp0nsibi lity of States may be 
ex~ by the phrase •·ensure such compliance by entities". as described in AMex m, 
article 4, paragraph 4. Such responsibilities include, fnler al/a, adopting laws and taking 
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administrative measures whieh arc reasonably appropriate for securing compliaoce by 
persons under their jurisdiction; and (b) the Authority bears primary responsibility to control 
tl1e compliance by any entity wi1h the Convention while the State's duty is to assist the 
Authority. 

Mr President, now allow me to bricny comment on the question as to the necessary 
and appropriate measures that a sponsoring State must take in order to fulfil its responsibility, 
which is Question 3. 

Once again, let me refer to Annex m, anicle 4, paragraph 4. In their written 
statements some delegations suggested that the problem of the liability of sponsoring States 
can be resolved through a sponsoring contracL My Government is of the view thnt it is not a 
solution of the problem, since a bare fact of making a sponsoring conuac1 with an entity does 
not exempt a State from liability. Annex Ill, article 4, does not include a conclusion of 
sponsoring contracts since it is not an administrative or legislative measure, but pertains 
rather to the sphere of civil law. 

It is abo clear that the simple act of adopting laws will nol be sufficient either. For a 
State to fulfil ifS responsibilities, a multilevel system of control measures O\'CI' activities of 
sponsored entities should be constructed. Laws should be enforceable enough and there 
should be administrntive bodies thnt would be responsible for enforcing them, preventing 
violation thereof and imposing sanctions against the violators. 

Mr President, bearins in mind these conclusions as to Questions I and 3, let \IS come 
to Question 2: What is the extent of liability of a State Pany for any failure to comply with 
the provisions of the Convenlion, in particular Part XI, and the 1994 Agreement, by an entity 
whom it has sponsored under article 153, parapph 2(b), of the Convention? 

Article 139 contains a gencml provision stipulating that damage caused by the failure 
or a State to cany out ifS responsibilities under Part XI of the Convention shall entail liability. 
Article 22, Annex Ill, states that il is the contractor who shall have rcsponsibilily or liability 
for any damage arising out of wrongful acts in the conduct of its operations. Article 139, 
however, exempts a Stale from liability for damage causod by any failure of a contractor to 
comply with the Convention if it has taken all necessary measures elaborated in article 4, 
Annex Ill. 

1be Russian Federation believes that a State can be held liable only for something for 
which it is really responsible. Therefore., as we concluded previously, a State may be liable 
only for an inability 10 adopt laws and take administrative measwes, not for the activity or 
enlitics, and only in the case of damage being caused by any failure of a contractor sponsored 
by the State to comply with its obligations. 

Accordingly, the strong persuasion of the Russian Federation is that a contractor takes 
primary liability for the damage resulting from its nctivity in ihe Area, whereas there is 110 
subsidiary liability of States for that damage. 

Having expressed the position of the Russian Fcdciation on the questions put forwani 
before the Chamber by the Authority, we would lilce as well 10 share our views on some other 
issues relating 10 the smndards of responsibility. 

At the I 6th session of the Seabed Authority, the delegation of Nauni distributed 
a proposal 10 seek an advisory opinion of the Chamber on matters regarding sponsoring State 
responsibility and liability - I refer to the document ISB1-Vl6/Cl6 - in which some relevant 
questions 'l\'Crc raised and Nauru's interpretation of the problem was expressed. Nauru also 
confirmed its position in the written statement submitted to the Chamber. 

In particular, Nauru considers that, takins into account the lack of clarity on the issue, 
it will be difficult for a State to assess potential risks and liability before commencing 
activities in the Arca, and this fact may prevent some States - for instance, developing OllC$ -

from participating in activities in the Area. That would supposedly constirutc a bleach of the 
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Convention clause, providing the promotion of cJicctive participalion of developing Suues in 
activities in the Area- article 148 of the Convention. 

In Nauru's view, the vague tenns describing responsibility and liabiliiy of the 
sponsoring States should be clarified with regard lo the lirnitcd capabilities of dC''Cloping 
States to control contrac:ting entities, which in most cases are independent from the 
sponsoring State, thus leading to their failure to ensure crrcctive compliance with the 
Convention's requirements. 

Moreover, Annex 111, anlclc 4, paragraph 4, of the Convention, by stating th:it 
a sponsoring State shall not be liable if it has adopted laws and regulations and taken 
measures which are "within the framework of its legal system, reasonably appropriate for 
securing compliance"', implies, in Nauru's opinion, a subjective element and supposedly 
gives grounds to asswnc that the measures required may vary from State to State. 

1'he Russian Federation believes that such an approach is erroneous and contradicts 
the basic principles of the Convention. 

In the view of the Rus ian Federation, the Convention contains no subjective elements 
which could allow States to interpret ii [on the basis of] their own economic or any other 
capacities. The words "necessary'' and "(reasonably) appropriate", though in some sense 
unclear, arc strongly linked to the basic provisions of the Convention governing the ac1ivi1ies 
in the Arca and can be intapretcd only in integrity with them. They imply an entirely 
objective standard for the liability and rcsponsibilicy of the sponsoring Statcs. 

As to the preclusion of developing States from clTcetive participalion in activities in 
the Area due to their inability to assess potential risks and liabilities, we would like to draw 
the Chamber's attention to the wording of anicle 148, which envisages the promotion of 
developing States only in cases "specifically provided for in this Part". There ore clear 
provisions stipulating wtain privileged conditions for developing States: for example, 
article 143, paragraph 3(b) - developing programmes for the benefit of developing States; 
article 144, paragraph l(b) - the transfer of technology and scientific knowledge 10 
developing States; or article I SO(h) - the protcclion of developing States from adverse 
effects. Thus, the approach presupposing application of different Sllllldards of rcspons'ib.ility 
and liability 10 developed and/or developing States as a form of promotion oflhe latter would 
go beyond the principle introduced in article 148, as there is no such provision in the 
Convention thal refers to a special approach 10 the needs of developing States in terms of 
their responsibility or liability. 

Furthermore, article 150(g) IQfcrs to "the enhancement of opponunitics for all States 
Parties, irrespective of their social and economic systems or geographical location, to 
participate in the development of the resources of the Area" as one of the policies n:la1ing to 
activities in the Arca. In case different standards of State responsibility and liability are 
applied., the opponuoitics for developing Stales to carry out activities in the Area would be 
substantially higher than those of the developed ones. That may lead to a siLuation where 
private companies seeking a sponsoring State would prefer only those States \\ilerc potential 
risks are lower and liabititic~ arc less onerous. 

The same approach of developing a single standard of responsibility for all States 
should be applied when analyzing the issue of the necessary and appropriate measures that a 
sponsoring State must take in order to fulfil its obligations under the Convention. The 
wording of Annex III, article 4, paragraph 4, of the Convention, though containing 
uncer1aincy, does not, however, imply any subjective clement Jn the view or the Russian 
Federation, the words "... \\i lhin the framework of its legal system ... " should not be 
interpreted so as to imply a different standard of responsibility for each State. The 
aforementioned phrase is used only to point out po§sible differences in the legal nature or 
fonn of regulations and measures adopted by States in order to fulfil their obligations under 
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the Convention. For instance, such a difference may emerge due 10 objective reasons; 
different States may have quite di fTerenl legal systems -Anglo-Saxon, continental, et cc1era. 

Bearing in mind the arguments referred to above, the Russinn Federation has oome 10 

the following conclusions: 
First, the Convention distinguishes the responsibility of States and obligo1io11s of 

contractors. The contractor's duty is 10 comply with the provisions ofthc Convention and the 
terms of its contract, whereas the responsibility of States is described in Annex 111, article 4, 
paragraph 4, and consists of adopting laws lll.,d taking administrative measures which are 
reasonably appropriate for securing compliance by persons under their jurisdiction. Al the 
same time the Authority bears primary responsibility to control the compliance by any entity 
'"ith the Convention ,mile the State's duty is 10 assist the Authority by adopting laws and 
taking admir1istrative measures. 

Second, the necessary and appropriate measures that a sponsoring Stllte must take in 
order 10 fulfil its responsibility oonsist in constructing a multilevel system of control 
measures over activities of sponsored entities, adopting enforceable laws and establishing 
administrative bodies that would be responsible for enforcing them, preventing violations 
thereof and imposing sanctions against the violators. The bare fact of making a sponsoring 
conlmct with an entity will not exempt a State from liability. 

Third, a State may be liable only for omission to adopt laws and lake administrative 
measures, not for activity by eotitiC!, and only in case of damage being caused by any failure 
of a contractor sponsored by the State to comply with its obligations. A contractor shall take 
primary liability, whereas States take no subsidiary liability. 

Founh, a single standard should be applied with regard to the responsibilities, 
obligations and the extent of liability of sponsoring States and co what ncccssary and 
appropriate measures a sponsoring State is required to take. 

I would like to thank )OU, Mr ~idcnt, and distinguished Members of the Chamber. 

The President: 
Thnnk you very muclt, Mr Titushkin. 

I now give the floor to the representative of the Intergovernmental Oc.canographic 
Commission of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 

Mr Dcsa, you have the Ooor. 
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STATEMENT OF MR DESA 
UNESCO/IOC 
LITLOS/PV.2010/4/Rev.2, E, p. 9-14] 

MrDesa: 
Mr President, distinguished Members of the Seabed Chrunber, it is an honour for the 

Intergovernmental Occanogr.iphic Commission of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cull\ll'll Organization (UNESCO/IOC) to appear before the Tribunal in the present 
advisory proceedings. 

I will present to you the oornments of UNESCO/IOC regarding the questions for 
which the advisory opinion is sought. These proceedings are of great impor1Ance for 
UNESCO/IOC, which is following them with keen attention. 

Mr President, I \\ish to pn:scnt the views of UNESCO/IOC on some scientific aspects 
of the questions on which the Chamber is requested 10 advise, which arc of particular 
relevance to UNESCO/IOC in the light of its mandate and the work that it has developed. 

As you know, science looks at the seabed and ocean floor and subsoil thereof as 
natural laboratories decoupled from anthropogenic influences. These laboratories need 
prc$CMltion for this reasons and because they are the refuge of unique and vulnerable marine 
ecosystems comprising abundant and rare biodiversity. These ecosystems comprise species 
that have slow growth rates, high longevity and low fccimdity which may or may not recover 
from any sort of adverse impacts. 

As human exploration of our seas reaches deeper and further from shores, technology 
is reaching its limits and starts to fail, in some cases expensively and destructively. Liabilities 
can be in excess of the ODP of many least developing countries seeking mineral exploration 
in the Arca, leading to unrecoverable damages to 1he common herimgc of mankind. 

ll is for all the above ~ns and more that UNESCO/IOC advocates the 
precautionary principle in its approach 10 the exploiration in the Area, thereby complying 
with what is established in article 209 of UNCLOS. 

Mr President, my intention now is nol to analyze issues concerning the threshold of 
compliance: nor of Siate responsibility, but LO focus on the content of the obligations 
contained in UNCLOS and on the 1994 Agreement, and among these only those directly 
related to the mandate and work of UNESCO/IOC, in particular marine scientific rcsc:arch 
and transfer of marine 1eehnology, as UNESCOnOC is reco~ by the United National 
General Assembly as a competent international organization in the field of transfe~ of marine 
1echnology in accordance with Part XlV of UNCLOS and as a focal point on matters of 
marine science. Additionally, anicle 144 and section S of the annex to the 1994 Agrccrncnt 
establish obllgntion.s relating to the transfer of marine tc:tlu1ology, including the obligation LO 

promote in1ema1ionat technical and scientific cooperation with regard to activities in the Area 
by developing scientific and cooperation prog,ammes in marine science and technology and 
the protection and preservation of the marine enviroMJcnt. 

In acoordancc with nrticle 143 of UNCLOS, Sunes Parties may carry out marine 
scientific research in the Area provided that they promote international cooperation by 
ensuring that the research is conducted for the benefit of all nations, including developing 
countries, and by effectively disseminating the results and analysis. 

Towards that end, in 1997 UNESCO/IOC established, through Resolution XIX-19, 
the Advisory Body of E.xperts on the Law of the Sea (IOC/ABE-LOS) with the mandate to 
develop cri teria and guidelines for the implementation of the general obligation of transfer of 
marine technology contained in 811icle 271 of UN CLOS. 

In 2003 IOCIABE-LOS approved the final draft of the Criteria ond G11/delines on the 
Transfer of Marine Technology. Later that year, the UNESCO/IOC Assembly endorsed them 
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at its 22"' session through Resolution XXrt-12. For its pan, lhe UN General Assembly, 
through Resolution 58/240, welcomed their adoption and encouraged UNESCO/IOC to 
continue to disseminate and implement them, and, similarly, encouraged States to use them. 

As for marine scientific researcb, in 2001 the UN Oeneml Assembly. through 
Resolution S3/12, invited UNESCO/IOC to request IOC/ABE-LOS to develop, in 
cooperation v.itb the Division of Ocean Affairs and Law of 1hc Sea (DOALOS) and with 
regional or sub-regional organizations, procedures under Part XIIJ of UNCLOS related to 
marine sciencific rtscaR:h. 

In 2006 the IOC/ABE-LOS approved lhe "Procedure for the application of 
Article 247'' through Resolution XXIll-8. The UN General Assembly, for its part. welcomed 
iL 

Mr PresidenL although l'C$0lutions of UNESCO/IOC Assembly do nol fall under the 
category of sources of in1emational law as defined in Article 38 of the Scatutc of lhe 
International Court of Justice, they set forth guidelines and recommendations for the Member 
States and arc considered a vital part of intemational law making process. For ins1ance, 
UNESCO/IOC's guidelines on tranSfer of marine technology as well as the implC!llencation 
procedure for marine scientific research, adopted by its Assembly, sometimes serve as a base 
from "hich national lcgisla1ion is drawn in Member States. Therefore, the impact of these 
resolutions on the State practice in the field of marine scientific research cannot be 
underestimated. 

For example, the criteria and guidelines on the 1raru1fer of marine tccl:mology funber 
develop what is established in part XIV of UNCLOS by defining wfou "marine technology" 
means and by establishing some useful criteria of how the transfer of marine technology 
should benefit all parties concerned. As for the implementation of Part XIII ofUNCLOS, that 
regulates marine scientific research, for example the procedure, and seeks to enhance the 
transparency of State Parties' conditions required for obtaining an authorization to carry out 
research acti vitics. 

Mr President, in this sense note has thus to be taken that out of the 160 States Parties 
to UNCLOS (as of I March 2010), UNESCO/IOC Member States amount to 138 (as or 
14 September 2010). While part of UNESCO/IOC membership differs from the Parties to 
UNCLOS, it is however fair Lo say that the great majority of UNCLOS States Parties arc also 
Members of the Commission. 

We would funhermon: like to olfcr UNESCO's assistance regarding add=sing the 
threat to submerged archaeological sites located in the Area. 

The oceans arc filled with the traces of human existence. This includes some millions 
of shipwrecks, prehistoric dwellings, ruins and artefaCIS. Many of them are located in the 
Area and are or immense importanee for the comprehension of the development ofhummi1y. 
Unfortunat.ely, many cases arise, where such submerged archaeological sites arc damaged or 
destroyed by negatively-impacting activities. These range from pipeline laying. drilling, 
mineral extraction, trawling and dredging to international creasurc: hunt. 

In respcel of articles 149 ond 303 of UNCLOS, UNESCO has complemented these 
regulations, as it has the protection of culture in its mandate. Its Oeneral Conference adopted 
in 200 I the Convention on the t>rotcction of the Underwater Cultuml Heritage that 
complements UNCLOS in all respects of its provisions additionally providing useful 
guidance in general in the m:itter of submerged culrural heritage. The UNESCO Underwater 
Cultuml Heritage Convention has been ratified by 33 States. 

The UN"ESCO Undcrwaicr Culrural Heritage Convention explains in much greater 
detail than UN CLOS the obligations of States to preserve underwater cultural hericage in lhe 
Area. It contains also scientific guidelines on how to intervene: on underwater heritage. While 
it only opplies yet to its 33 States Parties, the UNESCO Underwater Cultural Heritage 
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Convention may give the Chamber a general picture of what exactly underwater cultwal 
heritage is, how it should be protected and which measures States would ha\·c to take 10 
protect it. The UNESCO Underwater Cultural Heritage Convention gives, for example, in its 
Article S, a direction on which measures should be illken to pre~nt damage through 
industrial activities. The Scientific and Technical Advisory Body of the UNESCO 
Underwater Cultuml Heritage Convention has also pronounced on which measures should be 
taken, including more considerate authorization procedures and the sharing of infonnation 
between the various authoritic:s. J draw especially attention to its recent recommendations 
STAB 1/S available at UNESCO's website. 

ln conclusion, Mr President, UNESCOflOC respectfully considers that some of the 
elements of both its criteria and guidelines on the transfer of marine technology and of the 
procedure for lhe application of article 24 7 of UJI/CLOS could be useful for lhc Chamber 10 
answer the question submitted by lhe Seabed Authority. 

UNESCO/IOC believes that the compliance or the provisions n:latcd 10 the uansfer of 
marine technology and the conduct of marine scientific resean:h contained in UNCLOS and 
elaborated by lhe two UNESCO/IOC instNments should be analyscd in relation to the O\'crall 
principle governing the activities in the Area; that is the notion of common heritage of 
mankind. 

Furthcnnon:, it is our finn conviction that for the implementation of these and all 
other provisions relevant for !he matter Wider examination, the principle of special and 
differential treatment for developing countries has lo be kept in mind. This principle has 
produced specific and diffcrcntialed rig.hts and obligations for developing countries explicitly 
set in the text of the Convention which aim 10 take into account their interest and protect the 
notion of common heritage of mankind. 

The special and differential treatment for de\•eloping countries, explicitly provided for 
within the provisions themselves, have resulted in the incorporalion into the legal norm the de 
facto differences betwcc.n these and the rest oftbc States Parties to UNCLOS. 

Mr Pn:sidcnt, distinguished Members of the Chamber, on behalf of UNESCO/IOC, 
I thank you for your auention and hope these elements will help the Seabed Chamber in the 
outcome of the present proceeding.,. 

77rt President: 
Thank you very much, Mr Desa. 

I now give tlie 0oor to the rcpresentati\·es of the International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature, who requested a speaking time of 45 minutes. 
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Ms Pczy,1e: 
Mr President, Members ol'the Chamber. It is an honour to appear before you today on behalf 
of the lntem(ltional Union for the Conservation of Nature. 

I propose, fim, to discus:; the special legal nature of areas beyond national 
jurisdiction, which include the Area, and the consequences of their status as global commons. 
My colleague, Mr Makgill, will then speak of remaining differences in views concerning 
lesal obligations and the nature and content of necessary and appropriate measures to be 
taken by States. My colleague Mr Anton will address diffcrc:nccs concerning the nature and 
extent of the liability of States and will offer a summary of our statement. 

In these introductory remarks, I invite you to consider the context in which the 
oblisations and measures of which we speak will come into play. Our concern is not only for 
harm to the mineral resources of the deep seabed, but to the physical and bioloaical systems 
of the ocean that ore found on the sea noor, the water column and the surface. 

What liability regime is established by the Convention, the 1994 Agreement and other 
relevant principles of international law, with regard to activities in the Arca and their ctTcct 
on the areas beyond national jurisdiction or areas within national jurisdiction? 

First, spccil1c treaty tenns applicable to the Arca are inte11wincd with the international 
legal rules and nonns that govern the global commons. 

Second, international law recognizes an obligation trgo omnes of States to ensure that 
activities \\'ithin their jurisdiction and control do not hann the environment of 11rc.1S beyond 
national jurisdiction, that is, the global commons. 

Third, a seamless and complete liability scheme is needed to protect the shared 
interests of all States ln the global commons, as trustees for all hwnanity. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, the Area is, by del1nition, limited to '1hc 
seabed and ocean 0oor and subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national jurisdiction", and it, 
Mas well as its resources, are the common heritage of mruikind". 

In the early days of international law, such regions beyond national jurisdiction were 
considered res n11lli1is - I hat is, owned by no-one. 

Taking account of new facts and deeper knowledge. today ibc Area is consideml m 
comm11ni1, part of the global commons. The innovative and complex regime described in 
Pan XI of the Convention and the 1994 Agreement was developed to protect this community 
interest in the mineral resources of the Arca on a non-discriminatory basis. 

But there Is gJCalCr complexity in the concept of res communis: Arvid Pardo said, in 
I 971, ''Ocean space is an ecological whole. vital to man.'' Its common heritage resoun:es 
include the high seas and environmental resources \~nose protection may invoke the "global 
concerns of humanity as a whole". 

Ambassador Pardo went on to exp~ concern that "rp]rcscnt international law is not 
designed to cope with the new intensity and diversity of our use of ocean space." He pointed 
out that we cannot l11ink of the seas and oc~ in terms of"scctors divided by fictitious legal 
lines" but - and we submit, this is panicularly true in the context of responsibility and 
liability - "as a whole:, comprising the surface, water column, OCC3Il floor and its subsoil". A 
nwnber of States have referred to the nonns that pertajn to the international law of the 
environment, which has developed signil1canlly since 1971. 

The legal concept or the common heritage has developed progressively in 
international law. In the middle of the twentieth century, "common heritage of mankind'' was 
primarily, though not exclusively, understood as a statement of common ownership of 
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resources on a non-discriminatory basis, but focused on "elements of wealth", that is, 
minerals. 

"Equally, however, it was meant as a statemelll of legal nomu indicating the moral 
imperative of protecting the marine environment and its resources ... :is a legacy for furun: 
generations." 

The Convention provides for both, with a set of rules to implement cooperation with 
regard to mineral resource development in Part XI and the 1994 Agreement. h provides for 
managemeni and protection of other resources elsewhere, and particularly in Pa11 XII. 

We ask thls honourable Chamber to consider the development in scicotitic knowledge 
of lhc ocean's resources, humanity's increasing exploitation of them, and lhc law's 
commco.surate growth in this area. While minerals and fisheries are ocean resources wilh 
market value, the ocean system's role in stabilizing climate and marine biodiversity are 
examples of public na!Ural resources that evoke the common concern of humankind. 

An indication of the seriousness with whicll States and intergovernmental 
organizations consider this is their undertaking of marine ecosystem-based management and 
mnrine spatial planning to ensure that all of the ocean's valuable resources are preserved and 
used in a sustainable manner, for example through the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission of UNESCO. 

International law and domestic law rccognfae the value of non-market ecosystem 
services, even when they are not priced oommcrcially. Treaties, domestic legislation, and 
general international law consider damage to non-market natural resources as compensable 
bann, and have developed methods of valuing them. 

The potential harm that may result from activities to develop mineral resources in the 
Arca, which is the subject of this inquiry, threatens ocean resources which are the subjects of 
humanity's common concern. 

The existence or obligations ergo omnes, those "obligations of a State towards lhe 
international community as a whole'', was recognized by the Hague Co\111 in the Barcelona 
Traction case in 1970. The CouJ1 explained that "[b)y their very nature [such obligations] are 
the concern of all States. ln view of the importance of the rights involved, all States can be 
held to have a legal intere l in their protection; they are obligations ergo om11es." 

More recently, in the legality of IM Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory 
Opinion, the Court also recognized, 

that the environment is not an abstraction but represents the living space, the 
quality of life and the ,·ery health of human beings, including generations unborn. 
The existence of the general obligation of States to ensure that activities within 
their jurisdiction and control respect the cnvironl11(11t of Ol!!cr Sratcs or of areas 
beyond mdional control is oow l)3rt of the corpus of international law relating to 
the cnvironmcnL 

This leads to lhc oonclusion that the protection of areas beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction, which include but are not limited to the Area, is an obligation of all States to the 
international community, which is represented by States in a role that is sometimes described 
as that of"trustces". 

States recognize, in their statements submitted to this Chamber, that one consequence 
of the special status of the Area is the need to prevent, mitigate and control any harm that 
may arise from activities undertaken there. Many States have argued that although 
international law does not provide a precise definition of due diligence, a high standard is 
called for in this case because the Arca is the common heritage of humankind, and 
exploration, prospecting and exploitation entail a high level of risk. TI1e proposed activiliC$ in 
the Area are to be undertaken remote from land, often at great depth. For these reasons, and 
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because of the experimental nature of these activities, they arc pote.ntially bawrdous to 
scientific research, 10 the living resources of the sea, to the ocean system, and even to future 
exploitation of mineral resouroes. 

Other States point out that all Stat~ Panics to the Convention bear an equal 
responsibili ty within the Arca, as a consequence of its status as part of the common heritage. 
This responsibility entails a commensurately high level of environ.mental protection. 

I submit, and Mr Anton will further discuss, tbat the higher standard should include 
assurance that, nhhough the primary focus is on the sponsored contractor, there should be no 
gap in liability, a view shared by a number of States. We do not believe that the relevant 
contractors and other potentially responsible panics which may be directly responsible for 
damage will always be capable of providing a sufficient remedy. "Appropriate and necessary 
m=urts" are those that assure the st.ron_gest prevention. And emphasis should be on 
precaution because or the risk of irreparable harm. This all \\111 need national regulation to 
implement each State's obligations, which must al least attain the minimum of international 
standards and observe that the customary obligations of cooperation, notice, CJCchange of 
information and no harm, are applied to common areas. 

\Ve have only to look at the recent blow-out of the Deepwater Horizon exploratory oil 
drilling rig in the Oulf of Mexico 10 see thal difficulties in pro\~ding environmental 
protcttion exist even for States that have strong legislative authority for protcclion of the 
environment during hazardous resource cx1r11Ction. We sec that, even within the 200 mile 
limit, working far from shore and at gn:al depth increases risk of catastrophe. We see that 
major development calls for multiple operators, some with thei.r chicr assets located in a 
different country. The strict, joint and several liability thnt tl1e US Oil Pollution Act imposes 
removes the burden of proving fault or negligence as a threshold matter. The Act also 
recognizes pure environmental damage and requires reinstatement of the environment. 
Without these provisions, it is wilikely that the damaged marine and coastal environment 
would be fully restored in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Legal measures at least this strong arc consistent with the purpose of the Convention 
and arc appropriate in light or the danger of causing irreparable hann to valuable common 
resources and ''to ensure the conservalion and sustainable and equitable use of all high seas 
resources", as called for in the IUC 10 Principles for High Seas Governance. 

A:5 I noted in my introduction, this is a new area of law, as the common heriuigc of 
mankind is itself a new principle of intemational law, relatively speaking. The Cbwnber may 
dccide that some of these principles arc 001 yet finnly anchored in international law. l.n that 
case, we invite the Chamber to ensure that this opinion does not foreclose the further 
development and integration of these principles as practice and experience dictate. 

Mr President, Membcn of the (Cbambl:r], this concludes my presentation and I thank 
you for your kind attention. I would be grateful, Mr President, if you could now call upon 
MrMakgilL 

The President: 
Thank you very much, Ms Payne. 

I now call on Mr Makgill. 
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MrMakgi/1: 
Mr President, Members of the Chamber, ii is an honour to appear before you today on behalf 
ofthelUCN. 

I propose to addtcss the legal obligations of sponsoring States under the Convention, 
and the necessary and appropriate measures that they must take in order to fulfil those 
obligations. 

My submissions are that sponsoring States must satisfy three principal obligations 
wider the: Convention. TI1ese arc: 

(a) The obligation to balance their aspirations for development of the Area \,i th 
its preservation and protection. 

(b) The obligaLion to adopt la~-, and regulations and to 1alce odrninistrati\'e 
measures within their legal systems for securing compliance by persons under lheir 
jurisdiction. 

(e) TI1e obligation to satisfy international standards of due diligence when making 
provision for laws and measures within their legal systems. 

Turning lo my lirst submission, it is importllltt, in light of Articles 31(1) and (2) of the 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, to consider the Convention in accordance with its 
purpose and in its entirety wbcn determining the legal obligations of States sponsoring seabed 
mining in the Area. 

Particular consideration should be accorded to the development of resources togclhc:r 
with the: protection and preservation of the marine environment, as provided for wider the 
preamble to the Convention and its subsequent partS, espc<:ially articles 145 and 193. 

This approach accords \vilh the concept of sustainable development recognised by the 
World Commission on Sustainable Developmenl in its report, Our Common Future. and 
commonly applied as a guide for international action. 

The concept of sustainable development calls for a balancing of development with 
environmental protection, as recognised by the International Cowt of Justice in the 
Gabclkb,•o-Nagymaros case. Most recently in the Pulp Mills case, the International Court of 
Justice observed that it is ''the balance between economic development and environmental 
protection that is the essence of sustainable development:' 

IC is acknowledged that the concept of sustainable development is relatively new in 
terms of international law. The precise tenn is unlikely to have been at the: forefront of the 
minds of the an:hitccu of the Convention when they drafted Parts Xl or XII. 

Nevertheless, the "Area and its resources are the common heritage of mankind'', as set 
out under article 136 of Con\•ention. The principle of common heritage, as discussed by my 
colleague Ms Payne, was formulated with the intention of recognising that while States 
Parties were entitled to develop the Area's rcsot1rces on a non-discriminatory basis, they were 
also wider a duty to protect the ecological values of that environmenL 

It is possible, in this sense, co read the notion of sustainable development into the 
purpose of the Convention insofar as resource use and environmental protection arc set out in 
the Convention's preamble and its subsequent parts. This was indeed the approach of the 
International Court of Justice when faced with similarly worded provisions in the Pulp Mills 
case, as alluded to in the earlier quote that I cited. This point is not simply one of academic 
interest. It suppons the view expressed in the IUCN's wri1cen statement that the intcrprctation 
of a sponsoring State's obligations under the Convention should be J'l:lld subject to the 
provisions of both Part XI and Part XII of the Convention. 
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It is too narrow a reading of the Convention to interpret a sponsoring State's 
obligations Wlde.r the Convention as compartmentalised within Part XI. Rather, when the 
purpose of the Convention is read together with references to the Convention per se under 
article 145 of Part XI and Annex. Ill, article 4, paragn1ph 4, it is evident that a sponsoring 
State' s obligat.ions also need to be considered in light of Part XU. 

This approach is given further weight wider article 142, paragraph 3, of the 
Convention which expressly provides that any rights granted under t>art Xl shall not "affect 
the rights of coastal States to take such measures consiste111 with the relevant provisions of 
Part XII as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate or eliminate grave and imminent danger to 
their coastlines ... " 

At least two Slates Parties concur with this view. Indeed, it appears that the Seabed 
Authority included reference to the Con\-ention in Question I specifically 10 expand its scope 
beyond Part Xl. 

The balancing of development aspirations with en,oironmcntal protection under the 
Convention calls for the various rights of sponsoring States pertaining to the development of 
resources in the Area to be read together ,,~th the full range of measures available for 
protection and preservation of the marine environment under the Convention. 

This is important because we maintain that the measures that sponsoring States have 
an obligation to make provision for within their legal systems arc derived from both Parts XI 
and XII of the Convention. 

Turning to my second submission, it is imponaot to recognise that the Seabed 
Authority and sponsoring States both have obligations under Part XJ of the Convention. 

Article 153, paragraph 4, places the primary obligation on the Seabed Authority to 
control activities in the Area and a corresponding obligation on sponsoring States to assist the 
Authority with compliance. 

While article 153, paragraph 4, provides that the Authority's obligation is to regulate 
actMtics in the Area under international law, Annex Jll, article 4, paragraph 4, makes it clear 
that States Parties have the obligation of "securing the compliance of persons Wldcr [their) 
jurisdiction." 

Indeed, sponsoring States must adopt legislative and administrative measures to 
secure compliance \\ith the Convention. This approach is supported in the Pulp MIiis case 
where the International Court of Justice found in respect of similarly worded provisions that: 
'"(T)he obligation assumed by the Parties ... is to adopt appropriate rules and measures within 
the framework of their respective domestic legal systems to protect and preserve the ... 
environment and prevent pollution". 

One State says that "Li Jntroducing and enforcing domestic laws and regulations 
constitutes a crucial element of the obllgalions of States Parties under An. 139 of the 
Convention and Aniele 4 paragraph 4, of Annex ID." Another State adds, in respect of 
Annex ill, article 4, paragraph 4, that it requires monitoring and enforcement in a meaningful 
manner. "[T]he word 'sccurin8' is employed instead of such terms as 'facilitating' , 
'encouraging' or 'urging' compliance. The test must then be that such mellSUl'es, whether 
legislative or administrative, must be effective enough to ·secure' compliance by the 
sponsored entity with the applicable rules." 

The approach of the aforementioned States Parties is supported insofar IU article 139 
and Annex 111, article 4, paragraph 4, are interpreted as requiring a sponsoring State to enact 
and enforce legislation designed to ensure the compliance of its nationals with the provisions 
of the Convention. Authority for this approach is again found in the Pulp Mills case. 

Turning to my third submission, the mcasun:s that sponsoring States are obliged to 
take when enacting legislation 10 ensure compliance in the Area an: derived from Parts Xl 
and XJI of the Convenlion, and so we can see a continuing theme to my argument. This 
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includes Inter a/ia the regulations promulgated by the Seabed Autbori1y under Part XJ and 
other sources of international law under aniclc 235, paragraph I, of lhe Conven1ion. 

Some parties emphasize that the measures to be adopted under domes1ie legislation 
are for 1he sponsoring State Lo determine and that this Tribunal bas no jurisdiction to make 
findings on the specific content of domestic legislation. This is correct insofar as Stales 
Parties mUS1 retain sovereign jurisdiction 10 tailor measures to their own legnl systems. 

Ncvenheless, there seems 10 be a general acceptance amongst the States Panics that 
the measures taken under domestic legislation must not fall below international s1andards of 
due diJigence. In the Pulp Mills case the Court identified this as a level of due diligence that 
ensures: " ... that the rules and measures adopted by the parties both have to confonn to 
applicable international agreements and to take account of internationally agreed technical 
standards". 

The rationale for requiring sponsoring States to satisfy international standards mwt be 
that those States do not exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights over the Area as set out 
under article I 37, paragraph I. Sponsoring States must in eff((:t enact legislation making 
provision for "necessary and appropriate mC.!SUl'CS" in order to be able to exercise rights 
under the Convention to develop resolll'CCs in the Area. 

As my colleague Ms Payne points out, the measures that sponsoring States should 
take under Parts XI and XII of the Convention cannot be set out in a definitive list without 
a factual basis 11gainst which to position them. Nevertheless, I invite the Chamber to consider 
that both the Convention and customary international law make provision for int.emational 
standards of due diligence that need to be incorporated within domestic legislation and wed 
to guide the "ncccss:uy and appropriate measures'' that sponsoring States must take. These 
include inter alia: 

(a) adherence to the following environmental principles: (i) protection and 
preservation as required under anicles 14S, 192 and 194, paragrllph S, of the Convention; (ii) 
bcs1 practice as required under article 194, paragraph I, of the Con,•ention; (iii) the duty to 
prevent damage as set out under article 194, paral!Jllph 2, and generally required under 
customary international law; (iv) the duty of cooperation as set out in the MOX Plant Cart; 
and M the p~autionary approach as provided for under Article 31(2) of the Regulations on 
Prospecting and Exploration for Polymctallic Nodules in the Area. 

(b) (The international standards of due diligence also include) implementation of 
the following environmental practices: (i) appropriate, l1111lSparent scicnlific data collection 
and research as set out under article 200 of the Convention and Article 31(4) of the 
Regulations; (ii) environmental impact assessment as set ou1 in the P11/p Mills case; (iii) 
notification as provided for under article 198 of the Convention; (iv} contingency planning as 
required under 3.l'liclc 199; and (v) monitoring as provided for under Article 32(6) of the 
Regulations. 

A number of these measures arc referred to in the wriuen statements of the olher 
parties. Key amongst these measures arc the follo,ving: 

(a) the precautionary approach; 
(b) monitoring and evaluation; and 
(c) Environmental Impact Assessment. 
Likewise, we heard in oral submissions yesterday of certain fundamental measw-es to 

be taken \\-ithin a sponsoring State's lcga.l system. These include: 
(a) Again, the obligation to cany out Envirorunental Impact Assessment; 
(b) The obligation periodically to review laws, regulations and administrntive 
measures; and 
(c) The obligation to monitor the implementation of laws, regulations and 
administrative measures. 
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It is respectfully submitted lhat sponsoring Stites must make pro,➔sion for the above 
international standards of due diligence when enacting domestic legislation io secure 
compliance under the Convention. These international stllldards arc by and large expressly 
provided for under tile Convention and its regulations. Sponsoring States m: of course 
entitled to choose how these standards m: expressed within their legislative systems, but they 
must, it is submitted, nonetheless ensure that those standards are provided for. 

l be Chamber is invited to address these standards in order to offer sponsoring States 
the clarity they have sought as 10 the level of due diligence that must be satisfied when 
enacting legislation to secure compliance with the Convention. 

Mr President, Members of the [Chamber), this concludes my submissions. Thank you 
for the opponunity to be heard. I would be grateful, ~ir Ptcsident, if you could now call upon 
Mr Anton. 

The Pnsidtnl: 
Thank you very much, Mr Makgill. 

I now call oo Mr Anton to take the floor. 
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STATEMENT OF MR ANTON 
IUCN (CONTINUED) 
(JTI,OS/PV.2010/4/Rev.2, E, p. 2S-32l 

MrA11ton: 
May it please the Chamber. Mr President, Members of the Chamber, I am very conscious that 
I have the high honour on bcholr of the IUCN or concluding the oral statements in this 
historic hearing on the first iaiuest for an advisory opinion by this Chamber - a daunting 
prospect, following so many learned submissions by my eminent counterparts who, after the 
past three days, I now count among friends. 

I am also conscious of the time. I had intended to make five submissions to you today, 
but in the interest of expediting ma.uers I will Limit my submissions to three. 
I now turn to the final pm or the submission on behalr of the IUCN, that is the extent of state 
liability for the failure or a sponsored entity 10 comply with the provisions of the Convention. 

171e l'rtsldent: 
If I may interrupt you, Mr Anton, you can take your time, but please go slov.1y for the 
interpreters. Please do not feel that you arc pressed by time. 

MrAn1011: 
Thank you, Mr President. My submission highlights issues that appear 10 remain open and is 
in tlll'Cc parts: first, the liability of a sponsoring State " ill arise in certain circwnstanccs under 
the Convention and general international law for injury caused to the Area and marine 
environment by the lawful activities of a sponsored entiiy; second, in the contex1 of 
hwrdous activities, lhe exercise of due diligence by a sponsoring State docs not exculpate 
that State from responsibility or liability for injury caused by a sponsoring State under its 
jurisdiction and control; and, third, under the Convention and gcocral international law, 
States ha,•e a residual liability to cnswe prompt and adequate compensation for injury, 
including remcdiation of the marine environment in the event that the primary liability of a 
sponsored entity or other parties, for whatc,'Cr reason, is not engaged or is insufficient 

I now turn to my first submission, !hat the liability of a sponsoring State will arise in 
certain circwnstanccs under the Convention and general international law for injury caused to 
the Area or mnrine environment by the lawful activities or a sponsored tntil)'. 

The st8J1ing point for analysis is the Convention's provisions that anticipate the 
application or extra-Covcntional rules on the subject of liability, particularly article 139, 
paragraph 2, article 23S, paragraphs I and 3, and article 304. Aside from one exception, we 
have generally heard during this hc11n,1Q that these articles establish that liability under lhe 
Convention is to be botl1 in accordance wilh general international law on liability and without 
prejudice to its further development or application. 

I submit that article 304 is not a mere '\vitbout prejudice" clause, as has been 
511ggcsted. While "v.ithout prejudice" clauses arc in themselves important to !he application 
of law outside the Convention, article 304 is different Article 304 reads: "The provisions of 
!his Convention regarding rcsponsibiliiy and liability for damage are without prejudice to the 
application of existing rules." It is clear that lhe article 304 reference to the existing rules 
regarding responsibility and liability is a reference to present lcpl nonns and not mere 
policy, as has been suggested. This conclusion is con tinned by a look 111 article 23S, which, i11 
relation to international obligations concerning the protection and preservation of lhe marine 
environment, provides that States are responsible for the fulfilment of those obligations and 
shall be liable in a«:0rdance with intem,.tional law. or course, the Convention is part of 
international law, but international law is more general. 
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Accordingly, the application of these provisions plainly requires a regard for not only 
the extent of liability pro\oided for by the Convention but also, under the Convention's O\\ll 

terms, for that provided by general international law. This bas two imponaru ramifications. 
First, it is beyond cavil today that the practice or Slllles accepted us law establishes 

that a State's responsibility and liability for injury in the Area and beyond remains fully 
engaged with regard to the actions of ics agents, organs or individual actors, including the 
sponsored entities, that it directs or controls. This is a well-sculed doet:rine under the law of 
State responsibility. 

Second, and more relevant for my first submission, the obligation to prevent 
environmental harm, discussed by my co-counsel Mr Makgill, includes the duty of a State to 
protect the environment in areas beyond national jurisdiction against hanu caused by private 
activities under its jurisdiction and control. This obligation runs to sponsored entities 
operating in the Area. ll is a primary obligation resting on sponsoring States, the breach of 
which gives rise to state responsibility and, without more, the dUty lo make appropriate 
reparations. 

More importantly, the obligation to prevent harm applies to harm caused by lawful 
activities, including those of a sponsored entity under a sponsoring State's jurisdiction and 
control. 

Tht PresfdcnJ: 
Mr Anton, the inlc,preters are still having difficulty. 

Mr Anion: 
I run sorry. I will slow down. This means that the apparent limitations on a sponsoring State's 
liability under article I 39, paragraph 2, and AMCX m, article 4, paragraph 4, or the 
Convention have no bearing in the circumstances. 

When these limiting provisions do apply, in the ordinary course of events, a State that 
takes all reasonable measures to ensure that a sponsored entity complies with its obligations 
under the Convention will limit its liability accordingly. Th:11 seems 10 be the plain meaning 
of these provisions, in context and in light of the objects and pu,poses of the Convention. 

However, they do not apply in the context of injury caused by lawful activities carried 
out by II sponsored entity, because by the terms of the Convention these limitations on State 
liability only apply to wrongflll acts by the sponsored entity. namely a failure 10 comply with 
ics obligations under Part XI and, more broadly, the Convention. 

Additionally, general international law establishes that a State will be liable for injury 
in two further situations, cvcu in the face of the limitations on State liability established in 
article 139, paragraph 2, and Annex lll, article 4, paragraph 4, as my second and third 
submissions will show. 

Before turning to these submissions, however, I want to emphasize that the apparent 
limitations on a sponsoring State's liability under a narrow interpretation of the Convention 
create at least two situations in which no party will be held liable for injury 10 the common 
hcri111ge of humanity or the marine environment. 

These gaps in liability will present themselves if ( I) injury arises because a sponsored 
entity fails 10 comply with its obligations but is insolvent or its assets shielded and the 
sponsoring State has taken all necessary and appropriate measures, or (2) injury is caused by 
a sponsored entity in absence of fault, due diligence is the standard of care required of the 
sponsoring State in the circumstances, rather than a bighcr standard of care, and the 
sponsoring State has met this standard through appropriate and necessary measures. 

Mr President, Members of the Chamber, I submit that a gap in coverage in 
responsibility and liabi lity for injury to the Area and the marine environment was not 
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intended by the drafters of the Convention. Article 139, paragraph 2, article 235, paragraphs I 
and 3, and article 304 clearly demonstrate that 1be drafters were well aware tha1 the law of 
responsibility and liability lives and grows and !hat they could not envisage all eventualities 
and developments. I submit that the application of the plain meaning of these provisions, a:; 

intended. largely eliminates the J)OSSibility ofunrcmcdied injury, as I will explain. 
I tum now to my second submission, that, in the context of hazardous activities, the 

exercise of due diligence by a sponsoring State does not exclude that Seate from 
responsibility or liability for injury caused by the hazardous activities of a sponsored entity 
under its jurisdiction and control. 

As we have heard in, I believe, every submission before the Chamber, under genernl 
principles of international law a State's responsibility and liability for the activity of private 
entities has been considered to ordinarily con$iSt of an obligation of some fonn of due 
diligence in taking all reasonable and appropriate measures of prevention. There is, however, 
an exception which imposes a more onerous standard. 

In cases that involve inherently dangerous or hazardous activities, it has been asserted 
that the principle of absolute or strict liability applies as one of the general principles of law 
ICCOgnized by civilized nations. This view finds support in the practice of States and is 
confinned by the writings of eminen1 publicists. 

In tenns of a general principle of law, it has long been recognized that strict liability 
for the risk of harm from hazardous activities is part and parcel of many municipal legal 
systems. Recently the eminent Chinese scholar and now Judge of the International Court of 
Justice, Judge Hanqin, has written that strict liability related to hazardous activities forms part 
of the law of a large number of disparate States - for example:, Austria, China, Germany, 
India, Swh;zerland and the United States; and, of course, there are more. 

In recognizing that strict liability is a general principle of law in relation to injury 
caused by hazardous activities in the Area, this Chamber would be recognizing the 
underlying considerations that make it an important feature of any legal system. In particular, 
both equiry and justice indicate that a sponsoring State ought to shoulder the ultimate burden 
of liability for sponsored hazardous activities in the area. This is because the State is 
ultimately responsible for exposing the marine ell\~ronment and the common heritage of 
humanJcind to high risks and dev11Staling oonsequences and at the same time reaping 
significant benefits from the activity. 

The application of this doctrine to hazardous activities carried out by a sponsored 
entity in the Are-a imposes strict liability on sponsoring States in the establishment, 
implementation and enforoemcnt of protective measures under the Convention, the 
Agreement and general international law. 

I now turn lo my third submission, that umkr the Conve11tion and gencrnl 
international law States have a residual liability to ensure prompt and adequate compensation 
for injury, including remediation of the marine environment, in the event that the primary 
liability of a sponsored entity or other parties, for whatever reason, is not engaged or is 
insufficient. 

In the present context, residual liability iis a st.op gap measure and arises only when the 
primary liability of the contractor under Annex Ill, article 22, of the Convention is 
unavailable. It extends beyond the secondary liability of a sponsoring State under the 
Convention for failure to take necessary and appropriate measures. Indeed, residual liability 
starts at this point because oflhe lacuna that I have indicated would othenvise exist. 

The emerging trend in response to gaps in liability is reflected in the lntemational 
Law Commission's Principles on Allocation of Loss in the C11Sc of Transboundary Harm 
Arising out ofHaz.ardous Aclivilies. In tenns of legal status, the P~iples have been said by 
Professors Birnie, Boyle and Redgwell to "show that the Commission has made use of 
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general principles of law Land) successfully reflects the modem development of civil liability 
treaties, without in any way compromising or altering those which presently exist". 

The point of departure for the Principles on Allocation, like the Convention, is the 
establishment by Principle 4, paragraph 2, of liabilily for a private operator in the first 
instance. However, the Principles recognize that a situation may arise, as presently possible 
under lhe Convcn1ion, in which prompt and adequate compe11$11tion for hann by a private 
operator, like a sponsored entity, fails. In such a siluation, a residual liability remains with the 
State under Principle 4, paragniph 5, "to en.swt th!II additional financial resources are made 
available", including resourc.es to remedy hrum 10 the environmcnl. 

The role and relationship of a sponsoring Seate to lhe common herirage and the nature 
of the Ami makes it particularly appropriate for the Chamber to have regard to residual 
liability. Residual liability ensures that damage to the world's common heritage is not left 
unremedied by a party deriving the principal beoefit from the exploitation of global public 
goods in the Area. 

Accordingly, I invite the Chamber to make allowance for the advent of the principle 
of residual State liability embodied in Principle 4, paragraph 5, of the ILC Principles on 
Allocation of Loss. 

Alternatively, as we heard yesterday in sapient and persuasive oral submissions, the 
Chamber can reach the same legal result in terms of residual liability through its inclusion in 
a strict liability regime that is pm and parcel of the nc«ssary and appropriate measures 
required of sponsoring States in order to fulfil their rcsponsibilit.ies under the Convention. 

Application of the principle of residual liabili ty would prevent the occurrence of the 
two situations identified pre\riously in which no party is responsible for environmental harm 
to the common heritage ofhwnankind. 

I will now swn up the submission of the IUCN. One of the most important nonns 
upon which the Convention rcstS is the common bcritage. The establishment of the Arca, 
together with its common heritage legal status in article 136 of the Convention, was a major 
achievement in the history of the law of the sea and indeed in the history of international law. 
The actual implementation of the concepts of common heritage, common spaces and 
common concern through the work of the International Seabed Authority \viii mark another 
milestone. 

In tcnns of obligations of sponsoring States and necessary and appropriate measures, 
three conclusions flow from our submissions: first, tbe principle of sustainable development 
found embodied in the preamble to the Convention n:quircs sponsoring States to comply with 
the obligations found in Pans X1 and XIl of the Convention; second, the obligation of a 
sponsoring State to adopt laws and measures is accompanied by a concomitant obligation to 
enforce those laws and measures in order to secure compliance with the Convention; and, 
third, a sponsoring Seate has Qll obligation to ensure that the laws and measures that it adopts 
pursuant to the Convention satisfy international standurds. 

As the international community moves closer to exploiting the resources of the deep 
seabed, it is imperati,'C that an adequate and effective liability regime is in place to prot~t 
and preserve a mostly unknown cm•ironmenL The environment of the Area has importance 
for activities other than mining. For instance, deep in the hydrothennal vent ecosystems of 
the Area may lay life fonns that still await discovery and development of options for energy. 
food, and medicine for present and future generations. Moreover, we are largely ignorant of 
lhc full implications of how mining will affect the environment. For example, it is still 
unknown how mining "'ill impact benthic life and its food supply away from mining areas. 

An erroneous reading of the extent of liability established by tbc Convention ha.~ the 
potential to render the liability regime ioo.dequate and ineffective. Fortunately, the 
Convention itscl f provides a solution by recognising explicitly that intemational law beyond 
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the Convention may be brought to bear in these situations. As demonstrated, the application 
of the doctriJJe of strict liability in connection with ha7.ardous activities and the use of 
contemporary de\•elopments in iotcmatiooal law in the form of the ILC Principles oo 
Afloeation escablishes residual state liability in case a sponsored entity (or any other party) 
escapes liability or is insolvenL In this way existing international law provides the solution. 

This concludes our oral statement. On behalf of the IUCN delegation, I have the 
honour to thank the Chamber for its very kind attention. We wish it well - I am sure on 
behalf of all 11,e parties - in its delibmition~. 
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Closure of the Oral Proceedings 
nTLOS/PV.2010/4/Rev.2, E, p. 32-33) 

n,e Prtslde111: 
Thank you for your s1a1ement, Mr Anton. 

This brings us 10 !he end of the oral proceedings in Case No. 17. /u indicated on 1he 
previous days, the Chamber may see a need to address questions to delegations. Such 
questions would be SCI)! by !he Chamber to delegations indicacing to lh<:rn a lime-limit for 
a ,vriuen response. 

I would also like co take this opportunity to thank representatives and delegates of all 
p.mieipaling States and organizations for their excellent statements made before the Chamber 
over the pasi three days, In par1iculat, the Chamber appreciates the professional competence 
and coW'tesy exhibited by all participants 10 lh<: hearing. 

The Registrar will now address questions in relation 10 transcripts. 

11,e Registrar: 
Mr President, in conformity with anicle 86, paragraph 4, of the Rules of the Tribunal, all 
representatives have the right to correct the transcripts in the original language of their 
statements made by them in the oral proceedings. Any such corrections should be submitted 
as soon as possible but in wiy case 001 later than 27 September 201 O. 

771e President: 
The Chamber will now withdraw to dclibcmtc on the case. The advisory opinion \\i ll be read 
on a date to be notified. 

(The hear/1,g closes at 4. JS p. m.) 
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